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Extended summary 

The aim of this work is the experimental proof of concept of an energy harvester using shape 

memory effect and piezoelectricity to transform input thermal power in output electricity.  

The practice of recovering wasted or unused energy from the environment and making it 

available in form of electrical charge – i.e. energy harvesting – is attracting increasing attention 

since it can be employed for feeding small wireless autonomous devices as a valid alternative to 

batteries or grid connection. As a matter of facts, traditional solutions imply continuous 

maintenance (e.g. batteries need to be substituted periodically) or non-economical arrangements 

(e.g. connecting to the grid very small devices in remote locations is not only complicated but also 

anti economical). Energy harvesting then addresses the problem of feeding low-power electronics 

and autonomous wireless sensors (requiring few mW of electricity). 

Since this field of research is pretty new, not much literature is available on the topic but on the 

other side lot of work and improvement can be done; moreover, there is not a recognized best 

way of doing things, then experimental activity needs to be performed to explore possible 

solutions. 

In this work the problem of energy harvesting is addressed to considering thermal energy as 

available source input, to be transformed in electrical power; this is the starting point: all that 

comes after is the result of studies performed within this thesis.  

The first step is deciding which mechanism to be employed: the choice is to use shape memory 

effect of Ni-Ti for converting thermal power into mechanical one and then a piezoelectric actuator 

that receives mechanical power as an input and converts it into electricity. The reason for that is 

double: on one side, a research group already provided a similar device that could be used as 

reference and improved; on the other, Ni-Ti is the object of ongoing research due to its incredible 

properties and then it is due to contribute in experiments by providing another type of application 

for this material. 

The second step is then gathering information on shape memory alloys and piezoelectric 

components from literature and manufacturers and designing an experimental session to provide 

the other pieces of information needed for the realization of this device. 

Starting from shape memory effect, it is a property exhibited by certain materials that can restore 

the original shape of a plastically deformed sample by simply heating it as a consequence of a 

crystalline phase change – called martensitic transformation. In particular, at low temperature, 

below the transformation starting one, the material is in martensitic phase, which is soft and can 

be deformed quite easily. Then, when the specimen is heated up above a transition starting 

temperature, it recovers its original pre-deformation shape and converts the material to its high 

strength – austenitic – condition. The process is reversible, meaning that the same transformation 

occurs while cooling, even though some hysteresis can be detected and temperature range is 

slightly different. If the specimen is in a constrained configuration, i.e. it cannot recover its initial 

shape upon heating due to zero displacement constrains, force starts growing inside it; then, it 

goes down while cooling. These properties are known from literature. The problem is that it is not 

clear how force depends on temperature and which are relevant variables affecting performance: 

for this reason an experimental characterization is performed. First of all, a shape memory alloy is 

selected, in particular Ni-Ti due to its above the average properties, even though there are also 

other different classes of materials showing this effect. Then a bundle of wires of Ni-Ti is tested, 

considering that output force depends on cold wires temperature, hot wires temperature and 
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pre-stress, meaning force applied to the specimen at cold state, before it is heated up and 

actuation, i.e. force, produced. Characterization is made for a limited but still meaningful 

temperature values and for a wide range of pre-stress. Results show that the best operating 

temperatures are 5 °C as cold temperature and 55 °C as hot one, being temperature difference 

fixed at 50 °C. Force difference between hot and cold states increases with pre-stress almost 

linearly; for this reason, a pre-stress of 1000 N is selected as the one to be employed in the device 

during operations. Actuation provided with these parameters is expected to be 600 N. 

Moving to piezoelectricity, it is the property of producing electrical charge when submitted to a 

certain pressure (direct piezoelectric effect), manifested by a specific class of materials. Nowadays 

there are many devices employing the opposite effect – inverse piezoelectricity: they receive 

voltage as input and produce displacement as an output; knowing the relation between 

displacement and voltage it is possible to provide precise control. Among these materials, the 

most common one is Lead Zirconate Titanate due to its marked piezoelectric effect. Working 

principle is as follows: when subjected to a force, there is a shifting of electrons in the crystal 

structure of this material, resulting in a charge; this process is reversible in a certain range of 

temperature, force and electric field, meaning that if force is removed the electrons go back to 

initial configuration and charge goes back to zero. While inverse piezoelectric effect is well known, 

direct one is pretty unstudied due to limited number of practical applications: for this reason a 

sample of Lead Zirconate Titanate needs to be tested and characterized. The goal is to find how 

voltage depends on force (current is expected to be very small, while voltage relevant, for this 

reason it is selected as variable for evaluating the performance). In the experimental session the 

piezoelectric actuator is then compressed at increasingly high force and voltage is measured; 

moreover, the effect of compression speed is investigated since it could be a relevant variable 

considering that a transformation in the crystal occurs. Results show that absolute value of 

voltage increases almost linearly with force: when compressed the actuator produces positive 

voltage; then if it is shortened at maximum force and gradually released to zero stress, a negative 

voltage builds up: for this reason it is convenient to speak about potential difference per cycle. At 

600 N, which is the force provided by Ni-Ti, potential difference is expected to be between 25 V 

and 35 V in relation to compression speed, which slightly affects output. 

Once the properties of the two main components are clear, a device employing them is designed 

and built. A globally zero displacement assembly is chosen: Ni-Ti wires are clamped together with 

the piezoelectric actuator and then subjected to temperature fluctuation, so that they produce a 

force that alternatively compresses and releases the piezo, finally generating in this way an 

electrical charge. Water is selected as heat transfer fluid and 13 wires of 5 mm length and 0.8 mm 

diameter of active part are disposed circularly, perpendicularly to the flow in an optimized 

configuration in terms of heat transfer, held in place by plastic plates and put inside a cylindrical 

case. A shaft then puts the active part in connection with piezoelectric actuator, well separating it 

from the flow since it is not waterproof.  

While designing this assembly, great care is reserved to heat transfer problem and to a detailed 

study of how stress/strain state should evolve during operation. As regards heat transfer, both 

manual computation and numerical simulations are performed in order to find a configuration 

where water and wires exchange heat properly, i.e. effectively, homogeneously and fast. As a 

matter of facts, non-homogeneous heat transfer with the wires would result in uneven shape 

memory effect and then in differential displacement; moreover, being the slowest phenomenon, 

heat transfer affects operating frequency of the whole device: for this reason it needs to be 

analyzed carefully. Stress/strain problem is also studied in details, cross-referencing data from 
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both literature and experiments: it is fundamental to design the length and number of wires 

compatibly with stress and displacement required by piezo, which in turn depends on shape 

memory effect at a given temperature. In other words, it is mandatory to run a trial and error 

process, where there are different involved variables that need to be compatible one with the 

others in order to have the device working. These studies show that aforementioned 

configuration of 13 wires of 5 mm length and 0.8 mm diameter is a solution to this problem; even 

though it is not the optimized one, it should work properly for a proof of concept. 

Getting back to design, there are then auxiliary elements, in particular a hydraulic circuit 

composed of two identical lines, one for the hot and one for the cold side, alternatively switched 

by means of three way valves. Water baths provide temperature control and water flow. Their 

goal is exchanging heat with active part of the device, providing desired temperature change at a 

given frequency. The other auxiliary element is the electrical circuit, aimed at collecting and 

measuring the charge produced by the piezo; the main components are a series of two resistors 

of known resistance coupled with a voltmeter for reading the voltage and a relay for switching the 

circuit on and off. In particular, since generated charge is very small, it is necessary first to build 

up a voltage across the piezo and then to discharge it across the measurement system within a 

certain frequency. 

Finally, there is a control/data acquisition system based on LabVIEW aiming at measuring 

temperatures with thermocouples and recording it and at automatically switch electrical circuit 

with a small control current while recording voltage. 

Once all the parts are designed, they are built and assembled and tests are run on the apparatus. 

Experimental setup consists in the aforementioned components, clamped with a mechanical 

actuator and operating as follows. The mechanical actuator provides 1000 N of pre-stress while 

maintaining a zero displacement configuration; the assembly made of a cylinder containing Ni-Ti 

active component and a shaft for rigidly transmitting force to the piezo chip is blocked between 

the two plates of the mechanical actuator. Two hoses connect active chamber to hydraulic circuit 

while two wires connect piezo to electrical circuit. Data acquisition system completes the setup. 

As regards operation, several experiments are done to find best working point. Sequence of 

operations is as follows: pre-stress is provided while cold water is circulating, then circuit is closed 

to discharge voltage built up by the pre-stress and opened after that; these are preliminary 

actions. Then, three-way valves are switched so hot water flows and heats up the wires, which 

expand and actuate on the piezo, generating a voltage that can be measured after closing the 

circuit; the circuit is then re-opened, valves switched to cold water and then a negative voltage 

builds up across the piezo; electrical circuit is closed again and negative voltage measured, then it 

is re-opened. At this point, a new cycle begins. Data acquisition saves temperature to time and 

voltage to time.  

These data are then elaborated employing a MATLAB script where total voltage, current, power 

and energy harvested per cycle are measured. Results are very positive: a potential difference of 

30.73 V and a current of 2.82 mA are detected; power is 44.46 mW, while harvested energy per 

cycle is 0.33 mJ. An efficiency index which reports harvested energy per cycle to the mass of 

active part – Ni-Ti – is defined and computed: it is 2.04 mJ/g. These numbers not only prove the 

concept of energy harvesting, but also highlight a performance that is much better than previous 

devices and then can be considered as a good starting point for future developments. 

In particular, an optimization process of existing device is suggested as it could improve the 

performance dramatically. In the following there is a list of suggestions on what could be done. 

First of all, an observation is mandatory: this thesis is a proof of concept, meaning that there are 
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no requirements in terms of performance, dimensions and output of the device; when designing 

an energy harvester for a specific application, starting point should always be electrical 

requirements from the load and then design should follow up. The point is that completely 

different devices could be built according to the kind of application: the only element in common 

would be the working principle. Future developments for this specific design can be summarized 

as follows. First of all, from a Ni-Ti point of view it could be interesting to increase the number of 

wires for providing a higher actuation and a bigger pre-stress as operating condition, impossible 

now due to limited yield strength as failure tests show. Another improvement could be made in 

relation to hydraulic circuit and heat transfer: in this device operating frequency is fairly slow 

because the temperature of heat transfer fluid is the same as Ni-Ti desired one and valves are 

manual. It could be possible to design automatic valves and employ higher temperature 

difference so that desired temperature of Ni-Ti would be reached faster and at this point valves 

would switch automatically. As a result, system would operate with higher frequency and then 

also global harvested energy would be bigger, due to more cycles in the same time interval. 

Finally, a wider characterization of temperature influence on Ni-Ti displacement could lead to the 

definition of better working conditions. 
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Riassunto esteso 

Lo scopo di questa tesi è la progettazione, realizzazione e verifica sperimentale di un energy 

harvester (“raccoglitore di energia”) che utilizzi combinatamente lo shape memory effect (“effetto 

a memoria di forma”) e l’effetto piezoelettrico per trasformare energia termica in elettrica.  

La pratica di recuperare l’energia presente o dispersa in ambiente e di renderla disponibile sotto 

forma di carica elettrica – l’energy harvesting appunto – sta attirando sempre maggiore 

attenzione specialmente in relazione al fatto che tale energia può essere utilizzata per alimentare 

micro dispositivi autonomi di potenza molto ridotta, come valida alternativa alle batterie o alla 

connessione a una rete elettrica. I sistemi tradizionali presentano infatti inconvenienti come la 

necessità di una continua manutenzione - nel caso ad esempio delle batterie, che devono essere 

sostituite periodicamente, essa è particolarmente problematica se lo strumento è installato in una 

posizione remota - o la presenza di una rete elettrica come fonte di alimentazione – sicuramente 

antieconomica quando si tratta di alimentare dispositivi di piccolissima taglia. L’energy harvesting 

nasce dunque con l’obiettivo di alimentare elettronica stand-alone di piccola taglia (nell’ordine 

dei mW). 

Dal momento che questo ambito di ricerca è piuttosto recente, la letteratura disponibile 

sull’argomento è limitata; ciò significa che da un lato le la possibilità di un confronto con altre 

soluzioni è quasi nulla, dall’altro il potenziale di innovazione è decisamente alto: non c’è una 

tipologia di energy harvester riconosciuta come riferimento, quindi la ricerca può prendere molte 

strade e condurre a risultati diversi. 

In questa tesi il punto di partenza è rappresentato dalla richiesta di realizzare la verifica 

sperimentale di un energy harvester che utilizzi energia termica come input e produca una carica 

elettrica; questo perché l’energia termica di scarto è ampiamente presente non solo 

nell’ambiente industriale, proveniente dalle lavorazioni, ma anche in quello naturale, dove 

gradienti di temperatura sono piuttosto frequenti. Il lavoro che intercorre tra questa consegna e 

la generazione di una carica elettrica è il risultato di attività bibliografica, progettuale, realizzativa 

e sperimentale condotta presso il Department of Energy Conversion and Storage della Technical 

University of Denmark (DTU). 

Il primo punto consiste nel decidere il principio di funzionamento del dispositivo da progettare: 

l’idea è quella di combinare due effetti, appunto lo shape memory effect manifestato dal Ni-Ti per 

trasformare l’energia termica in meccanica e l’effetto piezoelettrico diretto del piombo-zirconato 

di titanio per generare energia elettrica ricevendo la suddetta energia meccanica come input. 

Questa soluzione è stata adottata per due ragioni: ad oggi un dispositivo simile è già stato 

realizzato da un altro gruppo di ricerca con risultati positivi ma con un output limitato; un 

confronto con tale lavoro può condurre a una migliore progettazione; inoltre il Ni-Ti è un 

materiale con incredibili potenzialità dal punto di vista delle sue proprietà, molte delle quali sono 

note presso il Department of Energy Conversion and Storage, costituendo un buon punto di 

partenza. 

Il secondo passo è quindi raccogliere informazioni sullo shape memory effect e sull’effetto 

piezolettrico; a causa di mancanza di dati, spesso si è resa necessaria una caratterizzazione 

sperimentale delle proprietà dei materiali manifestanti queste caratteristiche.  

Per quanto riguarda lo shape memory effect, è una proprietà manifestata da alcuni materiali che 

possono recuperare la loro forma originaria partendo da una configurazione deformata 

semplicemente riscaldando il materiale stesso; ciò avviene all’interno di un preciso campo di 
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temperature come conseguenza di una trasformazione di fase solido-solido. In particolare, a 

temperature inferiori a quella di inizio trasformazione il componente si trova in uno stato – detto 

martensite – nel quale può essere facilmente deformato rispetto a una conformazione originaria. 

Quindi, se riscaldato all’interno di un determinato campo di temperature recupera la sua forma 

originaria, in conseguenza di una trasformazione che ripristina la fase ad alta rigidezza – detta 

austenite. Questo processo è reversibile, nel senso che se il campione viene raffreddato torna 

nella conformazione martensitica, anche se il range di temperature nel quale ciò avviene è 

leggermente differente e si rileva una piccola isteresi. Se il materiale tuttavia si trova in una 

configurazione a deformazione nulla, cioè è vincolato a mantenere una certa dimensione, e viene 

sottoposto alla trasformazione di fase, essa risulta in uno stato di sforzo interno al campione 

stesso: in altre parole, è possibile generare una forza come conseguenza di una variazione di 

temperatura in un intervallo predefinito; anche questo processo è chiaramente reversibile, nel 

senso che la forza aumenta riscaldando e diminuisce raffreddando. 

Queste proprietà sono note dalla letteratura; tuttavia, come la forza dipende dalla temperatura e 

quali sono le variabili rilevanti in questo problema non è chiaro: per tale motivo si è resa 

necessaria una caratterizzazione sperimentale del fenomeno. Per iniziare si è scelto il Ni-Ti come 

materiale attivo per il dispositivo in ragione delle sue proprietà mediamente al di sopra della 

norma: una bibliografia completa sulle varie possibilità mostra che ci sono alternative, alcune 

peggiori e altre non ancora accessibili/discretamente conosciute; perciò è stato adottato il Ni-Ti. 

Quindi un assemblaggio di fili di Ni-Ti è stato caratterizzato; ulteriori dettagli sulla geometria, 

proprietà e dettagli progettuali di tale elemento verranno fornite in seguito: per ora si consideri 

solo il materiale come tale. Basandosi su studi bibliografici ed esperimenti, si sono individuate tre 

variabili rilevanti dalle quali dipende la forza generata in questa configurazione a spostamento 

nullo: le due temperature dei fili – nello stato freddo e in quello caldo – e la precompressione, 

definita come la forza imposta al campione quando si trova nello stato freddo, rispetto alla quale 

si verifica l’attuazione definita appunto come incremento di forza in relazione allo stato di sforzo 

iniziale in risposta al riscaldamento. La caratterizzazione è effettuata per un numero limitato ma 

significativo di temperature, scelto in relazione alle informazioni pervenute da precedenti studi, e 

per un ampio intervallo di precompressione, ad ogni modo non eccedente il 6% in termini di 

deformazione rispetto allo stato a sforzo nullo, per rimanere in campo elastico. I risultati 

mostrano che il punto di lavoro migliore tra quelli indagati prevede 5 °C come temperatura fredda 

e 55 °C come temperatura calda; la differenza di temperatura tra i due stati è stata fissata a 50 °C 

per tutta la sessione sperimentale in modo da ottenere una buona attuazione. Per quanto 

riguarda la precompressione, essa ha un effetto benefico, pertanto si è cercato di massimizzarla 

compatibilmente con lo stato di sforzo limite caratterizzante gli altri elementi del dispositivo: 1000 

N è il valore ideale. In tali condizioni, la variazione di forza attesa è di 600 N. 

Per quanto riguarda l’effetto piezoelettrico, esso è definito come la proprietà di produrre carica 

elettrica in conseguenza all’applicazione di una determinata pressione (effetto piezoelettrico 

diretto), manifestata da una specifica classe di materiali. In realtà ben più noto è l’effetto inverso, 

consistente nel produrre un certo spostamento/stato di sforzo come conseguenza di un input 

elettrico; questo principio viene ampiamente sfruttato negli attuatori, elementi atti al controllo 

della posizione con estrema precisione: ciò è possibile una volta nota la relazione tra input 

elettrico e output come spostamento. Il materiale più comune è il piombo-zirconato di titanio a 

causa del marcato effetto che manifesta. La spiegazione di tale fenomeno è da ricercarsi nello 

spostamento di elettroni interni al materiale quando sottoposto a una forza: essi migrano da una 

parte all’altra del reticolo cristallino, generando appunto una carica elettrica temporanea. Il 
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processo è reversibile in un certo intervallo di temperatura, sforzo e campo elettrico: nel 

momento in cui il campione ritorna al suo stato di sforzo nullo, anche gli elettroni recuperano la 

posizione iniziale e dunque il materiale ritorna ad essere elettricamente neutro. Come 

precedentemente affermato, gli attuatori piezoelettrici sono una tecnologia affermata; non 

altrettanto si può dire per elementi che sfruttano l’effetto diretto: per tale ragione nell’apparato 

sperimentale si è deciso di usare uno di questi attuatori e di farlo funzionare al contrario. 

Chiaramente dal momento che il comportamento in tale direzione è totalmente ignoto, una 

caratterizzazione è effettuata per poter condurre una progettazione adeguata. In particolare, 

l’obiettivo è di determinare come il voltaggio varia con la forza durante la compressione 

dell’attuatore stesso; si è scelta tale variabile elettrica - la differenza di potenziale – e non 

l’intensità di corrente perché quest’ultima è molto modesta (qualche mA), mentre la prima è 

rilevante (qualche decina di V). Durante i test un attuatore piezoelettrico è quindi compresso a 

forza crescente e il voltaggio misurato; inoltre, anche l’effetto della velocità di compressione è 

indagato, dal momento che la trasformazione interna al reticolo cristallino potrebbe essere 

tempo-dipendente e dunque influenzata dalla velocità. I risultati mostrano che il valore assoluto 

del voltaggio aumenta pressoché linearmente con la forza applicata nel range indagato: quando 

viene compresso l’attuatore produce un voltaggio positivo, che va a zero quando la forza torna ad 

essere nulla. Tuttavia, se il chip viene corto-circuitato quando sottoposto alla forza massima, esso 

si scarica e dunque il voltaggio va a zero; a questo punto è possibile diminuire la forza: la 

conseguenza è che un potenziale negativo si viene a creare. Per questa ragione è conveniente 

parlare di differenza di potenziale in un ciclo; a circa 600 N, che è appunto la forza generata dal 

Ni-Ti, essa è compresa tra 25 V e 35 V, in relazione alla velocità di compressione, che influenza 

leggermente l’output. 

Una volta note le proprietà dei due elementi principali, l’energy harvester è progettato basandosi 

su questi due componenti. Il principio di funzionamento è del tipo a spostamento globale nullo: il 

Ni-Ti è rigidamente connesso all’attuatore piezoelettrico attraverso un albero e l’assemblaggio è 

quindi installato all’interno di un cilindro. Si viene così à creare una camera dove il fluido 

termovettore (acqua) può circolare ed entrare in contatto con il Ni-Ti il quale, sottoposto a 

fluttuazioni di temperatura, genera una forza oscillante trasmessa al chip, in conseguenza del 

fatto che la configurazione è a spostamento globale nullo; quest’ultimo produce infine la carica 

elettrica. Per quanto riguarda alcuni dettagli progettuali, il rigeneratore è caratterizzato da 13 fili 

di 0.8 mm di diametro, i quali hanno una parte attiva di 5 mm ciascuno in lunghezza; essi sono 

disposti circolarmente, perpendicolarmente al flusso e mantenuti in posizione da piastre 

plastiche: in questo modo lo scambio termico risulta particolarmente efficiente. La camera dove 

circola il fluido è sigillata per mezzo di un o-ring per evitare contatti con il chip, che verrebbe 

compromesso nel caso di qualsiasi interazione con l’acqua. 

Durante la fase di design è stata prestata particolare attenzione allo studio di due problemi: lo 

scambio termico tra acqua e Ni-Ti e la propagazione dello stato di sforzo nel dispositivo. La 

ragione è che si tratta dei due meccanismi fondamentali che permettono al dispositivo di 

funzionare e dunque devono essere indagati in tutti i dettagli. 

Per quanto riguarda lo scambio termico, calcoli manuali e simulazioni numeriche hanno portato a 

determinare la configurazione adottata. Fattori critici sono la ricerca di uno scambio omogeneo, 

rapido ed efficace: l’acqua deve contattare tutti i fili in modo da evitare uno shape memory effect 

disomogeneo e dunque deformazioni differenti nei vari fili; inoltre, essendo lo scambio termico il 

fenomeno fisico più lento tra quelli che avvengono, esso determina la frequenza operativa dello 

strumento: ne consegue che deve essere analizzato attentamente per avere risultati consistenti. 
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In riferimento al problema di sforzo/deformazione, anch’esso merita attente riflessioni perché 

determina il funzionamento o meno dell’intero dispositivo: per questa ragione dati provenienti 

dalla letteratura sono integrati con quelli di sessioni sperimentali. In particolare, la caratteristica 

fondamentale del sistema è che globalmente la deformazione è nulla: ciò significa che lo 

spostamento dell’attuatore piezoelettrico deve essere uguale e contrario a quello del Ni-Ti. È 

dunque necessario calcolare il numero e la lunghezza dei fili di Ni-Ti in modo che, una volta 

deformati, producano una deformazione nel materiale piezoelettrico tale da generare una 

differenza di potenziale, ma non troppo elevata pena la rottura del componente stesso. Ulteriore 

complicazione deriva dal fatto che c’è una precompressione globale del dispositivo e che lo stato 

di sforzo è generato da una variazione di temperatura. È chiaro che il funzionamento del 

dispositivo è altamente precario, nel senso che se tutti gli elementi precedentemente citati non 

sono compatibili non si ottengono risultati. La progettazione dei singoli componenti è dunque 

frutto di un’iterazione che considera costantemente tutti questi aspetti. Il risultato trovato è una 

possibile soluzione; sicuramente ce ne sono altre, tuttavia, dal momento che lo scopo di questo 

lavoro è una dimostrazione del concetto, non è stato avanzato nessun processo di ottimizzazione.   

Ritornando al design, ci sono poi elementi ausiliari che permettono il funzionamento e il controllo 

del dispositivo. Innanzitutto, c’è un circuito idraulico composto da due linee – una calda e una 

fredda – che hanno lo scopo di fornire la potenza termica richiesta dal rigeneratore a una 

determinata frequenza. Esse sono direttamente connesse al cilindro e selezionate 

alternativamente per mezzo di valvole a tre vie; due vasche a temperatura controllata dotate di 

pompa garantiscono il flusso d’acqua alla temperatura richiesta. Il secondo elemento ausiliario è 

un circuito elettrico che ha lo scopo di raccogliere e misurare la carica generata dall’attuatore 

piezoelettrico. Esso comprende differenti elementi, ad ogni modo i principali sono: una serie di 

due resistori di resistenza nota e un voltmetro per misurare la differenza di potenziale e 

determinare indirettamente la corrente; un relè che funge da interruttore per chiudere e aprire il 

circuito elettrico. Dal momento che la carica prodotta è modesta, è necessario creare una 

differenza di potenziale sul chip piezoelettrico, mantenendo il circuito aperto; quindi si chiude il 

circuito e la corrente si scarica attraverso il sistema di misurazione, che consente appunto di 

determinare le specifiche elettriche. 

Infine, c’è un sistema di controllo e acquisizione dati che consente di misurare la temperatura 

attraverso termocoppie, il voltaggio con il voltmetro e di azionare il relè attraverso una corrente 

di piccola intensità; il controllo della forza e della configurazione a zero spostamento sono 

garantiti da un attuatore meccanico; infine, le valvole a tre vie sono azionate manualmente. 

Una volta che la progettazione è completa, i componenti sono costruiti o acquistati e quindi 

assemblati; infine una sessione di test è condotta sul dispositivo. Il setup sperimentale è costituito 

dagli elementi precedentemente descritti ed è operato come segue: il cilindro contenente la parte 

attiva con il Ni-Ti, un albero metallico e l’attuatore piezoelettrico è compresso a 1000 N con 

l’attuatore meccanico e mantenuto in tale configurazione di zero spostamento globale per tutta la 

durata dei test. Due fori connettono la parte attiva della camera cilindrica con il circuito idraulico, 

mentre due fili uniscono il chip al circuito elettrico. Il sistema di controllo/acquisizione dati 

completa il setup. Per quanto riguarda il funzionamento, la suddetta compressione di 1000 N è 

fornita mentre acqua fredda circola attraverso il rigeneratore, quindi il circuito elettrico è chiuso e 

riaperto per scaricare il chip e dunque considerare come differenza di potenziale utile solo quella 

creata dall’attuazione del Ni-Ti stesso e non anche quella derivante dalla precompressione, 

disponibile solo al primo ciclo. Questa sequenza di operazioni viene effettuata una tantum 

all’inizio delle operazioni. Quindi le valvole a tre vie sono attuate in modo da aprire alla linea 
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calda, il Ni-Ti si espande e produce una forza, trasmessa al chip che dunque produce una carica. A 

questo punto il circuito elettrico è chiuso, cosicché la corrente fluisce e il voltaggio viene misurato, 

e nuovamente aperto. Quindi le valvole sono aperte alla linea fredda, il Ni-Ti ritorna allo stato 

iniziale e un voltaggio negativo si crea nell’attuatore piezoelettrico: per misurarlo il circuito 

elettrico è nuovamente chiuso e riaperto. A questo punto un nuovo ciclo può cominciare. Durante 

tutte le operazioni forza, temperatura e voltaggio sono monitorate e registrate. 

I dati provenienti dalla sessione sperimentale sono quindi elaborati con MATLAB: si ottengono la 

differenza di potenziale e la corrente generati dall’energy harvester, la potenza e l’energia 

raccolta per ciclo. I risultati sono positivi: una differenza di potenziale di 30.73 V e una corrente di 

2.82 mA sono rilevati; la potenza è di 44.46 mW mentre l’energia di un ciclo è di 0.33 mJ. Al fine di 

valutare la performance del dispositivo, specialmente in relazione a sviluppi futuri, è stato definito 

un indice di efficienza che riporta l’energia prodotta alla massa di materiale attivo (Ni-Ti) utilizzata 

per generarla: esso è pari a 2.04 mJ/g. Questi numeri costituiscono non solo la dimostrazione che 

il dispositivo funziona, ma anche che è valido, dal momento che le prestazioni sono migliori di 

quello precedentemente realizzato e dunque può essere un ottimo punto di partenza per sviluppi 

futuri. 

Sicuramente un processo di ottimizzazione porterebbe a un miglioramento complessivo della 

performance: dal momento che in questo lavoro si è semplicemente voluto dimostrare che il 

concetto funziona, non si è posta molta attenzione al fatto che esso sia anche efficiente, lasciando 

dunque notevole spazio per future ottimizzazioni. Prima di indicare la traccia di possibili sviluppi, è 

fondamentale riprendere l’osservazione proposta all’inizio riguardo al fatto che in questo lavoro 

non c’erano richieste specifiche in termini di output, dimensioni, efficienza: semplicemente era 

richiesto un dispositivo funzionante. Chiaramente nel caso in cui ci fossero parametri più 

restringenti da rispettare, il design risulterebbe sensibilmente modificato, specialmente se ci 

fossero dei vincoli in termini di variabili elettriche richieste da un particolare carico: in tal caso 

questo sarebbe il punto di partenza pe la progettazione, risalendo via via agli altri componenti. 

Qui sono proposti miglioramenti per questo specifico dispositivo. Innanzitutto, dal punto di vista 

del Ni-Ti potrebbe essere interessante aumentare il numero di fili in modo da garantire non solo 

una maggiore attuazione, ma anche più solidità strutturale, con possibilità dunque di spingersi a 

precompressioni maggiori e dunque a voltaggi maggiori, attualmente non possibili pena il 

fallimento del dispositivo stesso. Un altro sviluppo potrebbe essere relativo al circuito idraulico e 

allo scambio termico: al momento la frequenza operativa è piuttosto bassa perché si è voluto 

mantenere un controllo preciso della temperatura imponendo la temperatura del fluido 

termovettore uguale a quella desiderata nel Ni-Ti, con conseguente tempo di scambio molto 

elevato; è possibile creare un salto termico tra acqua e Ni-Ti e abbinare valvole a tre vie 

automatiche, che agiscono esattamente quando la temperatura desiderata è stata raggiunta, 

garantendo dunque una frequenza molto più elevata e infine una maggior quantità di energia 

raccolta in un dato intervallo di tempo. Infine, una maggiore caratterizzazione della relazione tra 

forza e temperatura nel Ni-Ti potrebbe portare all’individuazione di migliori punti di 

funzionamento.  
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Abstract 

A thermal energy harvester using shape memory effect and piezoelectricity was designed, built 

and tested with the aim of an experimental proof of concept. The device employs the following 

mechanism: a shape memory alloy Ni-Ti is rigidly connected to a piezoelectric actuator in a 

globally zero displacement configuration. When subjected to temperature fluctuations, Ni-Ti 

tends to deform but - since it is constrained - this produces a stress variation, transmitted to 

piezoelectric element and finally converted into electrical charge as a consequence of direct 

piezoelectric effect. Results are very promising: a potential difference of 30.73 V and a current of 

2.82 mA are detected; power is 44.46 mW, while harvested energy per cycle is 0.33 mJ. A good 

experimental characterization of both Ni-Ti and piezo, careful design choices especially in relation 

to heat transfer problem and stress propagation between the components are the key elements 

that make this device the best of its kind.  

Keywords: Shape Memory Effect, Piezoelectricity, Energy Harvesting, Proof of Concept 
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Sintesi 

Un energy harvester (“raccoglitore di energia”) che sfrutta combinatamente lo shape memory 

effect (“effetto a memoria di forma”) e l´effetto piezoelettrico è stato progettato, realizzato e 

testato con lo scopo di una verifica sperimentale del concetto. Il principio di funzionamento è il 

seguente: una lega di Ni-Ti – materiale che manifesta lo shape memory effect – è rigidamente 

connessa a un attuatore piezoelettrico in una configurazione a spostamento complessivo nullo. 

Quando sottoposta a variazioni di temperatura la lega di Ni-Ti tende a deformarsi, tuttavia, dal 

momento che essa è vincolata con l´attuatore piezoelettrico in un assemblaggio a spostamento 

nullo, si ottiene una variazione dello stato di sforzo del materiale, trasmessa all´attuatore stesso. 

Quest´ultimo genera cariche elettriche quando sottoposto a una forza in conseguenza dell´effetto 

piezoelettrico diretto. I risultati sono molto promettenti: sono state rilevate una differenza di 

potenziale di 30.73 V e una corrente di 2.82 mA; conseguentemente, la potenza è di 44.46 mW e 

l´energia raccolta 0.33 mJ per ciclo. Elementi chiave che hanno contribuito al successo di questa 

verifica sperimentale sono stati la caratterizzazione del Ni-Ti e dell´attuatore precedentemente 

alla fase progettuale e uno studio molto accurato dei problemi di scambio termico e della 

trasmissione dello stato di sforzo, risultando in una conoscenza puntuale dei fenomeni in atto, in 

buone scelte progettuali e infine in un dispositivo che è il migliore nel suo genere in termine di 

risultati.  

Parole chiave: Shape Memory Effect, Piezoelettricità, Energy Harvesting, Verifica Sperimentale   
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Introduction 

Modern energy engineering is facing two main issues: efficient solutions are required in the 

design of new devices and renewable sources of energy are highly desired for fueling them. These 

concerns come as a consequence of an increased social responsibility towards other people – 

energy should be available for everyone at a fair price and this can be managed by employing 

efficient solutions that avoid wastes – and towards the planet – global warming may be related to 

fossil fuels, which are in any case destined to end at some point.  

The concept of energy harvesting is very current in this scenario: it consists in capturing the 

normally lost or unused energy from the surrounding and employing it for satisfying some device 

power requirement [1]. This is an efficient solution from an energy point of view because uses 

otherwise lost energy as the input for producing valuable output – usually in form of electricity – 

that can be employed in numerous devices. Moreover, it is also a “green” answer as long as the 

source is renewable, i.e. “Energy derived from natural processes (e.g. sunlight and wind) that are 

replenished at a faster rate than they are consumed” according to the definition provided by the 

International Energy Agency (IEA) [2].  

In any case employing a free input is always positive from an engineering perspective, even 

though economical evaluations can lead to opposite conclusions. 

Getting back to the practice of recovering free wasted energy, it is a very wide field since there 

are four parameters that can be varied: the type of energy input, the system that transforms the 

input in output, the kind of output produced and the scale of the application.  

When thinking at our surroundings, there are many sources of energy available for free – both 

renewable ones and waste from processes – that could be recovered in theory: from the most 

common and big scale ones like solar, wind, waves, heat from power plants to the smallest and 

remotest such as vibrations from the environment, machines or from any mechanical micro-

source.  

As regards the device that can transform them in a more valuable output, there is also a broad 

variety of designs according to the specifications of the input. 

In terms of output the most common is electricity, since it can be used by almost all the devices 

employed by man in everyday life; also thermal power is as valuable as it is provided at the 

required temperature. 

Finally, scale of devices is very wide, ranging from few microwatts to many megawatts in terms of 

power supply.   

In this work the subject is limited to thermal energy as input, piezoelectric – shape memory alloy 

device as mean for transforming this power into electricity as output; the scale is very small and 

so the kind of application is limited to micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS). 

Direct piezoelectric effect consists in electrical charge generation as a consequence of a 

transformation in the crystal of some specific material due to a mechanical solicitation of the 

material itself. In other words, a piezoelectric material converts mechanical energy into electrical 

one [3]. 

Shape memory effect (SME) is a property typical of shape memory alloys (SMA), a class of phase 

change materials that exhibit a martensitic phase transformation as a consequence of 

temperature change. The two involved phases are martensite (low temperature) and austenite 

(high temperature); SME works as follows: given a SMA at austenite condition, it is possible to 

cool it down so that it undergoes phase change to martensitic condition; here SMA can be 
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deformed and it will keep the new shape, i.e. it will be in a state of strain different from previous 

configuration; then, when it is heated up to austenite state, it recovers its original shape and 

releases the stress related to the deformation at martensite phase [3]. If free recovery is not 

doable due to some external constrains, then the SMA is prevented from recovering the initial 

strain and stress is induced. In other words, there is a forge generation consequent to 

temperature variation. 

Finally, when combining piezoelectric effect with SME, it is possible to take advantage of a 

thermal fluctuation to induce a stress by means of a SMA and then use this force to mechanically 

solicit a piezoelectric material that will generate some electrical output. 

Possible uses of these two effects are mainly related to heat recovery from industrial processes 

where thermal power is available at low temperature and in very small amount such that other 

kind of technologies cannot be employed and where electricity is required as output in very small 

quantity.  

For example, heat losses from some thermal machine could be recovered through this energy 

harvester and converted into small electrical power to feed the control system of the same 

machine: in this case there would be a double advantage because not only electricity would be 

generated for free, but also there would be no necessity of connecting the device to the grid or to 

employ some batteries that would need to be substituted after some time – leading to a general 

simplification and reduction of maintenance costs. Or this same electricity produced could be 

added to the output, leading to an increase in the efficiency of the machine. 

This comes just as an example because there are no actual energy harvesters employing thermal 

wastes as input; in the literature just two experimental devices have been reported by Namli et al. 

[3] and Zakharov et al. [4] but they are designed for very low working frequency (quasi-static 

regime), resulting in poor practical application possibilities.  

The goal of this work is then the experimental proof of concept of a piezoelectric – SMA energy 

harvester working at 1 Hz frequency. In order to get this result, a complete review on 

piezoelectricity, SME and energy harvesting is reported and used as a fundamental guide for the 

design of the device itself, which represents the main chapter of the thesis. Finally, appropriate 

tests on the device and conclusions on experimental results mark the end of this work. 

 

The thesis is organized as follows: 

 

1. Chapter 1 reports a theoretical review on piezoelectric effect that ranges from the very 

basic physics of the phenomenon to the explanation of various applications involving the 

effect itself; review is aimed at reporting useful information for the design of the device. 

 

2. Chapter 2 presents SME; particular focus is put into Ni-Ti, which is the most relevant 

material in terms of this effect, and on its properties, especially the ones involved in the 

design process; nevertheless, also other materials are analyzed since they could be 

interesting for future developments. 

 

3. Chapter 3 is about energy harvesting; its contents are more practical than the ones in 

previous chapters since they aim at explaining working principle of other energy 

harvesters from the literature; this is then a relevant chapter for understanding 

constructive solutions and for having a base from which the device designed here can 

take inspiration and be compared. 
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4. Chapter 4 illustrates the design of the device in details: computations, decisions, 

simulations, tests and major issues related to this process are presented and explained. 

 

5. Chapter 5 is dedicated to the experimental activity performed on the previously designed 

device: this is the practical realization of the proof of concept and as so includes test 

activities and results; a good part of this section is dedicated to the elaboration of the 

results and to the comparison of them to the expected ones. 

 

6. Chapter 6 shows the conclusion of this work: remarks on what has been done throughout 

the work and final comments on the achieved results are presented; a comparison of 

them with expected ones and suggestions on future development conclude the thesis. 
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1. Piezoelectricity 

1.1. Introduction 

Piezoelectricity (electricity from pressure in Greek) was discovered by Jacques and Pierre Curie in 

1880. They observed that some materials produced electricity by applying a certain pressure; 

symmetry of the crystal was found to be a decisive feature in this effect. The following year 

Lippmann deduced mathematically the converse piezoelectric effect, i.e. some deformation could 

be provided by applying an electric field. Curie brothers confirmed this discover experimentally. In 

the last century this field has known an incredible development and has given birth to numerous 

applications which are industrially relevant. This was mainly due to the invention of piezoelectric 

ceramics that are very promising materials for their excellent properties. Given the high potential 

of this material, research is ongoing and is daily providing very promising results [5]. 

Moving from this brief historical excursus to some definition, piezoelectricity is the ability of 

materials to develop an electric field that is directly proportional to an applied mechanical stress. 

If the stress is reverted (from compressive to tensile or vice versa) also the electric charge appears 

reversed. An important feature of piezoelectric materials is that they also show the converse 

effect, i.e. they deform under applied electric field; again, the direction of deformation depends 

on the sign of the charge [5]. 

Many materials, both natural and synthetic, exhibit piezoelectricity; the most common is Lead 

Zirconate Titanate (PZT), which belongs to ceramic class; it shows very marked piezoelectric effect 

and for that reason it has imposed as the benchmark in this field. Actually, the increasing concern 

on the toxicity in lead-containing devices could undercut it and promote the development of new 

materials [6]. 

As regards the applications of piezoelectricity, they include a wide variety of different 

implementations ranging from sensors, actuators, medical applications, consumer electronics to 

everyday life common devices like lighters as shown in Fig. 1.1 [7]. 

 

 

Figure 1.1. Piezoelectric lighter. 
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One last curious application of piezoelectricity is related to wearables, in particular shoes fitted 

with piezo cells have been designed and tested with the aim of generating enough power to 

charge electronical gadgets (see Fig. 1.2) [8]. 

 

 

Figure 1.2. Piezoelectric shoes. 

 

In the following paragraphs a review on this broad topic is given, with the aim of understanding 

the physics of the phenomenon – necessary for designing the device – and of having a general 

view on relevant parameters to be considered during the aforementioned design phase. In this 

way, a good background on the subject is provided and employed for the aim of this work. 

 

1.2. Theoretical aspects 

In this paragraph piezoelectric effect is described from a thermodynamic point of view and some 

simple modeling taken from literature is provided. As previously said, this subject is very wide and 

ongoing research is coming with constant results, most of which are very specific and then outside 

the scope of this thesis; for these reasons, basic information is provided, trying to keep it simple 

and coherent with the contents of this work.   

 

1.2.1. Thermodynamics of Ferroelectricity  

Ferroelectricity is an electrical phenomenon whereby certain crystals may exhibit a spontaneous 

dipole moment; it is manifested by ferroelectric materials [9].  
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This class of materials shows some interesting properties as a consequence of their ferroelectric 

nature. Among these, piezoelectric effect is analyzed. 

In order to get a better understanding of piezoelectric effect it is hereby necessary to 

comprehend the physics behind this phenomenon and the basic properties of ferroelectric 

materials that show this effect. 

The main feature of ferroelectric materials is their spontaneous polarization as a consequence of 

displacement of atoms in the crystal structure in response to the application of an electric field in 

a certain temperature range, resulting in a permanent dipole moment even when the external 

electric field is removed. The magnitude of all the intrinsic properties of ferroelectric materials – 

then also of piezoelectric effect – depends on the density of this dipole moment. 

Here a simple explanation of the polarization process is given. The majority of ferroelectric 

materials has a chemical formula of the kind ABO3, where A and B can be different elements. Fig. 

1.3 provides an example where A is Pb and B is Ti, resulting in the crystal of PbTiO3; this picture is 

used in order to outline the phenomenon. 

Fig. 1.3a shows the structure of this material, where TiO6 forms a regular cubic array that is highly 

symmetrical and nonpolar: these are common features in ferroelectric materials. In Fig. 1.3b it is 

represented the polarization arising from the spontaneous displacement of the central Ti ion 

resulting in a non-symmetric and then polar structure. 

 

 

Figure 1.3. (a) The crystal structure of PbTiO3 and (b) off-center shift of titanium ion [9]. 

 

As a consequence of this polarization, some strain arises due to electrostriction (change in shape 

resulting from an electric field). 

Fig. 1.4 shows an example of the elongation in the direction of polarization and a contraction 

perpendicular to it, resulting in a low-symmetry polar phase. 
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Figure 1.4. The symmetry change and orientation of the spontaneous polarization (Ps) direction for (a) cubic (m3m) 
and (b) tetragonal (4mm) phases in BaTiO3 [9]. 

 

As regards some thermodynamics formalism, material properties and transformations can be 

described through the elastic Gibbs function: 

∆𝐺(𝑃, 𝑇, 𝜎𝑖, 𝐸) =
1

2
𝛼𝑃2 +

1

4
𝛽𝑃4 +

1

6
𝛾𝑃6 − (

1

2
𝑆11(𝜎1

2 + 𝜎2
2 + 𝜎3

2) + 𝑆12(𝜎1𝜎2 + 𝜎1𝜎3 + 𝜎2𝜎3) +

1

2
𝑆44(𝜎4

2 + 𝜎5
2 + 𝜎6

2)) − (𝑄12𝑃𝑠
2(𝜎1 + 𝜎2) + 𝑄11𝜎3𝑃𝑠

2) − 𝐸𝑃   ( 1.1 ) 

where 𝑃 is the polarization, 𝑇 is the temperature, 𝜎𝑖 are the components of the applied elastic 

stress tensor, 𝐸 is the electric field along the polarization direction, 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾 are expansion 

coefficients (function of temperature), 𝑆𝑖𝑗 are the elastic compliances at constant polarization, 𝑄𝑖𝑗  

are electrostriction coefficients. 

Before proceeding in the analysis of these terms, it is important to point out the difference 

between first and second-order phase transition. If β<0, the phase transition is of first order, 

which reveals itself as a discontinuity in spontaneous polarization (Ps) and in some lattice 

parameters at Curie temperature (Tc), as well as thermal hysteresis in the same parameters 

around Tc. The same transition is said to be second order if β>0, which results in a gradual 

variation in Ps and lattice parameters below Tc with no thermal hysteresis. Most importantly, both 

paraelectric (nonpolar) and ferroelectric phases co-exist at the transition temperature for first-

order ferroelectric materials; there is latent heat associated with the transition, and the atomic 

displacements in the unit cell are finite. On the other hand, no phase coexistence is possible in a 

second-order phase transition; there is no latent heat (although there is a discontinuity in heat 

capacity), and the atomic displacements in the unit cell can –in principle – be infinitesimally small. 

Getting back to Eq. (1.1), four different components can be found:  

 
1

2
𝛼𝑃2 +

1

4
𝛽𝑃4 +

1

6
𝛾𝑃6 is the free energy functional that depends on polarization and 

temperature: it describes spontaneous polarization of the crystal;  

 
1

2
𝑆11(𝜎1

2 + 𝜎2
2 + 𝜎3

2) + 𝑆12(𝜎1𝜎2 + 𝜎1𝜎3 + 𝜎2𝜎3) +
1

2
𝑆44(𝜎4

2 + 𝜎5
2 + 𝜎6

2) is the free energy 

functional of applied elastic stress: it is related to an external mechanical perturbation; 
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 𝑄12𝑃𝑠
2(𝜎1 + 𝜎2) + 𝑄11𝜎3𝑃𝑠

2 is the free energy functional of stress deriving from polarization: 

stress is coupled with the polarization because of the electrostrictive effect and not only 

deriving from external mechanical perturbation; 

 𝐸𝑃 is the free energy functional of an applied electric field: this term accounts for stored 

electrostatic energy. 

This thermodynamic model is called Landau theory; it accounts for many phenomena related to 

ferroelectricity and it is widely used for analyzing piezoelectric properties, even though for a 

limited number of cases. As a matter of facts, it calculates intrinsic, quasi-static and mono-domain 

properties and does not provide any time dependence. 

Nevertheless, here some insight based on this formalism is given.  

First of all, it is important to notice that ferroelectric materials can change the orientation of their 

polarization upon to the application of an electric field (domain switching).  

Ferroelectric material is made of many crystals; each of them can spontaneously polarize along 

the positive or negative direction, which are energetically equivalent and then equally probable. 

As a consequence, in a virgin ferroelectric the net polarization is zero. 

If a uniform electric field is applied, the number of domains which are favorably oriented with the 

field increases, leading to a net polarization. Further polarization, i.e. an increasing number of 

equally oriented domains, is obtained by increasing the field until a saturation value. Upon the 

removal of the field, just some domains go back to their original polarization, while others keep 

the new orientation, even at zero electric field (remnant polarization). By applying a reversal 

electric field, there is a point at which net polarization is zero, but of course electric field is not 

zero (coercive field). These phenomena happen also in the opposite direction. As a consequence, 

this cycle is characterized by a hysteresis; physically, this energy loss is due to nucleation and 

growth of domains with opposite polarization. 

From an analytical point of view, it is possible to use Landau formalism to determine an 

equilibrium state of ferroelectric material when an external field is applied; temperature is 

considered far away from the phase transition one.  

Resulting equation is: 

𝐸 = 𝛼𝑃 + 𝛽𝑃3 + 𝛾𝑃5    ( 1.2 )  

Referring to Fig. 1.5 and Eq. (1.2), the polarization of a second-order ferroelectric material is here 

described in details. In the region A–B, the field-induced response is monotonic, followed by a 

region of instability B–C: at B, defined by a critical (coercive) field −EC, the orientation of the 

polarization vector along the positive direction becomes unstable. The same is true for point C, 

where the polarization vector along the negative axis becomes unstable at EC. The analytical 

expression given in Eq. (1.2) traces the path A–B–C–D. However, the B–C portion of the trace 

represents metastable states in the sense indicated above, and cannot be observed 

experimentally. What is observed in an experiment is, however, the trace A–B–B’–C–C’, which 

forms the so-called hysteresis loop of the ferroelectric.  

The value of coercive field EC is interesting to know because determines the electrical field 

required to induce reversal polarization; actually, coercive field values can be different in direct 

and reverse polarization due to defects in the material and space charge. 
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Figure 1.5. Typical hysteresis loop for a second-order ferroelectric system [9]. 

 

1.2.2. Piezoelectric effect in single crystals and ceramics 

Piezoelectric effect can be described through a linear relationship between electric field and 

stress [5]. In particular, being 𝐃 and 𝐄 the electric displacement and field respectively (first-rank 

tensor) and 𝛔 and 𝐒 the mechanical stress and the strain (second-rank tensor), piezoelectric 

equations may be written as follows: 

𝑆𝑖𝑗 = 𝑑𝑘𝑖𝑗𝐸𝑘     ( 1.3 ) 

𝐷𝑘 = 𝑑𝑘𝑖𝑗𝜎𝑖𝑗     ( 1.4 ) 

𝑑𝑘𝑖𝑗 are coupling coefficients or charge piezoelectric coefficients and they form a third-rank 

tensor. These equations are useful because they display the converse and direct piezoelectric 

effect respectively. 

This phenomenon is clearly dependent on the material involved; in particular, the crystallographic 

symmetry plays a decisive role. If the material presents a center of symmetry, no piezoelectric 

effect shows up. The absence of the center of symmetry represents a necessary condition, but it is 

not sufficient: as a matter of facts, only a small percentage of the material satisfying these 

conditions reveal piezoelectric properties and even a smaller amount present it in a considerably. 

Among different types of piezoelectric material, there are some classes more relevant than 

others.  

First of all, ferroelectric crystals: they contain a built-in polarization that manifests upon 

temperature changes beyond a certain threshold (Curie temperature) and results in piezoelectric 

phenomena; all piezoelectric properties are lost above this temperature because in that condition 

the crystal becomes centrosymmetric and, as said before, this condition is not compatible with 

piezoelectricity. Actually, in the vicinity of Curie point piezoelectric coefficients increase 
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significantly, meaning that this is the best working point. In general, materials having large 

polarizability and spontaneous polarization have the highest potential in terms of piezoelectricity. 

Another important class of materials is represented by ferroelectric ceramics; they are interesting 

because of their lower price but still significant piezoelectric activity. They consist of randomly 

oriented ferroelectric domains that can be made piezoelectrically active by poling, i.e. by applying 

an external electric field (below Curie temperature). In this way, the originally random-polarized 

domains become oriented according to the external field resulting in a net polarization: as a 

consequence, an initially centrosymmetric ceramic loses its inversion center and becomes 

piezoelectric. 

Nowadays, research is still going on in order to create materials with enhanced piezoelectric 

properties: it has been noted that they can be improved by using crystals approaching phase-

transition conditions and by cutting the crystals at some angle to the polarization direction, since 

piezoelectric effect is orientation-dependent. This dependence is very strong: coupling 

coefficients 𝑑𝑘𝑖𝑗 can vary a lot and so also the resulting effect; actually, there is a wide variety of 

cases to be analyzed according to the different geometries of the crystals and a vast literature – 

out of the scope of this review - has been developed. 

 

1.2.3. Piezoelectric effect in polydomain crystals, ceramics and thin films 

In the last paragraph piezoelectric effect has been analyzed in relation to a single crystal; when 

referring to piezoelectric material as a whole, basic behavior is the same but there are also some 

effects deriving from interactions that influence overall response. 

In particular, as regards ferroelectric crystals, they consist of many domains differing by the 

spatial orientation of the spontaneous polarization. When subjected to an external field then their 

local responses are different. The piezoelectric properties of the material as a whole result from 

the aggregation of all the different domains’ responses; this overall effect is determined by the 

relative volume fraction of various ferroelectric domains and by the orientation of the domain 

walls between them. The constants describing this material’s behavior are derived from the 

material constants of a single crystal and then corrected keeping into account the interactions 

with other crystals.  

Again there are many models and experimental results describing these phenomena and giving 

important equations for a wide variety of cases – still they are not relevant for this kind of work.  

Another class of materials is represented by ferroelectric ceramics, for which the elastic, electric 

and piezoelectric interactions between individual crystallites are even more relevant in the 

determination of the aggregate material properties. 

Finally, in recent years piezoelectric behavior in thin films has been investigated according to an 

increasing interest in miniaturization of devices and technologies. From a modeling point of view, 

equations are different because the physical phenomenon is not the same: since a thin film of 

piezoelectric material is deposited in a dissimilar substrate there are interactions (mechanical, 

thermal, electrical, magnetic) with this second mean resulting in a behavior different from a bulk 

piezoelectric material. Also for ceramics and thin film some literature has been produced but it is 

too detailed and not relevant for this application. 
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1.3. Piezoelectric energy harvesting 

While in paragraph 1.2 piezoelectric phenomenon has been described from a stand-alone 

perspective, here main focus is put into the understandings of which are the requirements for 

energy harvesting and the parameters influencing performance. This paragraph can then provide 

useful information for the selection of the right piezoelectric component to be employed in the 

designed device.  

When considering an electricity generator based on piezoelectric phenomenon, the first factor 

affecting overall performance is the piezoelectric material itself. In paragraph 1.2 some materials 

insight has been given; now this previous information is used to deduce how electricity is 

effectively produced.  

The primary factor for the selection of a piezoelectric material for energy harvesting device is the 

transduction rate, i.e. it is necessary to find a relationship between input stress and output 

electricity [10]. 

As previously said, piezoelectric actuators have linear constitutive equations; being 𝑑 the effective 

piezoelectric stress constant, 𝑔 the effective piezoelectric voltage constant and 𝑋 the applied 

stress, the open circuit output voltage 𝑉 is: 

𝑉 = −𝑔𝑋𝑡 = −
𝑔𝐹𝑡

𝐴
     ( 1.5 ) 

where 𝐹 is the applied force in an area 𝐴 for a material of thickness 𝑡. 

The piezoelectric voltage constant 𝑔 is: 

𝑔 =
𝑑

𝜀0𝜀𝑥      ( 1.6 ) 

where 𝜀 is the dielectric constant and 𝑥 a microstructure variable (such as grain size). 

At low frequencies the electric energy per unit volume 𝑢 available under stress excitation is: 

𝑢 =
1

2
𝑑𝑔 (

𝐹

𝐴
)

2
     ( 1.7 ) 

It is evident that in order to get high voltage and energy for a given geometry and stress it is 

necessary to choose a material with a high 𝑔 and 𝑑𝑔 product. There is a model to predict the 

maximum value of 𝑑𝑔 in relation to the microstructure variable 𝑥: 

max(𝑑𝑔) = 𝜀2𝑛−1     ( 1.8 ) 

where 𝑛 is the material constant fixed by the magnitude of piezoelectric and dielectric constants 

and its value is usually 1.1-1.3. Since 𝜀 < 1, it is convenient to have the lowest value of 𝑛. It is 

found that its lowest possible value is 0.5, resulting in 𝑑𝑔 = 1 [11]. This enhanced result may be 

reached through dopant and processing techniques involving piezoelectric material structure and 

composition. 

Another important factor to be considered in the choice of piezoelectric material is its dynamic 

behavior; in particular, mechanical stress is usually available at a certain frequency: it is 

fundamental to find a piezo actuator compatible with that specific frequency. 

Independently of the phenomenon causing the vibration, the transducer design should be tailored 

for a specific frequency – the most effective is resonance one – and for obtaining a good stress 

transfer between the source of stress and the piezo actuator itself. Nowadays there are different 
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kinds of actuators available: the wide variety of shape, dimensions and materials gives a good 

potential to find the most suitable transducer for the available frequency. In general there are 

some common material properties to be looked for when designing an actuator: light weight, 

flexibility, large response and low frequency operation are the most required. As regards the 

mechanical treatment of the actuator, it is convenient to provide a pre-stress, resulting in higher 

charge generation. 

As said, usually the frequency of the phenomenon that produces the vibration/stress is known 

before the design of the actuator: in that case it is possible to develop a design that is consistent 

with this information; the goal is usually to maximize output power.  A relationship between 

power and frequency can be obtained from damped mass-spring system model: 

𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝑚𝑌0

2𝜔𝑛
3

4𝜍
     ( 1.9 ) 

where 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the power at resonance frequency 𝜔𝑛 = √
𝑘

𝑚
 , 𝑘 is the spring constant, 𝑚 is the 

seismic mass, 𝑌0 is the maximum amplitude of the vibration, 𝜍 =
𝑑

2√𝑚𝑘
 is the damping ratio and 𝑑 

is the damping constant. 

These equations give some insight on how to act in order to get a higher power from the 

transducer: minimize damping ratio through proper design and increase resonance frequency are 

required.  

Depending on the available source of stress, some design solutions are preferable to others, e.g. a 

multimode transducer configuration could be very important if the input signal varies in a wide 

range of frequencies. 
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2. Shape memory effect 

2.1. Introduction 

Shape memory effect (SME) is a property exhibited by certain materials that can restore the 

original shape of a plastically deformed sample by simply heating it [12].  

This phenomenon is the consequence of a crystalline phase change – called martensitic 

transformation – occurring in a specific range of temperatures and involving indeed two phases of 

the considered material – martensite and austenite. In particular, at low temperature, below the 

transformation starting one, the material is in martensitic phase, which is soft and characterized 

by self-accommodating twins from a microstructural point of view. Then, it can be deformed quite 

easily by loading (de-twinning): at this point the sample has a new shape, different from the 

original one because of the applied deformation. Then, when the specimen is heated up above a 

transition starting temperature, it recovers its original pre-deformation shape and converts the 

material to its high strength – austenitic – condition (see Fig. 2.1). The underlying mechanism 

behind the SME in SMAs is the diffusionless solid phase transformation between the high 

temperature austenite phase and low temperature martensite phase. The phases present 

differences in terms of lattice (crystal structure and/or orientation), resulting also in different 

physical properties: apart from classic ones, such as the Young’s modulus, electrical resistivity, 

thermal conductivity and coefficient of thermal expansion [13], martensite Ni-Ti wire has much 

higher plastic energy and tearing energy than that of austenite Ni-Ti wire [14]. 

 

 

Figure 2.1. Change in lattice structure in Ni-Ti [14]. 
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It is important to notice that the phase changes in one direction and in the opposite one do not 

take place at the same temperature, i.e. four different relevant temperatures can be identified: 

austenite start (AS), austenite finish (AF), martensite start (MS), martensite finish (MF) (see Fig. 

2.2). The aforementioned phase transitions take place within these temperatures, which are a 

property of the considered material. 

 

Figure 2.2. Schematic representation of the hysteresis loop [15]. 

 

In order to clarify this important aspect – which will be of central relevance in the design of the 

device – an example could be useful. Let´s consider a wire fixed at one end: stretching it at a 

temperature below AS generates an elongation after unloading; the wire remains in the stretched 

condition until it is heated at a temperature above AS so then it starts shrinking to its original 

length; full recover happens as soon as AF is reached (free recovery because no load is applied). If 

on the other side the stretched wire is prevented from recovering its initial shape upon heating, 

then some force is generated (constrained recovery). Finally, if this material is cooled down so 

that reverse transformation – austenite to martensite – occurs, it can or cannot go back to the 

deformed configuration according to whether it is two-way or one-way memory effect. 

These same materials have another relevant property called superelasticity, i.e. they have a very 

big elastic region (when considering the stress-strain curve) for a certain temperature range: this 

means that they can be stretched up to 8-10% and still return to the original shape when 

unloaded.  

Now, combining these two properties – SME and superelasticity – it is quite straightforward to 

understand that actually they are features of a same phase transformation between two phases – 

martensite and austenite – occurring in a specific class of materials, namely shape memory alloys 

(SMAs).    

When a SMA in the austenite phase is strained/stressed, there is a temperature variation 

occurring in the material itself corresponding to the austenite-martensite transformation, which is 

exothermic [16]; then if conversely the SMA is subjected to a temperature variation, stress/strain 
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should be induced to the specimen. This is the basic idea of the device designed in this work: use 

the temperature dependence of strain/stress for producing a desired displacement. 

Once again it is important to remark that temperature and stress/strain can be seen as state 

variables for the SMA: by varying them, it is possible to achieve phase changes.     

The most relevant class of SMAs is represented by Ni-Ti and its alloys due to the fact that they 

show very pronounced SME, superelasticity and superior mechanical properties. 

SMA are used in different fields; medical applications are the most relevant, but also industrial 

sector is employing this material more and more especially for its superelastic properties [17].  

One outstanding application of SMA is represented by thermoelastic heating and cooling systems, 

which are reported as the most promising caloric technology in an analysis by the U.S. 

Department of Energy due to very high efficiency: COP is expected to be 3.7 in tension (source 

temperature of 5°C and sink temperature of 47.5°C) and 11.8 in compression (source temperature 

of 9°C and sink temperature of 29°C) if these SMA materials are incorporated into a cooling 

system that can utilize the SMAs’ unloading work [18]. Large experimental activity has been 

performed on that and different devices have been built and tested, revealing the potential of this 

not-in-kind thermal technology of being a valid alternative to vapor compression ones [16], [19], 

[20], [21], even though future work needs to address new materials with higher fatigue life [22]. 

 

2.2. Ni-Ti 

The most widely used SMA is Ni-Ti; it was first reported in 1963 [23] with the name Nitinol after 

the name of the laboratory of the research group who discovered it (Nitinol: NI-TI Naval Ordnance 

Lab) [12]; by that moment it started attracting more and more attention due to its above-the-

average properties, especially in terms of very pronounced SME, superior fatigue behavior and 

also for its biocompatibility [24]. 

In this paragraph a brief description of its features is provided. 

First of all, given a virgin specimen of Ni-Ti, it needs to get trained through cyclical loading and 

unloading in order to show stabilized and then repeatable superelastic behavior; the reason is 

that its properties degrade cycle after cycle, but at some point a steady response is reached [25] 

as detailed below.  

In general, starting from a virgin sample and doing this training, it can be observed that the critical 

stress decreases, the hysteresis area decreases, the transformation plateau takes on an 

increasingly positive slope, the irreversible strain increases and so the transformation strain 

decreases; the training effect is more pronounced during initial cycles and at higher temperatures 

(see Fig. 2.3). 

The number of training cycles in order to get a stabilized behavior is usually between 100 and 400; 

material composition and physical structure of grains, thermal and mechanical treatment of the 

specimen and temperature are all relevant factors affecting training. In any case, this stabilization 

of properties is obtained only within a certain temperature range: above the austenitic finish 

temperature and below that temperature at which too high stress is required for transformation. 
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Figure 2.3. Up: The superelastic training at two different temperatures. Down: The critical stress at the middle of the 
transformation plateau as a function of the number of cycles [26]. 

 

Getting back to Fig. 2.3 (up), it shows the typical stress-strain behavior of Ni-Ti. Considering a 

single cycle, it is possible to see that initially strain increases almost linearly with stress: this is the 

austenite region and it is characterized by elastic response. Then, at a certain critical stress, phase 

transformation occurs and there is a big increase of strain at almost constant stress: this is known 

as transformation plateau. Finally, there is the martensite region, where strain resumes growing 

with stress; it is still an elastic – almost linear – response. 

When doing the reverse half cycle – unloading one – the general behavior is the same but 

hysteresis occurs at the transition region. 

The shape of stress-strain curve is largely dependent on training process conditions; nevertheless, 

when considering a trained specimen, the shape of these cycles can still vary depending on the 

temperature and on the strain-rate. 

In particular, strain-rate can vary between two limits, namely the ones corresponding to 

isothermal and adiabatic conditions. As previously said, martensitic transformation is exothermic 

and then it produces heating while loading and cooling power unloading, when the opposite 

endothermic process occurs. Considering just the martensitic phase change, heat is released to 

the environment if the strain-rate is low and it is completely absorbed by the sample if it is high 

enough so that there is no time for heat transfer process with the environment to occur. As a 

consequence, in the first case temperature is constant (isothermal condition) while it increases in 

the second one (adiabatic transformation).  

Also the temperature at which the specimen is deformed is a key parameter. 

The shape of stress-strain curve is affected as shown in Fig. 2.4. 
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Figure 2.4. A comparison of the isothermal (strain-rate of 0.0002 s
-1

) and adiabatic (strain-rate of 0.2 s
-1

) superelastic 
behavior of the stabilized Ni-Ti wires at four different temperatures [26]. 

 

It is clear that in adiabatic conditions there is self-heating and then a higher slope of the 

transformation plateau. Moreover, at higher temperature it is required a higher stress to induce 

the transformation and a smaller hysteresis is detected.  

The possibility of inducing a thermodynamic transition by means of mechanical stress is known as 

elastocaloric effect (eCE). Tusek et al. did several experimental activities in order to investigate its 

features [25]. Results are promising: they report a maximum adiabatic temperature change of 25 

K during loading and a cooling of 21 K during unloading at 322 K. The difference in temperature 

change during the two phases – loading and unloading – is due to hysteresis and to temporal 

residual strain that decreases the adiabatic temperature change during unloading.  

In any case, both positive and negative temperature changes increase with strain. 

Another important issue when referring to eCE is its spatial distribution over the specimen, which 

is strictly related to how the martensitic transformation happens. Fig. 2.5 shows the effects of 

training on the spatial distribution of eCE: while virgin wire is highly non-homogenous, training 

has a positive effect in terms of uniformity. 
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Figure 2.5. The distribution of the temperature changes during loading: (a) virgin wire; (b) wire trained at 312 K, and 
(c) wire trained at 342 K [26]. 

 

Finally, IR pictures by Engelbrecht et al. show that the phase transformation occurs in bands; their 

shape is dependent on many factors, among which the type of cutting applied to the sample, its 

surface finish and the training [27]. Fig. 2.6 reports the results for six different samples – 

described in Tab. 2.1 - during loading: it is evident that training has a positive effect on eCE 

because it makes its occurrence much more even than untrained ones. 

 

Sample Cutting Polishing Training Cycles to failure 

1 water jet none none 97 
2 EDM fast none none 323 
3 EDM slow none none 1167 
4 EDM fast mech. none 4569 
5 water jet mech. at 292 K 1225 
6 water jet mech. at 318 K 2030 

Table 2.1. Description of samples´properties [27]. 
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Figure 2.6. IR images of each sample during the loading. Top row left to right: sample 1, sample 2, sample 3. Bottom 
row, left to right: sample 4, sample 5, sample 6 [27]. 

 

2.3. Phenomenological model of superelastic behavior in Ni-Ti 

In this paragraph the phenomenological model of superelastic behavior in Ni-Ti as defined by 

Tusek et al. [28] is presented. It is a very useful and precise tool that will be employed during the 

design phase in order to understand the behavior of Ni-Ti in terms of strain as a function of 

applied stress and temperature. 

The input data of this model are experimentally obtained superelastic properties; then it 

estimates the entire superelastic behavior in a defined range of stresses and temperatures. 

The following equation describes strain 𝜀 as a function of stress 𝜎 and temperature 𝑇:  

𝜀(𝜎, 𝑇) =
𝜀𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛

2
tanh (𝑎(𝜎 − 𝜎0(𝑇))) +

𝜎

𝐸
+

𝜀𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛

2
   ( 2.1) 

where 𝜀𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛 is the transformation strain, 𝐸 is the elastic Young´s modulus of the austenitic and 

martensitic phase, 𝑎 is the slope of the transformation plateau and 𝜎0 the critical stress as a 

function of temperature. 

These parameters are described as follows: 
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𝑎𝐴𝑀 =
2.9444

𝐶𝐴𝑀(𝑀𝑠−𝑀𝑓)
     ( 2.2 ) 

𝑎𝑀𝐴 =
2.9444

𝐶𝑀𝐴(𝐴𝑓−𝐴𝑠)
     ( 2.3 ) 

𝜎0,𝐴𝑀(𝑇) = 𝐶𝐴𝑀(𝑇 − 𝑀𝑝)    ( 2.4 ) 

𝜎0,𝑀𝐴(𝑇) = 𝐶𝑀𝐴(𝑇 − 𝐴𝑝)    ( 2.5 ) 

where 𝑀𝑠, 𝑀𝑝, 𝑀𝑓 , 𝐴𝑠,  𝐴𝑝,  𝐴𝑓  are martensitic start, martensitic peak, martensitic finish, 

austenitic start, austenitic peak, austenitic finish temperatures; 𝐶𝐴𝑀 , 𝐶𝑀𝐴 are the Clausius-

Clapeyron factors for forward and reverse transformation, here they are assumed to be 

constants. 

All these values are experimentally obtained and reported in Tab. 2.2. 

 

E [GPa] CAM [MPa/K] CMA [MPa/K] εtran [%] Mp [K] Ap [K] Ms [K] Mf [K] As [K] Af [K] 

30 7,6 7,34 3 280 290 299 261 271 309 
Table 2.2. Ni-Ti properties [29]. 

 

 As previously said, this model is based on experimental results: a Ni48.9Ti51.1 wire was isothermally 

tensile loaded and unloaded with a strain rate of 0.0002 s-1 at four different temperatures (312 K, 

322 K, 332 K, 342 K); it was also previously trained with 400 cycles at 342 K. Strain to stress is 

reported in Fig. 2.7, while the transformation phase diagram is showed in Fig. 2.8. 

 

 

Figure 2.7. Experimentally obtained superelastic behavior of Ni-Ti [29]. 
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Figure 2.8. Experimentally obtained transformation phase diagram of Ni-Ti [29]. 

 

Finally, from a comparison of the modeled and the experimentally obtained stress-strain behavior 

for Ni-Ti at different temperature it is possible to notice that the model predicts quite well the 

real behavior (see Fig. 2.9). 

 

 

Figure 2.9. A comparison of the modeled (red curve) and the experimental (black curve) stress-strain behavior for Ni-
Ti at different temperatures [29]. 
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In relation to this work, Fig. 2.7 is very relevant: it demonstrates that at a given strain it is possible 

to get a variation of stress just by heating/cooling Ni-Ti wire at different temperatures; moreover, 

the model hereby presented gives an analytical formulation of this phenomenon, so that more 

precise computation is possible during design phase. 

 

2.4. Other materials 

Ni-Ti is the most common material employed for its SME and superelasticity, but there are also 

other elements that exhibit these properties, for example Ni-Ti alloys, Cu-based and Fe-based 

composites and their alloys, even polymers (in this case the principle is different since there is not 

martensitic transformation) [25]. 

The biggest limit of Ni-Ti is its dramatic fatigue life upon full martensitic transformation cycle, 

which is its major drawback especially if the material is employed in devices that require either 

the full transformation to occur or a high number of cycles to be performed.  

One possible solution is combining Ni-Ti with other materials in order to get better mechanical 

performance. Chluba et al. [30] report on the discovery of an ultralow-fatigue SMA based on Ni-Ti-

Cu that allows at least 10 million cycles; the reason of that is the formation of special Ti2Cu 

precipitates characterized by much lower functional fatigue.  

They also propose to add Co or Fe in order to have a quaternary alloy with adjusted 

transformation temperatures and same mechanical properties: depending on the type of 

application, the possibility of controlling transition temperatures by modifying the composition of 

the alloy is a great advantage [31]. 

In the last decade a wide variety of different materials showing eCE has been produced and 

reviewing all of them is out of the scope of this thesis; here just two more are reported because 

they are very innovative and promising ones.  

The first one is represented by carbon nanotubes and graphene: Lisenkov et al. predict a 30 K 

temperature increase under moderate loads with no hysteresis in the cycle, linearity of 

temperature change with applied force and weak temperature dependence [32]. All these 

features let imagine great possible applications for this material. 

The second relevant class is natural rubber (NR): it shows eCE at room temperature [33], stress is 

two magnitudes lower than SMA [34], costs are small if compared to metals, it is non-toxic and 

environmentally friendly.  

The eCE is generally defined as the reversible change in temperature of a material when subjected 

to a mechanical stress. This phenomenon can happen both in polymers and metal alloys: in both 

classes of materials there is evidence of an adiabatic temperature change as overall effect when a 

mechanical excitation is applied or removed. The difference is represented by the physics beyond 

this phenomenon: the transformations in polymers and in particular in NR present some 

peculiarities. 

First of all, NR can undergo a much bigger stretch – several hundred percent of reversible 

transformation – which is unique if compared to the few percent of all other materials. 
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The mechanism of the elastocaloric effect is well described by Guyomar et al. [35] in terms of 

entropy; Fig. 2.10 is self-explanatory of the process. When the polymer is not under any 

mechanical strain, it shows long, tangled chains that are cross-linked; in particular, they are 

randomly oriented – meaning that they are in a configuration of high entropy. As NR is stretched, 

polymeric chains become ordered, i.e. the mechanical entropy decreases. Under adiabatic 

conditions this entropy decrease must be balanced by an increase in entropy of the lattice, i.e. an 

increase in temperature. Alternatively, under isothermal conditions the substance will experience 

a change in entropy corresponding to a flux of heat to its surroundings. When the stretching 

stress is released, the mechanical entropy increases as the material returns to its original 

disordered state, resulting in a temperature decrease (or in a cooling of the surroundings, 

depending on the strain rate).  

This entropic variation is the base of the eCE. 

 

 

Figure 2.10. Schematic representation of the macroscopic and molecular mechanism of the elastocaloric effect [35]. 
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3. Energy harvesting 

3.1. Introduction 

Energy harvesting is the process by which ambient energy is recovered and transformed into 

electricity to feed low-power components. 

The development of energy harvesting devices comes as a solution to the problem of powering 

isolated and low-energy components, for which it is not economically convenient or physically 

possible to build wires or use batteries that need to be occasionally replaced [10]. 

Let´s think for example at structural health monitoring of aircrafts and industrial machines, 

perimeter security surveillance, weather monitoring in remote locations: all these applications 

need sensors in multiple and difficult-to-reach locations. Moreover, the amount of power 

required is very small, in the order of 100 µW, since their function is to receive signals and 

transmit them to a base station through a certain network. 

The classical solution is to power these sensors with electricity from the grid or to use batteries; 

anyway, both alternatives do not answer to the first previously mentioned problem in an 

economical way. 

As a consequence, several devices have been built in order to be self-powered, most of them 

using solar energy as a source: this is a good solution since photovoltaic technology is quite a 

mature one. The biggest problem is related to variation in light intensity that makes it quite 

impossible to match the demand of energy with its production. 

Following this conceptual trend of scavenging energy available in the environment, the idea of 

converting wasted ambient energy into electricity through piezoelectric actuators to feed small 

devices has been adopted. 

Energy is available in the environment in different forms: thermal, mechanical (potential energy, 

vibrations, wind, etc.) and chemical are the main ones. It is important to notice that the ambient 

is not only the natural one: there are many indoor applications such as industrial ones that 

provide either thermal or mechanical energy as waste from processes; a form of energy is also 

represented by people walking and several ideas have been developed to exploit this potential, 

e.g. piezoelectric shoes or pavements converting mechanical wasted energy into useful electricity. 

A few devices producing electricity from thermal oscillations have also been designed and built. 

All these applications have one common element: they exploit direct piezoelectric effect to 

convert any energy form into electricity. Since piezo actuators need to be stressed in order to 

manifest this effect, some other materials, devices or phenomenon will be used to provide this 

input to the piezoelectric material. 
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3.2. Energy harvesting: some devices 

The first reviewed device is the one by Priya et al. [10], who chose piezoelectric bimorph structure 

loaded in cantilever form to harvest environment vibrations. In particular, their design has several 

features that allow exploiting the asymmetry in the vibrations and then working in a wider range 

of situations. Piezoelectric cantilevers of different length and cross section act as a spring-damper-

mass system and are able to capture energy from wide-band vibrations by modulating the length 

or number of the cantilever arms, or by varying the mass. Fig. 3.1 shows the device: it is possible 

to see three bimorph transducers to harvest electrical energy from the motion along x, y and z 

axes. 

 

 

Figure 3.1. (a) Direction in which the motion will be captured, (b) plates assembled and wired [10]. 

 

From an electric point of view, a harvesting circuit consisting of rectifier, filter capacitor and 

matching load collects generated electricity.  

In conclusion, they measured a power of 1 mW with operating frequency of 27 Hz. 

Priya et al. also demonstrated another energy harvester using wind energy to provide the stress 

to piezoelectric bimorph actuator [10]. Fig. 3.2 shows the voltage-current relationship for the 

bimorph transducer also as a function of frequency.  
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Figure 3.2. Load line curve for the piezoelectric bimorph of dimension 60×20×0.6mm3 (free length = 53mm) [10]. 

 

As expected the power increases with frequency. They also suggested that a higher voltage and 

then a higher power result from increased pretension; from a mechanical point of view, this 

operation also increases the fatigue characteristics.  

Fig. 3.3 shows the windmill built for a very specific application: powering the wireless sensor 

networks for weather monitoring in remote locations [10]. This application presents a load of 80 

mW. The windmill has also a circuit incorporated to increase the efficiency of power transfer to 

the supercapacitor, which is the storage media. In particular, due to its big surface area it provides 

a very high storage capacity and releases high power in a short period. As regards the dynamics of 

electrical circuit, capacitor is charged in 30 minutes and then discharged in a time that depends 

on resistive load: very fast for small loads, more slowly for big resistive loads. Finally, a 

rechargeable battery is recommended so that the capacitor can discharge when saturated with 

charge. As a result, weather sensors can receive energy when they need it and overall device 

works continuously, independently of the bottleneck resulting from the capacitor charging time. 
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Figure 3.3. Picture of the three-blade piezoelectric windmill with rated power of 5mW [10]. 

 

3.3. SMA-Piezoelectric energy harvesting devices 

Another important source of energy that can be converted into electricity through piezoelectric 

effect is thermal energy. Waste heat is always generated when some work is done: usually this 

low-temperature heat is just lost in the ambient. Energy harvesting represents a good option for 

recovering it and employing in different contests, from increasing the efficiency of engines to 

power numerous devices; in general, it can be considered as a way to reduce power requirements 

thus increasing efficiency. 

The purpose of this work is a proof of the following concept: conversion of thermal energy into 

electricity by means of SMA – piezoelectric actuator coupling in an actual device; in order to get 

this goal, such a device is needed to be designed, built and tested. 

According to the common practice in the scientific community it is important to understand how 

other research groups have addressed this problem and which solutions they have provided. 

Going back in the past decade, the concept was already proposed in 2005 by Nersessian et al. [36] 

who came out with a patent on “an energy harvesting system/method […] that includes a 

thermostrictive material and a piezoelectric element, such as, a laminate capable of harvesting 

waste heat.” 

In particular, they invented a system made of two materials: one that can provide a large strain 

upon temperature change and another one that can produce electricity upon stressing. In order 

to get this effect, it is necessary to supply heating and cooling through some sources as an input; 

on the other side, an electrical circuit is fundamental for producing a power output. 
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Fig. 3.4 shows an explanatory scheme of this idea. There is a laminate composed of two layers: a 

TIS (Thermally Induced Strain) material and a piezoelectric material; at a certain high temperature 

it is in a non-stress condition in contact with a heat sink that cools the material itself. When 

sufficiently cooled, it undergoes a phase transformation causing the laminate to bend. Resulting 

stress in the laminate causes piezoelectric material to produce some voltage. At the same time, 

the laminate makes contact with the heat source and then starts heating up; when a sufficiently 

high temperature is reached, stress is released and the material goes back in its original position, 

re-establishing contact with the heat sink. As regards the electrical circuit, it comprises a charging 

capacitor for storing electricity, an amplification and power regulation circuitry and some final 

user for the produced power. It is interesting to notice how such an harvesting process can be 

repeated as long as there is a temperature difference between heat source and sink such that it is 

enough to provide phase transformation and then some strain. It is clear from the very beginning 

that heat transfer plays a central role in the final result, affecting the dynamics of the device and 

the output power. In other words, bending frequency and consequent voltage generation are 

affected by heat transfer rate: a good design is necessary to get some useful output power. 

Another relevant variable is layers’ thickness, which can be chosen for optimizing the output 

voltage or mechanical resistance; actually, both aspects should be borne in mind in design 

process. 

 

 

Figure 3.4. Schematic representation of the device by Nersessian et al. [37]. 
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In conclusion, the work by Nersessian et al. was an important milestone in energy harvesting since 

it gave birth to the idea of SMA – Piezoelectric coupling.  

After this concept was proposed, very few experimental and theoretical studies have been 

reported to my knowledge: just a couple of research groups have been working in this subject. 

They both came with some promising results – still, since research is at its very beginning, lot of 

investigation needs to be performed. 

In 2012 Zakharov et al. proposed an experimental evidence of this concept: they fabricated two 

devices and tested them, being the first to realize an energy harvester based on thermal to 

electric energy conversion [4]. In particular, they decided to compare two different bending 

techniques, resulting in substantially different design of the devices; the common features are 

employed temperature variations in the order of 10-60 °C and energy harvesting in the quasi-

static regime, differently from the reported patented concept by Nersessian et al., where 

frequency is pretty high and then also results are very different. 

As regards the first device, it is called “hybrid laminated composite” (see Fig. 3.5). It is a 

SMA/piezoelectric laminated composite: a SMA thin layer is glued together with a layer of 

piezoelectric material. In this case, piezoelectric is a commercial macro fiber composite while SMA 

is a ribbon of Ti50Ni25Cu25 which was pre-stressed in order to define a preferential direction of 

deformation. In this simple design direct electrical current is used as source of heat by let it flow 

through the ribbon and heat it up as a consequence of Joule effect, from ambient temperature to 

80 °C. Martensite to austenite transformation occurs as a consequence of heating process; this 

introduces some deformation in the SMA and then also in the piezo material since it is rigidly 

constrained to the first one in the aforementioned bilayer structure. Some electricity is produced 

in relation to the strain induced in piezo material. As regards the energy harvesting itself, it is 

important to notice once again how electrical circuit plays a central role, not only in relation to its 

topology, but also in connection to how it is used: different operational modes cause different 

energy harvesting. Finally, the assembly is cooled down by natural convection to ambient 

temperature: as previously mentioned, this device is designed to work at low frequencies.  
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Figure 3.5. Photo and schematic view of the thermal energy composite harvester demonstrator. The TiNiCu ribbon is 
glued onto the MFC with cyanoacrylate glue [4]. 

 

The second device is called “hybrid shape memory effect/direct piezoelectric effect machine” (see 

Fig. 3.6). As it can be noticed, in this case the assembly is completely different – even if the 

combination of exploited effects is the same. It is then possible to conclude that another element 

affecting device´s performance is its design; since this kind of application is at its very beginning, it 

is more than relevant to find out a proper configuration by exploring all the possible alternatives – 

this will be a critical success factor for future developments.  

Going back to the description of this configuration, Fig. 3.6 can be very useful for understanding 

it: SMA in form of ribbon or wire is connected to the piezo material through an intermediate 

elastic body – a spring in this case. The reason of that is the following: during heating SMA gets 

deformed into a high-temperature shape that is memorized; since normal SME is a one-way effect 

it is necessary that some element recovers initial position: in the previous case it was the piezo 

itself since it was rigidly constrained with SMA in a pre-stressed configuration. In this second 

device it is the spring that provides this recovery. In conclusion, SMA bends piezo plate during 

heating in a cantilever scheme since it shortens; then as SMA is cooled and stress is released, the 

spring provides shape recovery since piezo is not rigid and thick enough to compensate this 

deformation. 
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Figure 3.6. Schematic views and photo of the SME/DPE harvester demonstrator. The NiTi wire is drawn around three 
sides of the Perspex bending system (to save space). A PZT double plate is inserted in the bending frame. Electrical 
contacts on the left and on the right are used for applying the heating current to the NiTi wire [4]. 

 

As previously mentioned, Zakharov et al. built and tested these two devices; results are quite 

significant. The first device – hybrid laminated composite – was tested in two modes. The first one 

is a continuous discharging operation, i.e. the voltage being created is continuously discharged 

into an oscilloscope; results are reported in Fig. 3.7. It is clear that a positive voltage is generated 

on heating and a negative one on cooling; moreover, voltage is maximum at temperature 

transition of SMA: this is a very precious guideline for the design of future devices, which should 

work at these temperatures in order to produce the maximum useful effect. The main 

disadvantage of this configuration is that voltage drops very rapidly (10 s): then continuous 

discharge mode is not an optimum solution. 

 

 
Figure 3.7. Output voltage generated by the TiNiCu/MFC composite harvester and measured SMA temperature, 

with direct Joule current heating (0–120 s) and subsequent natural air cooling (120–240 s), as a function of time 

[4]. 
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The other approach is with instant discharge mode by using a switch: Fig. 3.8 shows the results. 

Once again voltage is generated both on heating and on cooling and the sign is opposite in the 

two cases; voltage always increases in magnitude with time (and temperature, i.e. the bigger 

temperature change, proportional to time, the higher the voltage) during cooling, while this 

happens only until 30 s (70 °C) during heating. 

An interesting problem that has been pointed out is the inhomogeneity in temperature 

distribution of the SMA and the consequent voltage appearing at temperatures at which the 

phase transformation has not already occurred. This problem needs to be addressed by studying 

carefully heat transfer phenomenon: a good control in working temperature range is crucial to 

have a precise device and to find a clear relationship between voltage and temperature change. 

It is worth noting that being coupled in a bilayer structure, SMA transmits deformation to the 

piezo material very accurately, but from a thermal point of view this is not very convenient, since 

also piezo material – which is thermally conductive – participates to the dynamics of the system 

and not only requires higher thermal power, but also makes the entire system so slow that it is 

impossible to work at high frequencies. 

 

 

Figure 3.8. Useful energy harvested by the SMA/piezoelectric composite, in switching mode, as a function of 

heating time by direct Joule current heating (filled circles) and subsequent natural air cooling to room 

temperature (empty circles). The corresponding measured SMA temperature is also shown (filled rhombs) [4]. 

 

The second device – the hybrid SME/DPE machine – tries to overcome these heat-related 

problems by using the different geometry previously described, where SMA and piezo material 

are not directly in contact. 

This device is tested by heating and cooling the SMA by 35 °C through its thermoelastic transition 

region; Fig. 3.9 shows relative results. The operating process is switch based; it can be described 

as follows: during bending the electrical circuit remains open, and then it is closed after bending is 

completed, so voltage discharges into the oscilloscope. Then switch is opened again, the SMA 

cooled (stress is recovered) and the circuit closed again. Harvested energy is 90 µJ and 60 µJ 

respectively during heating and cooling. 
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This time the main problem is related to the rapid disappearance of charges; one reason may be 

related to piezoelectric material which can manifest parasitic connections between electrodes. 

For sure an enhanced design in piezo material could provide an increased energy harvesting. 

 

 

Figure 3.9. Output voltage generated by the SME/DPE ‘machine’ harvested from a single temperature change of 

35 °C of the NiTi wire through its thermoelastic transition temperature region. The voltage is discharged in the 10 

M - oscilloscope input immediately after temperature change (with a switch) [4]. 

 

In conclusion, these two devices by Zakharov et al. provide fundamental insight in this new topic, 

highlighting pros and cons related to different design choices. 

An important step in modeling piezo-SMA composites for thermal energy harvesting was made by 

Cem et al., who proposed an analytical model to calculate the stress field in the device [15]. 

In particular, the reported idea is related to a device where SMA and piezoelectric material are 

constrained together in a zero global displacement configuration. Fig. 3.10 shows conceptually 

how such a device should be realized and how it works, while Fig. 3.11 can be useful for the 

understanding of SME and its application to this case. Initially SMA is in martensite phase at room 

temperature; in this condition it is pre-strained by loading and unloading: the amount of desired 

strain is obtained by acting on the stress in accordance with stress-strain curve. Then the 

deformed martensite at Mf is constrained together with a layer of piezoelectric material, resulting 

in a bilayer structure; globally no displacement is allowed since the device is blocked at both sides 

(even though the single materials – SMA and piezo – can move one against the other). Working 

principle is as follows: by heating the device the SMA exhibits SME, i.e. it tries to recover its 

initially non-strained configuration as a consequence of martensite to austenite transformation. 

This free recovery would happen if the SMA was not constrained; but in this case it is impossible 

to go back to zero strain condition since SMA layer is limited in deformation by being blocked in a 

fixed structure with piezo. What it is expected to happen is then an increase in stress for the 

whole device: both SMA and piezo will be subjected to compressive stress as a consequence of 

the tentative of expansion by SMA, related to its heating above As and then to the occurrence of 

SME. After heating above the Af maximum recovery stress is generated; finally, as the composite 

is cooled below Mf, stress returns to its original value related to the given pre-strain and the cycle 

is ready to begin again. 
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Figure 3.10. Design concept of Piezo-SMA composite [3]. 

 

 

Figure 3.11. Martensitic and reverse transformation temperature, schematic [15]. 

 

Using this configuration as starting point, they developed an analytical model in order to describe 

stress as a function of temperature. In particular, they both considered the 1-D and the 3-D 

approach. Here just results are reported (Fig. 3.12) because they give some interesting insight on 

the phenomenon and they can be used as a useful guideline for future design processes. The two 

graphs show how stress varies with temperature: initially the SMA is at zero stress at room 

temperature; when temperature overcomes As, stress appears until a maximum value after Af of 

312.5 MPa and 276.9 MPa according to 1-D and 3-D models respectively. As the device is cooled 

down, austenite to martensite transformation occurs between Ms and Mf leading to stress 
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recovery. It is important to highlight that a stress of around 300 MPa is then available for 

compressing piezoelectric material and produce some electricity. 

These simulations were carried out with a given frequency; of course power production is 

dependent on the frequency of thermal fluctuations: the higher the frequency, the higher the 

harvested energy. 

 

 

Figure 3.12. Effective piezo stress based on (a) 1-D model and (b) 3-D model with f 0.1 Hz [15]. 

 

This analytical modeling by Cem et al. finds its practical realization in the work they performed 

some years later [3]. They realized a hybrid composite made of piezoelectric material and SMA Ni-

Ti with the aim of energy harvesting; the layout is the one previously modelled: the two materials 

are constrained in a zero-displacement configuration; heating and cooling are applied to the 

composite with hot and cold air streams alternatively.  

Fig. 3.13 schematically shows the device: it is clear that it is not optimized (e.g. from a heat 

transfer point of view, air is not a good fluid and geometry is too compact) but still it is useful as a 

proof of concept. 

 

 

Figure 3.13. Experimental setup for heating and cooling of (a) piezoelectric material and (b) piezo-SMA composite [3]. 
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Final goal of their experimental activity was then to determine power available to an external 

load: they performed tests at different frequencies and at different load resistances. It is possible 

to see a schematic representation of the electric circuit in Fig. 3.14: PZT is the voltage generator 

with an internal impedance of Z; then there is the electrical load with impedance ZL and a voltage 

VL as a useful effect.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.14. Schematic representation of PZT connected to electrical loading [3]. 

 

From an experimental point of view, piezoelectric material is subjected to cyclical loading deriving 

from constrained recovery of strain due to SME; as mentioned, this operation is repeated at 

different frequencies; finally, power to the load is calculated from voltage measurements. Results 

show that power is higher at higher frequencies (see Fig. 3.15) and that this maximum is reached 

at a load´s particular electrical impedance value: this demonstrates that there is not a best 

configuration in general and that the optimum working point depends on the load for a given 

frequency. 

 

 

Figure 3.15. Average power at the electrical load for all frequency conditions in logarithmic scale with respect to load 
resistance [3]. 
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As regards voltage, it is generated as positive during heating, while it changes its sign during 

cooling; once again, there is a frequency dependence in terms of both voltage magnitude and 

frequency (see Fig. 3.16). 

 

 

Figure 3.16. Temperature and voltage responses for 0.05 Hz and 0.1 Hz experimental study [3]. 

 

One last observation that is possible to get from their work is related to control problem: it is 

quite important to monitor what physically happens in order to have a quality result. In particular 

since voltage production is directly related to piezo strain which is dependent on SMA phase 

transformation, temperature monitoring should always been performed to know if the material is 

actually undergoing this transformation. This can be done by directly measuring material´s 

temperature or by computing it as the solution of heat transfer problem. 

The review of previous studies on thermal energy harvesting from SMA-piezoelectric materials 

coupling ends here because as far as I know there are no more examples in the literature and 

everything that has been done has also been briefly reported here.  
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In conclusion, it is possible to get some guidelines from previous experiences that can be 

summarized as follows: 

 Both SMA and piezoelectric materials need to be chosen carefully: there are some critical 

aspects like SME temperature dependence and fatigue resistance for SMA or blocking force 

and voltage to displacement curves for piezo that actually determine the success of the 

experiments; 

 Great care should be put on mechanical and thermal problems related to SMA-piezo coupling 

because the effectiveness of the device depends not only on the properties of the single 

material, but also on their coupling;  

 Electrical part and especially energy storage should not be underestimated since power 

involved is very low and a good circuit is necessary to get some continuous result out of this 

discontinuous phenomenon; 

 Good measurement and control of operations are highly recommended since involved 

phenomena happen only in certain conditions that need to be monitored and frequency of 

operation is affecting results very strongly: a precise dynamic is required; 

In any case, since not that much research has been done in this field, there is not a defined 

benchmark or pattern to be followed: at this stage, a proof of concept in different contests and 

with different designs is much appreciated; optimization will come in a second moment, when 

more options will have been explored. 

 

3.4. Piezoelectric energy harvesting circuits 

Electric circuit is a fundamental component in an energy harvesting device because it makes it 

possible to receive, transform and store electric charge coming from piezoelectric material and to 

make it available to the load. These operations need to be done very efficiently: considering the 

small amount of energy produced, each form of loss should be limited as much as possible [10]. 

One of the main issues is that the energy generated through the piezoelectric effect is very small – 

not sufficient to be directly used in most of electronic apparatus. As a consequence, it is necessary 

to develop an energy storage system that can collect the small charge and let it available when 

there is enough to feed the required device.  

Sodano et al. report on two methods of storing energy generated by a monolithic PZT: the first 

one is by means of a capacitor, the second one employs a nickel metal hydride battery [1].  

The purpose of their activity is investigating the energy harvesting in a real situation; they do so 

by measuring a random vibration signal coming from the compressor of a car engine and then by 

applying it to a PZT plate with a shaker; output energy from the piezo is then collected with the 

two aforementioned systems. 

As regards the capacitor, its working principle is as follows: the signal from the piezo is rectified 

and accumulated in a capacitor; once it is charged, the capacitor releases the charge to a chip that 

produces a +5 V DC signal, until the capacitor has discharged beyond 4.5 V: at that point, the 

switch activates the recharging process of the capacitor (Fig. 3.17).   
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Figure 3.17. Schematic of the capacitor circuit layout [1]. 

 

As regards the battery energy storage method, it employs a nickel metal hydride button cell 

battery since it has high density compared to the traditional lithium ion ones; its capacity is 40 

mAh. The circuit includes a rectifier, a capacitor and the battery itself (Fig. 3.18). The design is 

very compact, with few components: this reduces power dissipations. 

 

 
Figure 3.18. Schematic of the battery charging circuit [1].  

 

Results from their setup show that the capacitor circuit allows the energy to be used almost 

instantaneously, but the output is in form of short bursts, resulting in being impractical for 

powering most of electronic devices. 

The battery charging circuit on the other side has a much longer charging time – a few hours with 

random signal as an input – but then the output power is even and it is available also when the 

piezo is not producing any energy because of much bigger storage capacity. In order to get an idea 

on the amount of energy available with this second type of circuit, this 40 mAh battery charged in 

a few hours can power a Casio watch for two years. 

In conclusion, they recommend the use of a battery type circuit due to more flexibility in the type 

of electronics to be powered due to even output signal. 

Salleh et al. report a simulation of an energy harvesting circuit for low power application [38]. 

They suggest that a basic energy harvesting power management system consists of three 

elements: rectifier acting on AC voltage from the piezoelectric material and converting it into DC 

voltage, super capacitor for energy storage and DC-DC step down or step up voltage circuit. In 

particular, working principle is as follows: piezo produces AC wave-form phases, which are 

rectified as DC pulses of current that charge the storage capacitor in steps by means of a switch; a 

DC-DC regulator provides the output voltage at a stable and desired level. 
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Finally, Shu et al. report their research on the harvested power from a piezoelectric device [39]. In 

particular, they propose a model that describes the energy harvester as a whole, i.e. they include 

the piezoelectric element generating an AC voltage through its vibrations, a rectifier, a filtering 

capacitance and a regulator to ensure electrical compatibility with an electronic load requiring a 

stabilized DC voltage (see Fig. 3.19). 

  

 

Figure 3.19. An equivalent model for a piezoelectric vibration energy harvesting system [39]. 

 

They prove that the power extraction depends on the input vibration characteristics (frequency 

and acceleration), the mass of the generator, the electrical load, the natural frequency, the 

mechanical damping ratio, and the electromechanical coupling coefficient of the system. They 

also provide an expression for average harvested power that incorporates all of these factors: it 

can be very useful for having an analytical relation between output and inputs and for 

understanding the dependence on each factor, which is the necessary condition for an 

optimization process. In particular, they suggest that the scheme to optimize the power is either 

by tuning the electric resistance, selecting suitable operation points, or adjusting the system 

coupling coefficient by optimal structural design.  
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4. Design process 

Design process can be considered the central part of this thesis and by far the most engaging one. 

In order to understand the choices that have been taken during this phase it is necessary to 

indicate the aim of the thesis: the proof of concept of a SMA-piezo device for energy harvesting 

using thermal energy as input to be transformed in useful electrical power as the output.  

As previously mentioned, there is a poor review on this particular assembly since only a couple of 

devices have been realized so far; on the other side, SMA and piezoelectric materials are known 

and have been studied for quite enough time to give a solid background; also energy harvesting 

process has been introduced for some time now. 

The most obvious solution then in terms of design process is to use this know-how on materials 

‘properties – particularly robust at the Department of Energy Conversion and Storage in DTU – 

and to build on it a new idea of piezo-SMA device; machines previously built by other groups have 

been useful for obtaining guidelines of general validity, independently of the specific design 

solutions; a constant attention has been put on trying to avoid the drawbacks of other devices 

and to take the best out of them. 

 

4.1. Preliminary design phase 

Since the very beginning the main issue has been to collect information and to make choices in 

order to provide a good design. In this paragraph an overview on this problem is given; then, 

specific details will be described in the next paragraphs in relation to the single elements design.  

The first choice is related to materials: in this device concept there are two main elements – an 

elastocaloric material that needs to provide stress by martensitic transformation and a 

piezoelectric material in order to transform this input stress in some voltage output.  

As regards the first one, there are two main alternatives: SMA or other materials showing stress 

dependence on temperature. As explained in chapter 2, SMA has better properties and should be 

definitely used for this kind of application, where high forces are required – other kind of 

elastocaloric materials have never been a real alternative for their low breaking force. Then, once 

the class of material is chosen, the specific type and shape of SMA should be defined. In this work 

Ni-Ti has been employed because it is a pretty good SMA and because our research group has 

been working on it for quite long time, developing a strong knowledge and important commercial 

relations. In terms of shape to be employed, wire has been chosen for both mechanical and 

thermal properties related reason. This particular aspect will be analyzed with greater detail in 

the relative section.  

As regards piezoelectric material, there is an issue to be considered: standard piezo actuators are 

used for converting electrical energy into linear motion e.g. for precise control applications; in this 

case opposite effect is required. Here two problems arise: quite no company produces mechanical 

to electrical piezo devices and there is no literature relative to the relation between stress or 

strain as an input and voltage as an output. As a consequence, a commercial piezo actuator has 
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been bought and then tested reversely to understand its properties; then once it was clear how it 

worked, a final design of the assembly has been realized. 

Once the two main elements of the device are decided, it is necessary to point out geometry and 

working principle to be employed – actually, the two processes are interdependent and should 

then be carried out at the same time. Given the nature of input available – thermal energy – the 

idea is to have a constrained recovery stress based device: some heat transfer fluid heats Ni-Ti 

wires up, they expand and transmit the stress to a piezo actuator rigidly connected to SMA itself; 

SMA and piezo are also connected to a structure that prevent global displacement to happen. This 

can be realized in the following way: Ni-Ti wires are put vertically inside a cylinder and fixed to 

upper part of the cylinder and to the piston crown; then the lower part of the rod shaft is rigidly 

connected to piezo actuator, which is itself attached to the base of a structure that prevents 

upper part of the cylinder and basement of the actuator to move. 

Some auxiliary elements are necessary to make this device work: first of all, a circuit for the heat 

transfer fluid in order to have control over Ni-Ti wires temperature and over operations 

frequency; it needs to be connected to both the cylinder and heat source/sink. Then also an 

electrical circuit is required in order to collect electricity produced from piezo actuator (see Fig. 

4.1). 

The hereby reported idea is very general: a precise design process of each and every one of the 

components is mandatory.  

In the following paragraphs deeper insight is given in relation to the design computations and 

choices; problems are highlighted and possibly solved.  

 

Figure 4.1. Conceptual representation of the device. 
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4.2. Piezoelectric actuator 

Piezoelectric actuator is the element that provides the useful effect – electricity – and is chosen to 

be the starting point in the design process. Since the aim of this work is a proof of concept, there 

are no required specific outputs in terms of current, voltage, power or energy: the overall device 

is expected to produce some effect; the “amount” of useful effect should be investigated in future 

work. As a consequence, the criteria for choosing the piezoelectric actuator are subsequent to the 

design concept: the desired device is a global zero displacement one where piezo is compressed 

and released. When moving from this idea to commercial products, some other requirements add 

to the previous ones: from a technical point of view, actuators that have a complete technical 

product sheet are preferred since they give some information that is necessary in preliminary 

design phase; from an economical point of view, affordable price and fast delivery are required 

factors. 

When facing the market, companies propose products with different materials, geometries and 

features.  

Commercially available piezoceramic materials are mostly based on the lead-zirconate-lead-

titanate material system (PZT). They show some properties that can be changed according to the 

employed materials: physical and dielectric properties, electro-mechanical and acousto-

mechanical ones are very variable with the class of piezoceramic.  

Another relevant factor is the displacement mode of the piezo actuator, i.e. its geometry and 

consequently the type of displacement it needs to undergo in order to show piezoelectric effect. 

First class is represented by longitudinal stack actuators, where the electric field in the ceramic 

layer is applied parallel to the direction of polarization. This induces an expansion or displacement 

in the direction of polarization. Since individual layer provides low displacement, many layers are 

mechanically connected in series and electrically in parallel to achieve considerable values: these 

are the stack actuators (see Fig. 4.2). Their main features are: high nominal displacement, 

blocking force and resonant frequency. 
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Figure 4.2. Longitudinal stack actuator. 

Then there are shear actuators, where the electric field in the ceramic layer is applied 

orthogonally to the direction of polarization and the displacement in the direction of polarization 

is utilized. The displacements of the individual layers add up in stacked actuators here as well (see 

Fig. 4.3). They show the highest piezoelectric coefficients but they are limited in height of shear 

stacks in order to avoid failure. 
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Figure 4.3. Shear actuator. 

 

A third class is represented by tube actuators, which are radially polarized. As regards the 

direction of displacement, several options (axial, radial, bending) are available (see Fig. 4.4). 

 

 

Figure 4.4. Tube actuator. 
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Then there are the contracting actuators; they are usually low profile components; their 

displacement occurs perpendicularly to the polarization direction and to the electric field. They 

are indicated for high forces application due to their flat geometry (see Fig. 4.5). 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5. Contracting actuator. 

 

Finally, there are the bending actuators, which are contracting actuators attached to a substrate; 

they function according to the principle of thermostatic bimetals, leading to the bending of the 

substrate they are attached to when fed with electricity (see Fig. 4.6). 
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Figure 4.6. Bending actuator. 

 

What these actuators have in common is that they are built to produce displacement as useful 

effect e.g. for precise control displacement, then also their data sheet report consequential 

information. The modus operandi is then as follows: rely on these specifics for a preliminary 

design phase, choose the actuator and test it to get information in relation to its actual working 

mode.  

As previously mentioned, the variety of piezo actuators is very wide from material, geometry and 

working principle points of view; the most relevant factor in this work is represented by 

geometry, followed by playing forces. In particular, once it has been decided how the overall 

device should work – vertical displacement of the piezo actuator as a consequence of SMA 

material deformation – only one type of piezo is possible: longitudinal stack one. Then, playing 

forces should be considered in the choice of the material: ceramic actuators are the most 

common and their blocking force is on the order of thousands of Newton; geometry of piezo and 

of SMA materials (cross-section areas and height) should be such that stress and strain for both 

the elements are in the optimum working point. A detailed explanation of this iterative process is 

given in the SMA material choice paragraph; for the moment it is worth to know that the typical 

blocking forces and the geometry of stacked actuators are compatible with SMA materials. 

Once the type of the actuator has been chosen and a check on forces has been made, it is 

necessary to look for the company providing the most suitable device. Actually, almost all 

companies working in the piezo sector offer a wide variety of models and the same specifics can 

be found at different companies. After an accurate analysis, ThorLabs has been chosen; in 

particular, PA4GK model has been employed as the starting point for the design process. 

The PA4GK piezoelectric chip consists of stacked piezoelectric ceramic layers (which are 

mechanically in series) that are sandwiched between interdigitated electrodes (which are 

electrically in parallel). It offers a maximum displacement of 3.4 μm ± 15%; this displacement in 

the order of magnitude of micrometers is very typical for a piezoelectric material: the fact that 

there are small quantities involved complicates things – from a design point of view there are no 

problems but when getting to the realization of these parts great care should be put in every 

detail in order to get the required precision. A silver plus sign is located next to the electrode that 
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should receive positive bias; the other electrode should be grounded; the electrodes are bare (see 

Fig. 4.7). 

 

 

Figure 4.7. PA4GK, Thorlabs Inc.. 

 

Tab. 4.1 presents the technical product sheet as given by the company. 

 

Drive Voltage Range 0-150 V 

Displacement (Free Stroke) at 150 V 3.4 μm ± 15% 

Hysteresis <15% 

Load (Recommended) 785 N 

Blocking Force at 150 V 1960 N 

Resonant Frequency 220 kHz (No Load) 

Impedance at Resonant Frequency 90 mΩ 

Anti-Resonant Frequency 280 kHz 

Dissipation Factor <2.0% 

Capacitance 620 nF ± 15% 

Operating Temperature -25 to 130 °C -25 to 130 °C 

Curie Temperature 230 °C 

External Electrodes Screen-Printed Silver 

 

Width 1: 7.0 mm ± 0.1 mm 

Dimensions Width 2: 7.0 mm ± 0.1 mm 

 

Length: 3.0 mm ± 5 μm 

Table 4.1. Piezoelectric actuator product sheet. 

 

They also provide other specifics; among them, there is a graph reporting displacement to voltage 

that can be very useful in relation to the design process (see Fig. 4.8). 
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Figure 4.8. Displacement to voltage. 

 

Before proceeding, some consideration on these specifics: they are suitable for coupling the 

actuator with a SMA because a good voltage can be provided; the range of admissible working 

temperatures is very wide; the main concerns are related to small dimension and consequent 

troubles with assembly realization and to force-displacement-voltage limitations. Blocking force is 

almost 2 kN; maximum voltage 150 V; exceeding these values can decrease device’s lifespan and 

may cause mechanical failure. From a theoretical point of view these values are good: in theory, 

forces and voltages should be lower than that; practically, it is difficult to know what exactly it is 

going to happen since this is the first of its type device to be built; a possible solution could be to 

choose a “lower” working point – in terms of force – but in that case displacement would also be 

much lower and then voltage as well – resulting maybe in a non-proof of concept. Moreover, as 

anticipated this is a piezo actuator and not an electricity producer; theoretically, the device should 

generate some voltage when displacement occurs, but it is not clear whether the voltage to 

displacement relation will be specular to the displacement to voltage one. In the end, what will be 

done in this work is as follows: design the device to work at the maximum point in order to get 

theoretically the highest useful effect; test separately the piezo actuator reversely to point out a 

voltage to displacement/force graph; once the device is built, test it very carefully, applying slowly 

growing forces (through water flow) to avoid instant failure. 

In the following section the experimental session on piezo actuator characterization is presented. 

The aim is understanding how voltage depends on applied force/displacement; moreover, other 

parameters that may influence output voltage are analyzed. As regards current, it is expected to 

be very small; therefore it will not be measured here; nevertheless, once the device will be built 

and tested, it will be kept into account indirectly, by knowing voltage and resistance. 

Experimental setup consists of:  

 Zwick/Roell EZ030 electro-mechanical testing actuator: in relation to this experimental 

session, it can provide desired force or displacement at a given velocity with a position 

resolution of 0.0936 µm and an accuracy of 0.2% of nominal force; also other parameters can 
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be controlled, such as holding time at the points of load application and removal; a software 

is used as an interface for controlling this instrument and to adjust parameters; 

 Piezo actuator PA4GK from ThorLabs; its specifics have already been defined previously; 

 Plastic plate connectors to grab the actuator;  

 Velleman DVM890 multimeter for measuring voltage with a resolution of 10mV (preliminary 

experimental session, see Fig. 4.9); 

 Electric cables with clips for grabbing piezo wires on one side and multimeter wires on the 

other (preliminary experimental session); 

 High impedance electrical circuit (for all the other tests, see Fig. 4.10), see second part of this 

paragraph for details, interfaced to LabVIEW for visualization.  

  

 

Figure 4.9. Preliminary experimental setup. 

 

 

Figure 4.10. Final experimental setup. 
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Now experimental session is described and results are presented and commented. 

 

4.2.1. Preliminary test: general properties 

Before starting the real experimental session, some preliminary activity is performed, consisting 

on preparing and adjusting the whole set for the definitive tests. In particular, piezo has been 

tested at different forces, speeds and keeping times just to understand qualitatively which the 

relevant variables to be controlled are. Output has been recorded by means of a multimeter 

which was constantly connected to the electrodes of the actuator.  

Starting from 200 N applied force and going up with step of 200 N, progressively increasing 

voltage has been recorded, even though it is much lower than expected. Actually, the 

manufacturer reported that blocking force at 150 V was 1960 N, so it was supposed that by 

applying 1960 N a voltage of approximately 150 V could be detected. This is not true: at 1600 N, a 

medium voltage of only 16 V was measured (uncertainty is up to ±1.6 N, according to Zwick/Roell 

features and to ±5 mV from a voltmeter point of view); this means that the behavior is not 

symmetrical going from voltage to force as an input. A more detailed relationship between 

voltage and force is pointed out in the following paragraphs. 

During this test it was noticed that voltage does not go to zero suddenly, but after some seconds 

while holding force at its maximum value for the cycle: this means that the piezoelectric effect 

occurs even when force is not being incremented but just kept at some value. In other words, 

compression alters the physical configuration of the crystal of this material: there is an electron 

moving from one side to the other of the structure. As a consequence, an electric field is created 

as long as the electron is kept out of its original electrically neutral position: this results in the 

detected voltage. From this perspective holding time should be carefully considered especially 

when referring to energy: voltage starts decreasing while force is kept, but since there is some 

current this means that additional energy is still available. Also keeping time at force removal 

point is quite crucial: some negative voltage has been detected at this point, this means that 

maybe if next cycle starts right after the previous one with no waiting time, a lower absolute 

value of voltage would be measured, since there is some negative voltage acting. 

Finally, also compression speed should be considered; in preliminary test it was not analyzed, but 

it is possible that voltage also depends on this parameter, since piezoelectricity is a phenomenon 

involving a change in the structure of the material, which requires some time to happen and can 

be affected by the velocity at which it happens. 

Another topic that could be studied is the relation between voltage and displacement; it is 

important to notice that in this case three different materials (PZT of piezo, plastic for plates and 

stainless steel for actuator testing plates) are compressed, i.e. they undergo a certain force; it is 

not clear which portion of the displacement consequent to compression is to be allocated to the 

different layers and then finally it is difficult to say how voltage depends on piezo displacement  

because only global displacement is measured through the control system of the actuator.  

This topic needs to be considered carefully also in the design of the whole device, where steel, Ni-

Ti, PZT and POM will be present and then it is quite important to understand which will be the 

portion of displacement to be allocated to each of them, since final voltage output occurs only 

from piezo displacement. 
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In order to solve this problem it could be useful to consider Young´s modulus, which is a measure 

of stiffness for materials. In particular, it is defined as the ratio of stress along an axis to strain 

along that axis. When comparing different materials, the one with the biggest Young´s modulus 

has the smallest strain for a given stress. 

Tab. 4.2 shows material´s properties. 

 

MATERIAL YOUNG´S MODULUS [GPa] REFERENCE 

Stainless steel 180 [40] 

Ni-Ti (austenite) 79 [41] 

Lead Zirconate Titanate 63 [42] 

Plastic 3 [40] 

Table 4.2. Young´s Modulus of employed materials. 

 

As concerns the tests, it is considered that Zwick/Roell supporting stainless steel plates have no 

deformation; then a plastic plate of 3 mm thickness and base diameter 22 mm and a plastic shaft 

of 8.54 mm thickness and base diameter 13.6 mm are used for supporting the piezo; employing 

the data on Tab. 4.2 and geometric properties of the plate and the piezo as input, displacement is 

derived through simple computation: resulting displacement for the piezo and the base are in the 

same order of magnitude, while at one bigger order of magnitude for the shaft at a force of 1600 

N (see Tab. 4.3).  

 

ELEMENT MATERIAL YOUNG´S MODULUS [MPa] INITIAL LENGTH [mm] FORCE [N] 

Shaft Plastic 3000 8,54 1600 

Piezo Lead Zirconate Titanate 63000 3 1600 

Base Plastic 3000 3 1600 

 

CROSS SECTION [mm2] STRESS [MPa] STRAIN [/] DISPLACEMENT [mm] 

145 11,0 3,7E-03 3,1E-02 

49 32,7 5,2E-04 1,6E-03 

380 4,2 1,4E-03 4,2E-03 

Table 4.3. Differential displacement during testing phase. 

 

Finally, the displacement should be attributed to the different layers according to the results 

shown in the table above and not all to the piezo; therefore, voltage to displacement relation is 

not that immediate to determine.  

In conclusion, it is better to test just the force effect on voltage: results will be more accurate and 

direct and good enough for the design of the device. 

As regards this kind of computation for the whole device, they are made in paragraph 4.3. 

Going back to this preliminary test section, last element of interest to be analyzed was maximum 

force to be tolerated by the piezo actuator before failure. At 5000 N some voltage is still showing 
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up, even though it is not clear if it is produced at that force or it comes from lower force state 

(voltage do not go to zero instantaneously); the exact point of failure is not easily determinable 

since the test was very fast; for sure, at 25000 N the chip is not working anymore.   

Finally, as regards the intensity of current, it was not studied during the preliminary phase and it 

will not be taken into account also during the following experiments since it is not a relevant 

parameter in the design phase; it will be considered just during the tests on the whole device 

since it is determining the output power. 

 

4.2.2. Test 1: voltage to force, force dependence 

Moving from preliminary to final test some change on the measurement system has been made. 

In particular, during first test a multimeter was employed; it was constantly connected to the 

electrodes of piezoelectric material. This leads to an alteration of results; the reason of that is to 

be found in the working principle of a multimeter and in the electrical properties of the piezo. A 

piezoelectric material produces very small charge; moreover, it has high impedance. When 

measuring voltage the multimeter is connected in parallel and it needs to provide higher 

impedance than the circuit one so that almost no current flows through it but the multimeter 

used here does not manage that; this is why a higher impedance circuit is required for measuring 

the actual voltage provided by the piezo actuator. 

Experimental setup on the electrical side is then more elaborated than the simple multimeter 

employed in preliminary test: two electrical alligator clips are connected to the piezo electrodes 

on one side and to a voltage meter and a high impedance apparatus respectively on the other 

side; the high impedance component is then connected to the same voltage meter as well. This 

instrument is finally interfaced to LabVIEW for displaying and recording data. Here more details 

are provided. The main data acquisition equipment is a NI USB-6001 voltage meter for measuring 

current and low voltage and a Vitrek 4700 high voltage meter with HVL-35G high impedance 

probe with a maximum voltage of 35 kV; accuracy is defined in data sheet as “0.035% of reading + 

0.07 V”. The high voltage logger will be used to monitor the piezo during test and give an accurate 

indication of the voltage profile during charging and discharging. The high impedance probe, 

which is designed for static electricity applications, will prevent the piezoelectric material from 

discharging through the volt meter. 

The aim of this test is to identify which is the relation between input force and output voltage; in 

particular, piezo actuator is compressed by Zwick/Roell according to the following pattern: from 0 

N to 200 N until 0 N to 2000 N increasing the point of load application of 200 N each time 

(uncertainty is up to ±2 N according to Zwick/Roell specifications).  

This upper limit is dictated by the actuator blocking force of 1960 N reported by the supplier; 

actually, two considerations are mandatory: this upper limit is related to the condition of input 

voltage and output displacement, while here the input and output are reversed and then it is not 

clear if this blocking force is an actual limit or not; secondly, actuator expands when electrical 

power is provided while here compression is tested, so even though the input-output change 

would not affect the blocking force, it would still be referred to expansion case: usually materials 

do not show a symmetric behavior when going from tensile to compression tests. 
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In conclusion, it has been chosen to test the specimen at a maximum force of 2000 N even though 

probably a higher force would not have destructive effects on it. 

As regards velocity, it is always 0.5 mm/min; Zwick/Roell offers many different kinds of speed 

control, even force one (N/s) but they are not as precise as the displacement one since force 

needs to be detected and this does not happen instantaneously, resulting in possible overshoots 

and then loss of precision, which is potentially dangerous in a small-displacement-tolerated 

device. 

As regards keeping time at the points of load application and removal, position is kept for 5 s in 

order to have a stabilization of the voltage and the possibility to act on the sample itself. 

In particular, preliminary operations show that - by employing this high impedance circuit - 

voltage does not go to zero if compression state is kept; when force is released, voltage starts 

decreasing and eventually goes back to zero. In order to increase potential difference, it is 

convenient to shorten the circuit represented by the piezo and its own wires so that voltage goes 

to zero at the point of maximum compression (this operation is done manually during the 5 s 

keeping time at load application point); finally, when compression state is progressively removed, 

voltage starts decreasing, this time from zero and no longer from its maximum value, resulting in 

a negative voltage. 

In this session of test operations are conducted as follows: loading of the piezo by mechanical 

compression up to a certain force, unloading to zero force, loading again to the same force, this 

time also shortening the circuit, and finally unloading so then also negative voltage shows up. This 

operation is repeated for different maximum forces as previously explained and data are 

collected, both in terms of voltage to time and force to displacement. 

Finally, data are matched and elaborated to give the voltage to force graph. 

Fig. 4.11 shows the obtained experimental results in terms of voltage to time at a fixed speed of 

Zwick/Roell piston actuator (0.5 mm/min). 
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Figure 4.11. Voltage to time at 0.5 mm/min. 

 

It is possible to see that voltage increases with time, i.e. with force since it is enlarged from one 

set to the following one. The pattern is not regular due to the fact that some tests have been 

aborted: the reason for that is misalignment of the sample with respect to the actuator and 

consequent necessity of stopping the test and rearrange the setup. Moreover, in the last two 

tests – from 0 N to 1800 N and from 0 N to 2000 N – there is no shortening at high force and 

therefore almost no negative voltage shows up. 

These rough data are then matched with force ones in order to get voltage to force. In particular, 

for every set of two cycles the highest and lowest voltage are taken and matched with the force 

producing that particular voltage: in conclusion, for every force in the series {200 N; 400 N; … ; 

2000 N} there are two points associated, corresponding to positive maximum voltage and 

negative minimum voltage at that force (see Tab. 4.4). Results need to be interpreted with an 

uncertainty up to ±0.088 V in potential difference and up to ±2 N in terms of force (corresponding 

respectively to maximum detected voltage and force).  
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Voltage [V] Potential 

difference [V] 

Force 

[N] max min 

7,62 -6,01 13,63 200 

14,06 -10,24 24,30 400 

20,01 -12,73 32,74 600 

24,61 -14,45 39,06 800 

27,16 -14,19 41,36 1000 

26,06 -14,89 40,95 1200 

38,29 -23,57 61,86 1400 

38,94 -18,90 57,85 1600 

45,39 / / 1800 

50,55 / / 2000 

Table 4.4. Voltage to force at 0.5 mm/min. 

 

These data are then represented in two graphs: voltage to force – see Fig. 4.12 - and potential 

difference to force – see Fig. 4.13 (this can be a useful information because in the final device 

there will be a switch in the electrical circuit to shorten it at the top and at the bottom of the cycle 

in order to take advantage of the maximum voltage difference available). 

 

 

Figure 4.12. Voltage to force at 0.5 mm/min. 
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The relation between voltage and force is almost linear in the considered range of forces; there 

are some irregularities due probably to inaccuracies in test realization at some forces. A linear 

trend-line is displayed; the set intercept (0; 0) option is on because at no load there is no voltage. 

Actually, it is not clear whether the relation between force and voltage is linear or not since there 

are no data available on this information; in the studied range of forces linear trend-line appears 

to be the best fit for the series of data, but it is not to be excluded that at some higher force there 

is a sort of saturation in the effect, i.e. voltage does not increase with force anymore; in that case 

a logarithmic line would be a better approximation of the behavior. 

Finally, one consideration is mandatory: voltage is higher in the positive region than in the 

negative one; the reason is probably related to an asymmetry in the transformation occurring in 

the crystal of piezoelectric material. 

As regards potential difference, almost 62 V were recorded at 1400 N: if negative voltage would 

have been recorded at higher force too, a bigger potential would have shown up probably (see 

Fig. 4.13). 

 

 

Figure 4.13. Potential difference to force at 0.5 mm/min. 

 

4.2.3. Test 2: voltage to force, velocity dependence 

In this second test the specimen undergoes the same cycles as test 1; the only difference is the 

speed: 0.25 mm/min this time versus the previous 0.5 mm/min. The goal is clearly to see if 

velocity affects somehow output voltage. In order to make these series of test faster, there is just 

loading, shortening at maximum compression point during keeping time and then unloading; this 

is not supposed to affect results, just to make operations faster. 
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Results in terms of voltage to time are shown in Fig. 4.14; in this second test there were almost no 

problems with the setup, resulting in a much more regular pattern. 

 

 

Figure 4.14. Voltage to time at 0.25 mm/min. 

 

Adopting the same procedure as before, voltage to force is computed and displayed (see Tab. 4.5 

and Fig. 4.15); same for potential difference (Fig. 4.16). 

 

Voltage [V] Potential 

difference [V] 

Force 

[N] max min 

4,46 -3,13 7,58 200 

8,89 -6,43 15,31 400 

12,76 -9,88 22,64 600 

16,49 -13,06 29,55 800 

19,27 -16,21 35,48 1000 

23,72 -18,42 42,14 1200 

27,64 -20,95 48,59 1400 

30,85 -23,18 54,02 1600 

34,87 -25,05 59,91 1800 

38,29 -26,53 64,82 2000 

Table 4.5. Voltage to force. 
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Figure 4.15. Voltage to force at 0.25 mm/min. 

 

 

Figure 4.16. Potential difference to force at 0.25 mm/min. 
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In this second set of experiments it is even clearer that voltage and potential difference increase 

with force linearly. 

Anyway what this test 2 is about is the effect of displacement speed on output voltage: in Fig. 

4.17 the voltage at 0.25 mm/min and at 0.5 mm/min are compared for different forces. 

 

 

Figure 4.17. Voltage to force at different speeds. 

 

It is possible to see that the absolute value of voltage is higher at 0.5 mm/min than at 0.25 

mm/min, even though the difference is not that relevant. Then higher frequency is preferred: this 

indication should be considered during device operation. 

 

4.2.4. Test 3: voltage to force, number of cycles dependence 

This test is aimed at understanding if there is some performance degradation during normal 

operations use. This piezo component, when assembled within the device, is going to be pre-

stressed at some force and then is aimed at working between two conditions which are supposed 

to be at different forces. Moreover, operations should be continuous – meaning that working 

cycle is going to be repeated many times. It is then a good idea to check which is the voltage 

output when going from one force to another one and then back to the previous while repeating 

this operation for a certain number of cycles.  
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Test 3 is designed as follows: piezo is compressed from 200 N to 2000 N and then back to 200 N; 

speed is 0.5 mm/min; number of cycles is 100; there is no shortening between one cycle and the 

following, so no negative voltage is supposed to show up (see Fig. 4.18). 

In final device, electrical circuit is going to be designed such that there is a shortening at the 

points of maximum and minimum force in order to provide the biggest potential difference and 

therefore energy.  

 

 

Figure 4.18. Voltage to time at 0.5 mm/min for 100 cycles. 

 

Results from test 3 show that there is no performance degradation in terms of potential 

difference: it is almost constant for all the 100 cycles. However there is a shift of the whole cycle 

to lower values when increasing the number of cycles. One possible explanation for this behavior 

is that when coming at zero force the transformation occurring in the piezo material is not over 

and then it keeps going on during the 5 seconds keeping time at load removal point; as a 

consequence, following cycle starts from a lower value than the previous one, resulting in a 

continuous shifting of the whole cycle to lower values (but still with the same potential difference 

because what is gained at zero force position is lost at maximum force one). 

 

This experimental characterization of piezoelectric actuator has been useful for providing some 

information that until now were not reported in literature; the main result is the determination of 

a precise relation between voltage and force and the effect of compression speed on the output. 

Results are encouraging and they show that an energy harvester device employing piezoelectric 

material could actually provide a good potential difference to be used in low power applications.  
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4.3. SMA 

SMA is responsible for converting thermal energy into mechanical energy taking advantage of the 

variation of strain with temperature; this mechanical energy is transferred to piezo in form of 

displacement and then finally some output voltage is produced. 

As previously mentioned, the choice of active material is sort of mandatory: SMA is the only valid 

option; among SMA, Ni-Ti has been selected because of its averagely good properties and 

because of the deep knowledge of them – employing some other Ni-Ti alloy would have been a 

doable option only if more insight on the mentioned alloy was available. In conclusion, Ni-Ti is the 

best option for the moment; it is possible that as research on the properties of not well known Ni-

Ti alloys goes on, Ni-Ti will no longer be the best material to employ. 

In order to understand the choices that have been made in the design of SMA part of the device it 

is fundamental to highlight the following property of Ni-Ti: strain varies with temperature as a 

consequence of SME. Since this topic has already been analyzed deeply in chapter 3, here the 

main focus is on the computations relative to the application of these properties to the design; 

nevertheless, some previous results are reported. 

In particular, Tušek et al. report experimental results of the superelastic behavior of Ni-Ti [29]. A 

poly-crystalline Ni48.9Ti51.1 was isothermally tensile loaded and unloaded to measure the stress-

strain behavior at four different temperatures: 312 to 342 K with a step of 10 K; the wires-sample 

was previously trained to stabilize its behavior. 

The results are reported in Fig. 4.19.  

 

 

Figure 4.19. The experimentally obtained superelastic behavior of Ni-Ti [29]. 

 

From this graph important considerations can be obtained: at a given strain, stress varies with 

temperature in the range 312-342 K; this variation strongly depends on the strain itself: at zero 

strain, stress does not depend on temperature; at higher strain, stress varies with temperature in 
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a sensible way; at high values of strain, e.g. 6%, stress is again independent from temperature or, 

better said, is independent from the considered range of temperature. 

These results are fundamental in the preliminary design phase because they give an indication of 

the optimum working region for the device – 200 MPa to 500 MPa or 1% to 4% strain for 

temperature of the wire of 312 K to 342 K – i.e. the region where the biggest stress/strain 

temperature dependence shows up. 

At the very beginning, before choosing the piezo actuator, a general check on the requirements of 

the device was made, by cross-analyzing all the pieces of data: piezo actuators have blocking 

forces in the order of some kN; best working region for the Ni-Ti at that range of temperature is 

200 – 500 MPa; then, considering the force constant in the whole device since there is no global 

displacement, the area of the Ni-Ti material should be in the order of units of mm2. This gives 

some starting point in terms of required geometry. Then, there is the displacement point of view: 

at a given temperature and stress there is a corresponding strain that can be read in stress-strain 

diagram for Ni-Ti; it is in the magnitude of a few percent. It is necessary that the total 

displacement of Ni-Ti is equal to the one of the piezo actuator since the piezo-SMA device is a 

globally zero displacement one. From this kind of computation and for a given piezo maximum 

displacement, it results that the length of Ni-Ti should be of 1.5 – 1.6 mm. 

From this very early stage of the design it is important to notice two aspects: first of all, it is 

necessary to establish a starting point – some already existing device or some known properties – 

and then fix one by one all the variables; repeat this operation until all values are compatible with 

each other since they are interconnected. Secondly, this iterative process produces a solution 

among many possible others; in order to get to the best one, an optimization is required; at this 

stage, the goal is to get to a proof of concept, i.e. to a functioning device: future work will be 

aimed at improving it.  

The aforementioned preliminary design is then followed by a more precise one: since the 

compatibility between piezo and SMA has been verified, it is possible to get a commercial 

piezoelectric actuator, which properties are fixed (see previous paragraph), and to design the Ni-

Ti component.  

In this second phase a superelastic phenomenological model describing Ni-Ti strain as a function 

of applied stress and temperature is employed to have more precise results. This model has been 

introduced by Tušek et al. [29] and described in more details in chapter 2 of this work. Here it is 

used as a tool to determine which is the strain corresponding to a given stress and temperature 

for designing purpose.  

Starting point is represented by the piezo actuator properties; relevant ones are: 

 Blocking force: 1960 N 

 Maximum displacement: 0.0034 mm 

As regards Ni-Ti, preliminary design suggests the following values:  

 Cross section area: 5 – 20 mm2 

 Initial length: 1.5 – 1.6 mm 

The first issue is related to geometry: which is the best one? Alternatives are: a compact one-

element structure such as a parallelepiped or a cylinder; an array of wires. From a mechanical 

point of view both solutions present pros and cons: as regards the compact choice, it is good 

because bending would not happen, since it is a very robust structure where characteristic length 
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of the base and of the height are comparable; on the other side, all the force resulting from 

impeded displacement is concentrated in one point of relatively small area: this may cause slip off 

if some misalignment occurs. As regards the wires choice, bending can occur but force is equally 

distributed in the SMA – piezo connecting surface since many wires are employed. 

When coming to heat transfer problem, there is no game: wire solution is by far the best one 

because of bigger lateral surface available for heat transfer and much smaller volume of material 

if considering the single element (wire vs compact structure) – this is very important both for high 

frequency operation and for homogeneous heating/cooling of Ni-Ti, resulting in homogeneous 

temperature change in all the material and then in an even occurrence of SME; imagine a 

differential displacement in different part of the Ni-Ti as a consequence of non-homogeneous 

properties – this could cause the failure of the whole device. 

These qualitative considerations result in the choice of wires configuration; this solution is not 

exempt from problems, e.g. possible bending of the wires, that is why design should come with a 

stable solution. Also heat transfer problem will be studied with great detail when coming to the 

section on water circuit; for now the assumption that a homogeneous desired temperature will be 

reached in each wire is made; this hypothesis is correct as long as there are no strict limitations on 

the operational frequency (time required for getting this temperature) and the amount of water 

available for heating/cooling the wires is considerable: since the goal is a proof of concept, it is 

ideally possible to have an infinite/very big water flow that instantly/very fast heats/cools the 

whole wire. 

Once the wire shape is decided, a 0.8 mm diameter Ni-Ti wire is employed. Then, since the 

maximum force is fixed – determined by the blocking force of the piezo – and also the optimum 

stress region from a strain dependence on temperature point of view, the global cross section 

area of Ni-Ti wires is determined after an iterative process resulting in a 13 wires configuration, 

working at a stress of 250 MPa during actuation, resulting in a force of 1634 N, which is below 

blocking one but not as small as to prevent some considerable output voltage to be measured. 

Wires are disposed along two circumferences of 2.5 mm and 5 mm radius respectively, according 

to a circular pattern with a wire in the center and the other 12 in the 2 circumferences at 60° 

angular distance one from the other.   

Once the stress compatibility problem has been verified, there is the displacement issue to be 

analyzed. In particular, the constrained recovery configuration provides zero displacement for the 

whole device, i.e. the displacement occurring to the piezo is given by the expansion of Ni-Ti wires. 

Now, the assumption of global constant strain during this phenomenon is made: in other words, 

when the wires expand due to SME, piezo is compressed by the same amount of SMA’s expansion 

and stress is constant and equal to a maximum value during this operation. This hypothesis is 

used just for designing process: it is clear that stress varies during the cycle, in particular it is 

possible to give some pre-stress to the whole device so that during operation stress varies from 

this initial value (when Ni-Ti is cold) to a final maximum value (250 MPa, not to be exceeded to 

avoid blocking force to be reached). This assumption is then useful for considering the “worst” 

case, used for design purposes. Moreover, it is not clear which is the evolution of forces during 

the entire cycle: that is why the device is designed to undergo the biggest force; then, for most of 

its time it will work at smaller forces. The amount of pre-stress to be given is a crucial key point to 

be studied because in relation to it the strain dependence on temperature varies and then also 
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the results in terms of voltage output; how pre-stress affects voltage will be studied during 

experimental phase. 

Getting back to design process, a maximum displacement of 0.0034 mm occurs to the piezo and 

then to the wires; at a maximum stress of 250 MPa, corresponding strain is computed as a 

function of temperature using the aforementioned model by Tušek et al.; then, variation in strain 

provided by variation in temperature is determined; finally, length of wire comes as the result of 

an iterative process to match the desired displacement with the change in strain: 1.6 mm is the 

final value (see Fig. 4.20).  

Once again, it is important to notice that dimensions are very small and then great care should be 

put both in the realization and in the assembly; this gets back to the design, which should also be 

careful and provide some solutions that make the realization and assembly processes easier. 

 

 

Figure 4.20. Ni-Ti wires configuration. 

 

As previously mentioned in piezo actuator paragraph, there is an important issue to be addressed 

to concerning the compression of different materials employed in the device: stainless steel in the 

case, Ni-Ti in the wires, stainless steel in the shaft, PZT in the piezo and finally POM in the base 

plate; the plates of Zwick/Roell actuator are considered completely rigid since they are very thick, 

so they do not undergo any deformation. The matter is: given a certain force, which is the 

displacement of different layers? This problem is relevant because if for example the piezo does 

not undergo any displacement because it is stiffer than other employed materials, then no voltage 

output will be detected. 

A simple way to address this matter is looking at Young’s modulus and performing some simple 

computation to understand which is the displacement of each component, for a given force and 

for fixed geometry, since Young’s modulus of materials is a known property (see Tab. 4.6). 

A force of 1600 N is used for the computation because it is the maximum that should occur; 

geometry is fixed by design, but can eventually be changed if required after these check 

computations; all relevant data are summarized in Tab. 4.6. 
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ELEMENT MATERIAL YOUNG´S MODULUS [MPa] INITIAL LENGTH [mm] FORCE [N] 

Cover Stainless steel 180000 3 1600 

Wires Ni-Ti (austenite) 79000 6,6 1600 

Shaft Stainless steel 180000 8,54 1600 

Piezo Lead Zirconate Titanate 63000 3 1600 

Base POM 3500 3 1600 

 

CROSS SECTION [mm2] STRESS [MPa] STRAIN [/] DISPLACEMENT [mm] 

380 4,2 2,3E-05 7,0E-05 

7 244,9 3,1E-03 2,0E-02 

145 11,0 6,1E-05 5,2E-04 

49 32,7 5,2E-04 1,6E-03 

380 4,2 1,2E-03 3,6E-03 

Table 4.6. Displacement of different layers. 

 

It is possible to notice that stainless steel components show small displacement; as regards SMA, 

PZT and POM, it results that the wires and the lower plate base have a bigger displacement than 

the piezo. At this point a careful observation is needed: the force considered here is the preload 

one, i.e. during the test of the whole device it is possible to give some preload by compressing it 

with Zwick/Roell actuator; then, by mean of temperature change of the wires, there will be some 

displacement that is the same for both wires and piezo since their dimensions have been 

designed by means of a precise model that keeps into account the effect of temperature on strain 

at a given stress and then it is more reliable than Young´s modulus, used just for rough 

computation. On the other side, since the device is kept in a zero global displacement 

configuration through the Zwick/Roell and the POM plate is included between the two plates of 

the actuator, it will also undergo some displacement which value depends on the forces acting on 

it; in particular, the displacement occurring to the plate is approximately two times the one of the 

piezo in the considered range of forces. As a result, the whole device should work as follows: at a 

given pre-stress, wires produce some displacement according to martensitic transformation; since 

the assembly is kept at a global zero displacement, both the piezo and the plate will be 

compressed: the increase in length occurring to the wires will be accommodated two thirds by the 

compression of plate and one third by the piezo. As a consequence, output voltage could be lower 

than expected since the design is made just considering two materials – nitinol and PZT; in an 

optimized version of the device this problem should be addressed to very carefully; for the 

moment the assembly will be tested as it is to get some general ideas on what happens exactly; 

then, an easy improvement could be replacing the POM plate with a stainless steel one, so that 

only Ni-Ti and PZT would undergo some displacement. On the other side, a POM connector is 

better than a steel one at the very beginning because it is not clear how the device is going to act 

in terms of displacement at a given force and then it is convenient to use a softer material in 

order to avoid the breakage of the more valuable piezo actuator if something goes wrong. 
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In conclusion, a POM connector will be used at the beginning, and then a steel one could be 

employed if no remarkable results are detected or, in general, for future developments. 

 

4.4. Connections 

Once working principle of the overall device has been established and the two main parts have 

been designed it is necessary to think about all the auxiliary elements which do not provide some 

direct effect but still are fundamental for a good realization and operation of the apparatus. 

In particular, three main parts can be distinguished: a chamber where water can get in contact 

with the wires and transfer heat to them; a rigid connection between the wires and the actuator; 

a connection between the device and other external elements to provide an overall zero 

displacement. 

Actually, these different pieces are interconnected, so the description of their design is starting 

from some general consideration on the device and then is focusing on the single apparatuses. 

At the very beginning, the idea was to use a cut piston in order to connect all the parts: design a 

piston with an open end, connect the wires to the shaft and to another covering to be put on the 

top of the piston through some plastic plates, create a second connection at the base of the shaft 

for the piezo actuator and finally a third connection at the base of the piezo. Then, grab the upper 

and lower parts so that no overall displacement could happen: in this way, only the shaft could 

move, transmitting rigidly the movement of the wires to the piezo. Some holes for water flow 

circuit and electrical circuit connections could be made in the cylinder and in the lowest base (see 

Figs. 4.21 and 4.22). 

 

 

Figure 4.21. Preliminary design, overall view of the device. 
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Figure 4.22. Preliminary design, section view of the device. 

 

This preliminary design is useful just for showing the basic ideas that have been employed in the 

second design phase, which is an improvement of the previous one. 

The key principle that has led to the final design is simplification. For sure the previous version 

shows good ideas, but there are some crucial aspects that can cause failure during operation or 

are complications than can be easily avoided. 

First concern is on sealing: as can be seen in Fig. 4.23, there are two stages of sealing since both 

the upper and the lower part of the wires are connected to a part that moves or can be opened. 

Then, it is possible to avoid the upper opening just by designing a cylinder that opens up in 

reverse direction; in this way, only one sealing – the one in the shaft – is needed (Figs. 4.24 and 

4.25). 

 

 

Figure 4.23. Preliminary design, detail on the sealing system. 
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Figure 4.24. Final design, view of the new compact and simple sealing. 

 

 

Figure 4.25. Final design, detail on the sealing system. 

 

By adopting this solution, also the connection between the wires and the piezo actuator changes, 

giving room to possible improvement. In previous configuration there were two issues in the 

connection: it is space consuming since the shaft and the base of the cylinder require some space; 

it can be unstable in terms of possible misalignment, which can occur during operation especially 

if there are many different pieces involved (see Fig. 4.26). In this second solution the connection is 

ways more robust and simple; as a consequence, also better sealing is possible since there can be 

more space for installing O-rings or other sealing devices (see Fig. 4.27). 
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Figure 4.26. Preliminary design, shaft detail. 

 

 

Figure 4.27. Final design, shaft detail. 

 

Now that an overview on the assembly has been given, a detailed description of the single 

elements’ design will be provided.  

Starting from the Ni-Ti wires, there is a practical issue: how is it possible to handle 13 wires of 1.6 

mm each and clamp them between two flat surfaces? Moreover, how can their temperature be 

controlled carefully? The solution that has been adopted in this work is to employ two POM plates 

of 2.5 mm thickness each as support for them. POM is an engineering thermoplastic used in 

precision parts requiring high stiffness, low friction, and excellent dimensional stability: it is the 

proper material for this kind of application. Moreover, it is has a low thermal conductance 

resulting in being a thermal insulator. Going back to the assembly, wires are then 6.6 mm long: 

2.5 mm of them is wedged in one plate, 2.5 mm in the other and so 1.6 mm is the resulting active 

part. The wires are mechanically locked to the holes of slightly bigger diameter that are drilled in 

the plastic plates and then sealed with epoxy glue. In this way, water is not in direct contact with 

the metal case, which is not taking part to the heat exchange since the plastic plates insulate it. 
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On the other side, one possible problem is that if insulation is not good, a very big amount of Ni-Ti 

will be heated or cooled and then not only 1.6 mm will expand or contract, but a higher length, 

leading to excessive displacement of the piezo actuator and improper functioning.  

As can be seen from Fig. 4.28, the upper plate is shaped in order to have an easier coupling with 

the cylinder when assembling the device. 

 

 

Figure 4.28. Final design, wires and supporting plastic plates assembly. 

 

One issue related to assembling phase is to maintain the right distance between the two plastic 

plates while inserting the short SMA parts and gluing the wires to the plates themselves. For this 

reason, a support component is 3D printed (see Fig. 4.29) and assembled together with the other 

parts (see Fig. 4.30); it is made of a special material (AquaSolve™) that is cold water soluble; in 

this way, once the glue is dry, the assembly is put in water as long as it takes for the plastic 

support to dissolve (around 12 hours employing ambient temperature water). The surfaces of the 

assembly are grinded in order to have equally long wires (see Fig. 4.31). 

 

 

Figure 4.29. Supporting water-solvable part. 
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Figure 4.30. Plates - wires assembly with supporting part. 

 

 

Figure 4.31. Plates-wires assembly after grinding. 

 

 

Figure 4.32. Plates-wires assembly. 
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Moving to the connection between wires’ assembly and piezo actuator, it is represented by a sort 

of shaft, which is meant to be solid and able to provide good sealing. In the design of this shaft, 

the main guideline has been to realize a very compact structure, but still enough large to 

accommodate a good sealing system. Resulting device has a diameter of 13.6 mm, while the 

external case has a diameter of 14 mm: the play of 0.2 mm all around is typical of many cylinders 

of this dimension. As regards the height of the shaft, it is 8.54 mm (see Fig. 4.33 for further 

dimensions). The part has been realized in stainless steel for giving a bigger resistance to the 

device and because if a softer material was employed there was the chance that when wires 

expanded they would have penetrated instead of displacing it, not providing the required effect. 

 

 

Figure 4.33. Final design, shaft detail with dimensions. 

 

Going back to the sealing theme, it is highly crucial since water flows in the wires region, but it 

cannot get in contact with the piezo actuator itself, otherwise it would fail: ThorLabs suggests a 

relative humidity less than 40%, and then for sure water-piezo contact is not admissible. 

It is therefore necessary to design a good sealing: a solution with one O-ring is chosen. 

O-ring is an elastomer seal that must be deformed to work properly: the two opposite sides of an 

O-ring are squeezed between the walls of the cavity (“gland”) into which the O-ring is installed. 

The resulting zero clearance within the gland provides an effective seal, blocking the flow of fluids 

through the gland’s internal passage. In order to make it work, O-ring should be initially 

compressed at some degree; then, as system pressure activates the seal, the O-ring is forced to 

the low pressure side of the gland. 

O-ring design is a well-known process and almost all the producers agree on the following 

requirements: 

 O-ring’s inside diameter must be smaller than the piston groove diameter, so that the O-ring 

is slightly stretched (between 1 and 5%); 
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 O-ring’s cross section must be greater than the gland height, even though in a dynamic 

situation lower squeeze is recommended to reduce friction. 

For the sizing of the O-ring, the software “O-Ring Gland Calculator” by Apple Rubber has been 

used; the advantage of this kind of instrument is that it provides the right product for a specific 

design contest, following the aforementioned indications and choosing automatically between 

the O-rings that they produce. 

The inputs for this software are: 

 Seal type: piston; 

 Application: dynamic; 

 Bore diameter: 14 mm; 

 Piston diameter: 13.6 mm; 

 Groove diameter: 11.2 mm. 

The dimension of bore, piston and groove are chosen during device’s design according to the 

requirements for this work. 

Required O-ring is reported in Fig. 4.34; inside diameter and cross section are the outputs that 

univocally determine the O-ring; minimum groove width is computed as well; dimensions are 

expressed in mm. 

 

 

Figure 4.34. O-ring specifics. 

 

The software also reports the results of the dynamic simulation of O-ring functioning (Fig. 4.35): it 

is possible to notice that all the values belong to recommended range and then the O-ring should 

work properly. 
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Figure 4.35. Results. 

 

As suggested by Apple Rubber the aforementioned O-ring is selected. 

Once the sealing matter is concluded, it is necessary to spend some more words on the 

connection between SMA and piezo on the piezo side. As previously said, piezo actuator is a very 

compact one, with vertical dimension smaller than the base ones. This is a positive aspect from a 

stability point of view: as a matter of facts, when it is pushed it does not tend to slip out or to 

cause misalignment in the forces. In order to enhance stability and to improve the connection 

between different parts, a 0.5 mm milled groove has been designed to be performed both in the 

shaft and in the lower plate; the dimension of the cut is 7.5 mm through the entire base; the piezo 

actuator is then just placed inside this groove. Since the electrodes are screen-printed on two 

sides and the other surfaces of the piezo are insulated, there should be no problem of electric 

discharge from the piezo to the metallic surface of the shaft. Then, the two electric cables are 

welded to the electrodes on one side and connected to the electric circuit on the other: since the 

height of the piezo is just 3 mm, the aforementioned grooves are not deep (they take 1 mm 

globally), leaving 2 mm for installing the cables. 

Finally, some consideration on the shape of the shaft: as for the plates, it is chamfered at the top 

for better inserting in the cylinder; the corners are filleted for avoiding cutting the O-ring; there is 

a threaded hole at the bottom for removing the component from the assembly. 

Until now the single connection elements have been detailed; then there is a sort of case in which 

they are assembled together – just mechanically connected so that they are easily removable. As 

previously said, this case is an internally hollowed cylinder of 14 mm internal diameter, realized in 

stainless steel like the shaft, open on one side; thickness is 4 mm, while the height is 18.14 mm, 

such as it covers SMA assembly (Ni-Ti wires and two plastic plates) and the shaft. In the upper 

part of it there are two holes that correspond to the connectors to the water circuit; they have a 3 

mm diameter and are threaded so that an M3 connector can be used; also, there are some 

geometrical features such as chamfered base and side in correspondence to the connector´s holes 

for easier assembly. 

Since this device is realized just for an experimental proof of concept, it is important to have 

removable and adjustable parts that can be assembled and disassembled in different ways at any 

time. Moreover, it is quite fundamental to have the possibility of varying the boundary conditions 

in terms of mechanical conditions, water flow circuit, electric circuit features. The whole design 

has been developed considering that as a key feature; if the goal was to produce a compact 
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apparatus not to be disassembled - a sort of one-piece device - also the design would have been 

totally different.  

Following this guideline, also the connection with the external circuits is very flexible: from a 

hydraulic point of view, there are two threaded holes in the case where some tubes can be 

connected and then go to any kind of hydraulic circuit; as concerns electrical matter, the wires of 

the electrodes can be connected to any circuit; finally, from a mechanical perspective, the whole 

system is clamped in Zwick/Roell actuator which can give a desired amount of force (and then 

control the pre-stress of SMA and piezo) or displacement, so then many different situations can 

be tested and nice experimental result can be obtained. 

Figs. 4.36 to 4.38 show the overall design of the device, both as SOLIDWORKS drawings and as 

picture of realized one. 

For sure, water and electrical circuits need to be carefully studied since the system requires very 

specific inputs/outputs to work properly. The design of them is the subject of next paragraphs. 

 

 

Figure 4.36. Final design, overall view of the device. 
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Figure 4.37. Final design, section view of the device. 

 

 

Figure 4.38. Final design, picture of the device. 
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4.5. Heat transfer water-wires 

In this section the heat transfer between water and Ni-Ti wires is analyzed. The goal is to get some 

insight on the physics of the problem in order to design properly the water flow system, 

responsible of transferring heat to and from the wires. In particular, it is necessary to have a 

precise control on wires’ temperature because martensitic transformation occurs only in a certain 

temperature range; in this range it is then necessary to find out how strain and deformation 

depend on Ni-Ti temperature; finally, a relation between wires´ and water´s temperatures need to 

be found since it is water that provides heating and cooling power and it is the only form of 

control of the overall device. 

Here particular focus is given to the heat transfer problem between water and wires. Large 

literature is available on this topic since it is a classic problem; then, some rough computation is 

provided based on this model; in a second stage, a software simulation with COMSOL is carried 

out in order to get more precise results, especially in relation to dynamic behavior of the device. 

As a matter of facts, on one side it is quite easy to get a solution for the steady state problem, on 

the other side computations grow bigger when coming at dynamic behavior; since the device is 

required to work at a certain frequency, both problems need to be analyzed. 

 

4.5.1. Cylinder in crossflow 

As regards the modeling of the problem for steady state solution, it belongs to the category of 

external forced flow, since there is a pump providing water flow to a certain body; in this case it is 

also possible to adopt the hypothesis that neighboring bodies are far away so that the boundary 

layers on the bodies over which the fluid is flowing can develop freely. Fig. 4.39 shows a CAD 

scheme of the device and a section where one supporting plastic plate has been removed in order 

to show the topology of wires configuration: it is clear that this hypothesis is true when 

considering the wires, since they are quite distant from each other given their small dimension 

and then the single wire can be individually studied as the others were not present. 

 

 

Figure 4.39. Wires configuration. 
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At the same time, the problem of parallel flow along two flat plates should be considered, since 

also plastic plates participate actively to the dynamics of the system; nevertheless, in this section 

they can be neglected since flow is fully developed in most of the volume and water temperature 

is almost constant in the whole vertical direction; moreover, convection heat transfer from water 

to wire is much bigger than conduction from plate to wire, since contact surface and temperature 

difference are much bigger in the first case. 

Getting back to the original problem, it belongs to cylinder in crossflow category; since the 

geometry of the body is simple, heat transfer can be calculated by solving the boundary layer 

equations. The following dissertation is based on the problem modeling suggested by Hans Dieter 

Baehr and Karl Stephan in “Heat and Mass Transfer” [43]  

First of all, some thermo-fluid-dynamic of the phenomena is described, as a useful introduction 

tool for solving the problem subsisting in this work. 

When a cylindrical body is cross-flowed, the boundary layer already has a finite thickness at the 

forward stagnation point, x=0 in Fig. 4.40. As the fluid approaches the front side of the tube, the 

fluid pressure rises from the freestream value to the stagnation point value and then decreases 

from this point onwards in the direction of flow. Beyond the thickest part of the body the 

pressure increases again. Now, considering this pressure profile, it is possible to understand that a 

fluid element on a streamline accelerates when moving from high to low pressure region; then, 

when it comes to high pressure zone, the element moves against the direction of flow: this is 

known as separation point. As a consequence, the boundary layer detaches from the surface and 

a wake is formed in the downstream region, called dead water region: here, the flow is irregular 

and characterized by vortex formations (eddies). 

 

 

Figure 4.40. Flow boundary layer around a cylindrical solid. S stagnation point, A detachment point of the boundary 
layer [43]. 

 

In this turbulent flow region heat transfer is promoted. 

When considering this problem of cylinder in crossflow, it is important to notice that the flow 

pattern is heavily dependent on Reynolds number; Fig. 4.41 shows qualitatively how it varies 

according to the different flow regime. 
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Figure 4.41. Flow across a circular cylinder at different Reynolds numbers [43]. 

 

It is possible to notice that while Reynolds number increases there is a progressive transition from 

laminar to turbulent flow, first in the upstream and then also in the downstream flow. 

This introduction on the flow finds its reason in the fact that heat transfer depends strongly on 

flow regime. In this type of problem local Nusselt number – representing the ratio between 

convective and conductive heat transfer – depends on Reynolds number – representing the ratio 

between inertial forces and viscous forces – and on the angular coordinate. That is why, when 

considering the whole heat transfer problem, it is convenient to move from local to mean 

correlations; most of them are empirical and will be directly employed to solve the problem. 

Now, the content of the issue can be expressed as follows: there is a Ni-Ti wire of fixed geometry; 

the requirement is in terms of temperature and frequency, i.e. wire’s temperature should change 

between two values in a fixed time. A water flow is responsible of exchanging heat with the wire; 

in order to get this result, a temperature difference between water and wire should be present; 

hydraulic circuit can be designed in order to provide the desired flow at a certain temperature 

with a specific frequency. The design process should be like this: modelling of the heat exchange 

problem, definition of requirements for water, realization of the proper hydraulic circuit. 

Starting from the heat exchange problem, relevant properties (density ρ, specific heat capacity c, 

thermal conductivity λ, kinematic viscosity v, Prandtl number Pr) of employed materials are 

summarized in Tab. 4.7. 

 

PROPERTIES ρ [kg/m^3] c [kJ/(kg K)] λ [10^-3 W/(mK)] ν [10^-6 m^2/s] Pr [/] 

Ni-Ti 6500 0,247 18000 / / 

Water @30 °C 995,65 4,177 615,5 0,801 5,414 

Water @80 °C 971,79 4,197 670 0,365 2,221 

Table 4.7. Properties of Ni-Ti (ρ  and k from [23], c from [39] at 298.15 K) and of water (from [38]). 
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As regards wire’s geometry, it is a cylinder of 0.8 mm diameter and 1.6 mm height. As previously 

explained, its temperature should change between 312 K (39 °C) and 342 K (69 °C) in order to 

have the desired design conditions and consequent strain variation according to the 

characterization by Tusek et al. [29]. Of course it is possible that this is not the best working 

condition from a SME point of view: this aspect needs to be verified during experimental activity; 

for the moment, it is opportune to design the device according to aforementioned data. 

According to a good heat exchange design practice, a temperature difference of 10 K between the 

two elements – Ni-Ti and water – is suggested. In this way, water’s temperature is also fixed: it 

should be 302 K (29 °C) while cooling and 352 K (79 °C) while heating the wire. The wire is 

supposed to be at two different temperatures at steady state, the aforementioned 312 K and 342 

K as starting and ending one respectively or reversely according to the fact that heating or cooling 

process is happening. When the device is off, wire should be at room temperature (around 22 °C) 

and then heating should be provided in any case: it is sufficient to take water from the hot 

reservoir and let it flow for enough time such that desired temperature is reached; this problem is 

not being treated in the design since it happens just one time and it is of easy solution. 

What this computation is about is the determination of water velocity in order to get the desired 

wire temperature in the right time: operation frequency is aimed at being 1 Hz; this means that 

available time for each operation (heating or cooling) is 0.5 seconds: the wire should change its 

temperature from 312 K to 342 K in 0.5 seconds and then from 342 K to 312 K in 0.5 seconds; 

between the two phases, there should be no dead time, since it is useless and it would just slow 

down operation frequency. 

In the solution of this problem two sub problems can be studied: heating and cooling; each of 

them should be characterized by its own water velocity; it will then be hydraulic circuit’s issue to 

provide the right flow for each phase. 

It is first of all necessary to show that the thermal resistance of the cylinder is negligible compared 

to that of the water, and therefore that the temperature of the cylinder is only a function of time. 

For doing that, it is necessary to compute Reynolds number of the water flowing over the 

cylinder: 

𝑅𝑒 =
𝑢∞𝑑

𝜈
      ( 4.1 ) 

where 𝑢∞ is undisturbed water velocity (the unknown, to be supposed and then computed in a 

trial and error process), 𝑑 the cylinder’s diameter and 𝜈 water’s kinematic viscosity; units of 

measurements are the ones of SI.  

In this way it possible to compute average Nusselt number using a correlation from literature: 

𝑁𝑢𝑚 = 𝑐 𝑅𝑒𝑚𝑃𝑟𝑛 (
𝑃𝑟

𝑃𝑟0
)

𝑝
    ( 4.2 ) 

where 𝑐, 𝑚, 𝑛, 𝑝 are coefficients depending on Reynolds number and on the direction of heat 

transfer as shown in Tab. 4.8. 
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Table 4.8. Constants and exponents in Eq. ( 5.2 ) [43]. 

 

As regards 𝑃𝑟0, it is taken at the wall temperature which is 327 K - considering a mean between 

312 K and 342 K. 

Finally, from the definition of Nusselt number, the medium value of the thermal transmittance is 

derived: 

𝛼𝑚 = 𝑁𝑢𝑚
𝜆

𝑑
      ( 4.3 ) 

It is then possible to compute the Biot number in order to understand the ratio of the thermal 

resistance of the cylinder to that of the water: 

𝐵𝑖 =
𝛼𝑚𝑑

𝜆𝑐
      ( 4.4 ) 

Since Biot number is lower than 0.1, it is possible to neglect thermal resistance of the cylinder 

because it is much lower than the one of water.  

Finally, cooling/heating times can be computed as follows: 

𝑡 =
𝜌𝑐𝑉

𝛼𝑚𝐴
𝑙𝑛

𝑇𝑖−𝑇∞

𝑇𝑓−𝑇∞
     ( 4.5 ) 

where 𝑇𝑖 is wire´s initial temperature, 𝑇𝑓 is wire´s final temperature, 𝑇∞ is undisturbed water´s 

temperature. 

The ratio of volume to surface area can be expressed as follows for a cylindrical geometry: 
𝑉

𝐴
=

𝑑

4
       ( 4.6 ) 

Once the time is computed in this way, it is possible to change the previously supposed value of 

water velocity so that the time is the desired one; it is opportune to keep into account that the 

parameters in Eq. (4.2) depend on Reynolds number, which is in turn strictly related to water flow 

regime: it may be necessary to change them during this iterative computation.  

Results from this computation are displayed in Tab. 4.9 and relative graph (Fig. 4.42): 

 

𝑢∞  [m/s] t [s] 

0,001 0,395 

0,01 0,154 

0,1 0,054 

1 0,016 

10 0,004 

100 0,001 

Table 4.9. Heating/cooling time to water velocity. 
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Figure 4.42. Heating/cooling time to water velocity. 

 

It is evident that the frequency of 1 Hz can be easily obtained since even at a speed of 0.001 m/s 

heat exchange time is lower than 0.5 s.  

This condition leaves room for possible improvement; in particular, it is possible to reduce the 

temperature difference between heat transfer fluid and the body to a lower value, even until final 

desired wire´s temperature: in this way, time is longer but required heat sources are colder (hot 

source) or hotter (cold source). Another option is to leave the temperatures as designed and see 

what happens during experimental phase; previous employed model provides a relation between 

strain and temperature change only in the 312 K – 342 K range; now, if wires get at lower or 

higher temperature probably SME will be more evident, leading to a wider displacement and 

higher voltage if piezo blocking force will not be overcome. On the other side, it has to be noticed 

that martensitic transformation is temperature dependent, i.e. it happens only at some 

temperature or stress level: it is mandatory to stay in the right range in order to see this 

elastocaloric effect´s properties. 

 Once again, while design phase is useful to get an overall idea on the phenomenon and to check 

if things work in theory, it is only during experimental part that these variables need to be tested 

and see what exactly happens, since there are no previous models or data on this specific aspect 

and therefore it is wrong to exclude a priori some parameter´s values. 

 

4.5.2. COMSOL simulation 

Until now, the heat transfer problem has been analyzed in relation to a single cylinder; actually, 

there are 13 wires of the same dimension disposed on a circular surface: the modeling of tube 

bundles in crossflow needs to be addressed to. 

The individual tubes of the bundle are in a staggered arrangement (see Fig. 4.43): this 

configuration has been chosen because it provides greater transfer flow than an aligned one, even 

though pressure drop is also higher. 
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Figure 4.43. Tube bundle. 

 

Some nomenclature needs to be furnished in order to analyze the problem: the separation 

between the tube centers perpendicular to the flow direction is known as transverse pitch, tube 

separation in the flow direction as longitudinal pitch and the tube separation in the diagonal 

direction as stagger; these elements identify the geometry of the bundle.  

The flow around and therefore the heat transfer around an individual tube within the bundle is 

influenced by the detachment of the boundary layer and the vortices from the previous tubes. 

The heat transfer on a tube in the first row is roughly the same as that on a single cylinder with a 

fluid in cross flow, provided the transverse pitch between the tubes is not too narrow. Further 

downstream the heat transfer coefficient increases because the previous tubes act as turbulence 

generators for those which follow. From the fourth or fifth row onwards the flow pattern hardly 

changes and the mean heat transfer coefficient of the tubes approaches a constant end value.  

In the literature it is possible to find some correlations providing the heat transfer coefficient for 

simple bundles. As regards this assembly, there is a key element to be considered: flow is not 

going straight from the inlet to the outlet hole, but it is moving through a complex pattern since it 

is constrained by circular surfaces. As a consequence, it is difficult to predict how exactly the heat 

transfer will be affected by the flow, since flow itself is not easily predictable. Nevertheless, some 

qualitative considerations can be done. 

At the very beginning of the heat transfer problem, the hypothesis that neighboring bodies were 

far away from the considered one was made; this assumption led to a simplification, i.e. 

considering a single wire instead of a bundle. Actually, looking at geometry this hypothesis is 

almost correct: the lowest distance between centers of wires in flow direction is 4.33 mm, while 

the diameter is 0.8 mm, meaning 5.4 times higher. As a second point, flow regime is designed to 

be slow (small Reynolds number, in a range between 10 and 1000): in these conditions the wake 

is not very turbulent and flow should go back to undisturbed motion before coming to the next 

wire.  
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In conclusion, design process can take into account a single wire in cross flow; the fact that there 

are 13 wires is not affecting in a relevant way the physics of the problem from a heat transfer 

point of view. As a matter of facts, while the flow in the rows subsequent to the first one can be 

disturbed according to a complex pattern, water temperature should be almost constant while 

going from the inlet to the outlet of the device since heat capacity of water is much bigger than 

that of wires, given the higher mass. Then, even though convective heat transfer coefficients in 

second row on can be altered, the whole dynamics of the problem should not be sensibly 

affected. Finally, it is worth mentioning as a last point how water velocity can be varied in a wide 

range and frequency would be still compatible with aimed one: in conclusion, heat transfer 

problem is not a concern from a design point of view. 

Nevertheless, it is interesting to run some numerical simulation on the heat transfer in order to 

have a more complete idea on the phenomena occurring. 

For this aim, COMSOL is employed: it is useful software for simulating this problem where a 

complex geometry is involved. 

The modeling is as follows: geometry of the device is entirely imported from SOLIDWORKS; 

materials properties are defined coherently with the ones of used components. Water flow is 

supposed to be in laminar regime according to previous results: this is a good approximation of 

what is really happening inside the device. In particular, a water velocity of 0.1 m/s is fixed at the 

inlet. As regards the heat transfer, three elements are considered in the simulation: water, Ni-Ti 

wires and plastic plates; the other parts of the assembly are neglected since they are not affecting 

the heat exchange in a relevant way; moreover, computation would be much tougher without 

providing any further benefit. Heating and cooling processes are quite symmetrical and the 

dynamic of the problem is supposed to be almost equal: for this reason just one of the two phases 

is studied. In particular, heating is analyzed from a dynamic point of view: the goal is to have 

images of temperature distribution in the space domain at different times in order to see if the 

wires heat up correctly. Time range for the simulation is chosen to be 30 s so that even at very 

slow speed (0.1 m/s) a steady state is reached; in real device water velocity should be much 

higher and then the process much faster. The inputs for heat transfer problem – geometry and 

materials properties excluded because already defined – are: initial conditions in terms of Ni-Ti 

wires and plastic plate surfaces temperature (312 K) and water temperature (352 K: the moment 

when hot water is already inside control volume is considered as starting one), boundary 

condition in terms of water temperature at the inlet (352 K), supposed to be constant over time. 

The simulation is run with a fine mesh in order to get proper results; according to good 

computational practice, it is better to run first some coarse computing and then to use the results 

as input for next study: the convergence of simulation is much faster in this way. 

Results are shown (see Fig. 4.44) and commented in the following; in particular, three views are 

reported within a step of 6 s in time: they are the integral representation of the entire volume and 

two sections. As regards the first section view, it is referred to a line of wires in the side of the 

cylinder aligned in flow direction, which is from right to left in the pictures. The second section is 

represented by a plane perpendicular to wires´ axis, slicing them right in the center. 
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Figure 4.44. Results of COMSOL simulation on heat transfer. 

 

It is possible to see that temperature distribution is pretty even in Ni-Ti wires from the very 

beginning, while it takes longer for the plastic plates to heat up: this is a positive aspect because a 

high operational frequency can be achieved in the active part (wires) while the supporting part 

(plastic plates) has a much slower dynamic.  

Moreover, since the first slice view is referred to a row of wires that is not central in relation to 

flow direction, it is normal that it has a slower heat transfer process; nevertheless, results are 

quite satisfying despite of the unfavorable position. 

In conclusion, COMSOL simulation shows that it is possible to operate the device at a high 

frequency and to avoid that all the system heats up or cools down together with the only relevant 

part – the wires - providing uniform SME. 
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4.6. Water circuit 

Hydraulic circuit is responsible for providing thermal power to nitinol wires at given temperature 

and operating frequency such that martensitic transformation happens. 

From the very beginning it is clear that there are many issues to be addressed to in the design of 

this component: first of all it is necessary to point out the global working principle, then the 

elements that provide the required actions need to be chosen and finally the whole circuit has to 

be controlled coherently. 

Starting from the first question on how the circuit should work, it is convenient to bear in mind 

that nitinol wires need to be heated up and cooled down in a certain temperature range and with 

a fixed frequency so that martensitic transformation can happen and the device can finally 

produce some electrical energy. 

The classical solution is to have a heat source that provides thermal energy to a heat transfer 

fluid, which is responsible for conveying it to nitinol.  

Since the aim is a proof of concept, efficiency and optimization are not relevant: this means that 

the water circuit can be over-dimensioned in order to get the desired result, independently of 

how much energy needs to be used for that; furthermore, since this is an experimental activity, a 

flexible setup is very important so that parameters can be varied and eventually first-stage 

optimized. 

First issue in the design is the choice of heat transfer fluid: water has been selected because of its 

good properties, availability and because in the required range of temperature it does not 

undergo a phase change. 

Moreover, in the device realized by Namli et al. [3] hot and cold air streams were applied in order 

to provide heating and cooling; they managed to get to a maximum frequency of 0.1 Hz due to 

the limitation of the experimental setup, but still suggested to work at higher frequencies in order 

to get bigger output energy and to reduce internal loss, which is significant at low frequency. One 

way to get to this result is to improve the heat transfer: this can be managed by a good design of 

the geometry of the device and by employing a better heat transfer fluid – that is why water is 

chosen in this work. 

Starting point in the design process is to know exactly which is the purpose of the water circuit; 

this information comes from the paragraph 4.5, where it is explained that wires´ temperature is 

supposed to change between 312 K and 342 K to get a proper displacement and this is achieved 

by using water at 302 K during cooling phase and at 352 K during heating process (design 

condition); these temperatures are compatible with the desired operating frequency. 

As regards water speed, it is quite irrelevant since from previous computation it has been shown 

that desired operational frequency can be achieved even with very slow water velocity. 

Given these requirements, hydraulic circuit has been designed as shown in Fig. 4.45.  
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Figure 4.45. Functional water circuit diagram. 

 

The energy harvester - represented in the central part of the drawing –has a fixed circular 

geometry; in particular, water should flow between two plates in a 1.6 mm height channel; cross 

section varies from a 3 mm diameter hole to a maximum rectangular section of 13.6 mm by 1.6 

mm. 

Two M3 threaded connectors are chosen for attaching the hoses to the cylinder with proper 

mechanical seal; model ECM81C-04M3 by Roykon is employed (Fig. 4.46).  

 

 

Figure 4.46. Connector hose-device. 

 

As previously said, there are no strict limitations in terms of water velocity and flow, while it is 

important to have a certain controlled temperature at the inlet; as a consequence, two 

thermocouples are installed at the inlet and outlet of the device (i.e. at the two inlets considering 

that flow direction is alternatively from one side and from the other) for controlling that the 
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temperature of water getting in touch with nitinol is the desired one; as a matter of facts, 

temperature at the inlet of the device is not the same as the one at heat source since heat loss 

occurs in the hoses and in the other components and then it is mandatory to monitor 

temperature also close to the harvester. The thermocouples are fixed by means of a tee 

connector and then associated to a National Instrument recorder (NI 9213 and NI cDAQ-9174) 

(Fig. 4.47). Calibration of thermocouples is made to guarantee a resolution of 0.3 °C in a wide 

temperature range (from -10 ° C to 90 °C). 

 

 

Figure 4.47. Thermocouples and their DAQ. 

 

As regards hoses, it is necessary to employ two different ones because water baths have a fixed 

diameter of the connectors (8 mm) which is too big for the device itself since it requires a much 

smaller connection because of its 1.6 mm height channel between plates – it employs then a 4 

mm diameter connector. In conclusion, nylon hoses of 4 mm and 8 mm outside diameter by RS 

are used; they have been selected because they are suitable for a good range of working 

temperatures and pressures.  

Of course it is necessary to use a fitting that can accommodate the diameter variation in the 

hoses. 

An important part of the circuit is represented by the two three-way valves that connect the 

cylinder part with the heat sources one. They are necessary for guaranteeing an alternating water 

flow – one time from the hot source and one time from the cold one. Working principle is then as 

follows: there are two phases – heating and cooling of the wires – and then also two components 

that work as heat source alternatively; during heating just the hot source circuit has some flow 

because the two three-way valves let water through, while blocking the flow from cold source 

(see Fig. 4.48).  
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Figure 4.48. Schematic representation of heating phase. 

 

During the second phase, valves switch and let only the cold water through so that cooling of 

wires is managed (see Fig. 4.49). It is evident that the two lines – hot and cold ones – have a 

common section, i.e. the portion of circuit included between the three-way valves. This means 

that when a phase starts (e.g. cooling), the water in the opposite condition (e.g. hot one) is being 

displaced to the opposite temperature source (e.g. cold one) and here it mixes with water at a 

different temperature. This may cause problems of losing temperature control in the heat source 

itself; that needs to be avoided by choosing a proper heat source (see next lines for the solution 

of the problem). 
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Figure 4.49. Schematic representation of cooling phase. 

 

Operating frequency is determined by the frequency of this switching and by constraints in terms 

of heat transfer from water to wires. Fig. 4.50 shows employed three-way valve by Roykon, model 

A30-60. 

 

 

Figure 4.50. Three-way valve. 

 

Finally, there are the heat sources and the circulating pumps. A good solution that includes both 

of them is represented by water baths, i.e. a container filled with water, which is kept at a desired 

constant temperature; a pump, included in the device, provides fluid flow to the circuit. Since in 

this case water flow is not very relevant, i.e. as long as the pump provides enough head to have 

water circulating through the circuit it is suitable while temperature should be controlled 

carefully, two water baths have been adopted. 

In particular, two Julabo F 25 bath are used (see Fig. 4.51). This model can provide the desired 

temperature in the range -28 °C to +200 °C with a stability of ±0.01 °C; a maximum flow rate of 16 
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l/min and a maximum head of 0.45 bar are made available through electronically adjustable pump 

stages (see Fig. 4.52 for characteristic curves). 

 

 

Figure 4.51. Julabo F 25 bath. 

 

 

Figure 4.52. Characteristic curve of pump. 

 

The pressure of the circulating pump is adjustable in four stages and the rotation speed changes 

with the load applied. 

The working principle of the pump directly affects the control strategy of the water circuit. Since 

the pump can continuously recirculate water even when the loop it is serving is interrupted by 

means of the two three-way valves, it is never switched off. 

As regards the switching between heating and cooling phase, it is done manually by simply acting 

simultaneously on the tree-way valves and selecting one or the other part of the circuit. It is very 
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important to have a good synchronism when doing this in order to provide the correct frequency 

of water flow through the device. 

As regards temperature control, thermocouples are detecting temperature at the inlet of the 

device: it is sufficient to perform some calibration cycles at the beginning in order to estimate the 

temperature drop over the circuit due to heat losses and then decide once for all which should be 

the set temperature at which Julabo baths make water available in order to have the desired 

temperature set at the inlet of the device itself.  

Getting back to the aforementioned problem of different temperature water mix in heat source 

while switching three-way valves, it is not relevant given the much higher mass of water in the 

baths compared to the mass of water present in the common line of the circuit. In particular, the 

baths can contain up to 4.5 liters, while an estimation of water in the common line is in the order 

of 0.016 liters, i.e. 280 times smaller. In conclusion, this mixing is expected to affect water baths 

temperature in the order of some tenths of °C, which can be recovered fast by the bath itself. 

Finally, Fig. 4.53 gives an overall view of the hydraulic circuit as built. 

One possible development for future applications can be choosing a different kind of circulating 

control system where both pumps and valves are automatically controlled and synchronized such 

that one pump is active only when the loop it is serving is not interrupted; a central controller 

could act on an electrical motor to switch the valves from one position to another while 

commanding simultaneously also the pumps. 

 

 

Figure 4.53. Hydraulic circuit. 
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4.7. Electrical circuit 

Electrical circuit is designed with the aim of collecting the charge from piezoelectric component 

and of indirectly measuring harvested energy. Since this work is supposed to be a proof of 

concept, no specific load is considered and consequently the whole electrical design is elaborated 

with the purpose of studying piezoelectric phenomenon and its peculiarities. Moreover, for the 

same reason no storage system is provided, since there is not an electric load demanding a 

certain amount of energy; neither there are requests in terms of type of current (DC or AC) or 

other specifics, so the circuit does not include complex electronics that allow to play with 

electrical parameters, e.g. rectifier, capacitor, batteries and other aforementioned elements from 

electrical circuit review. 

The main aspect to be considered is that piezoelectric material provides a good voltage output – 

up to 10s V – while the current is very small – in the order of 10-4 A. Moreover, if electrical circuit 

is continuously closed, voltage goes very rapidly to zero: it is essential to first build up a voltage 

difference across piezoelectric material and then discharge it through a resistor so that it can be 

measured.  

Given these considerations, it is necessary to design a circuit with a switch to close and open 

alternatively the circuit, so that voltage across a known resistor can be measured and current, 

power and energy computed. 

In the following a scheme of electrical circuit is provided and illustrated (see Fig. 4.54). 

 

 

Figure 4.54. Electric circuit scheme. 
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First of all, there is the piezoelectric actuator, providing useful power. It comes with two wires, 

one to be grounded and the other one providing the voltage.  

Then, moving clockwise, there is a relay, whose function is the same as a switch: it opens or closes 

the circuit in response to some input. In this case a solid state relay is employed (see Fig. 4.55 for 

its configuration): an input control current of 2 mA can switch its resistance from 50 Ω (closed 

circuit, i.e. current flowing) to hundreds of kΩ (open circuit, i.e. no current). 

 

 

Figure 4.55. Solid state relay scheme. 

 

Power is supplied to the relay by means of a multifunction DAQ device (which will be described 

later in this work, see Fig. 4.57), so that the switching can be controlled directly from a LabVIEW 

program. As regards the other end of the relay, it is grounded. 

Then there are two resistors connected in series, namely R1 and R2, whose nominal value of 

resistance is respectively 10 kΩ and 1 kΩ; a voltage measurement system is connected in parallel 

to R2. The reason of these double resistors is as follows: the voltage measurement system – the 

same multifunction DAQ device as before - can detect a maximum of ±10 V, but piezoelectric 

component is providing a higher voltage drop that needs to be measured. The solution to this 

problem is to adopt two resistors in series, whose resistance is known, measure voltage drop V2 

across the smaller one (called shunt resistor) since it is producing a drop that is compatible with 

the measurement system, calculate which is the total voltage drop V1 across also the second 

bigger resistance by applying a linear proportion. As concerns voltage drop across the relay, it is 

very small (its maximum resistance is 50 Ω) compared to resistors one, so it is negligible. Finally, 

by summing voltage drop across R1 and R2, total output voltage V from piezo is derived, since they 

are connected in parallel between two points with the same potential – the output of the piezo 

and the ground. 

As previously said, voltage 𝑉 is determined; since resistance 𝑅 is known, it is possible to compute 

the current 𝐼 and the power 𝑃: 

𝐼 =
𝑉

𝑅
      ( 4.7) 

𝑃 = 𝑉 𝐼     ( 4.8 ) 

Finally, energy 𝐸 can be derived by simply integrating power over time 𝑡: 

𝐸 = ∫ 𝑃 𝑑𝑡
𝑡

𝑡0
     ( 4.9 ) 

Circuit is built in a breadboard, which is a good solution when prototyping electronics since it does 

not require soldering and elements can be moved or substituted during testing phase (see Fig. 

4.56).  
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Figure 4.56. Electrical circuit: breadboard. 

 

 

Figure 4.57. Electrical circuit: multifunction DAQ system. 
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In conclusion, here there is a recapitulation of the main elements from electrical side (see Fig. 

4.58): 

 piezoelectric actuator, previously described; 

 breadboard, including relay and two resistors, previously described; 

 bus-powered multifunction DAQ USB device by National Instruments (NI USB-6008): as the 

name itself suggests, it provides multifunction and is hereby used for three different tasks. 

First of all, it produces a small current up to 200 mA as analog output for controlling the relay 

switching. Secondly, it serves as input for voltage measurement, in particular it can receive 

and read a voltage in the range ±10 V with a resolution of 4.9 mV; it is a single-ended 

measurement, meaning that the other end should be grounded; moreover, it is 

recommended to ground and end of the signal source (the piezo in this case) to the DAQ itself 

in order to avoid ground loops. This introduces the last function of this electrical component: 

it serves also as a ground for the whole circuit. 

 Computer running LabVIEW software as an interface with the device.  

 

 

Figure 4.58. Overview of electrical components. 
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Once assembled, the electrical circuit has been tested to verify that it works correctly and to see if 

there is some difference from expected behavior. 

First, resistance of the whole circuit from one side of the piezo to the other one is measured by 

means of a multimeter in order to understand which the real one is. As a matter of facts, the two 

resistors have a nominal resistance that is provided with a certain tolerance, and then the actual 

value is not necessarily the nominal one. Moreover, there are other elements providing extra 

resistance, e.g. welded parts, connections, breadboard etc. that need to be considered. In 

conclusion, measured value of total resistance is 11.4 kΩ (resolution 10 Ω). Also R1 and R2 are 

measured: they are 9.92 kΩ and 0.986 kΩ respectively (resolution 1 Ω). From now on, R1 and R2 

will be addressed to considering these resistance values. 

Second, piezo behavior is simulated by means of a power supply that generates some voltage and 

current: this experiment is made in order to understand if the system is working properly and the 

voltage can effectively be measured by applying the aforementioned linear proportion. In 

particular, voltage V2 across R2 is measured by means of a multimeter and compared with 

expected value, computed with this method: total voltage V is known because provided by the 

power supply, also total resistance R is known because measured, so voltage drop across R2 

should be:   

𝑉2 =
𝑅2

𝑅
 𝑉     ( 4.10 ) 

Experiments show that expected and measured values of V2 differ by around 10%; the reason is to 

be found in the relay, which is introducing some capacitive behavior and then misrepresenting 

results. It is then necessary to consider only one side of the circuit – the one on voltmeter side of 

the relay – in order to have accurate measurement: if substituting R with R1+R2 , the computation 

and the measurement provide the same value of V2. In conclusion, this value of resistance will be 

adopted during experimental phase in order to have the right measurement. 

Finally, also relay is tested by applying required current by means of a power supply and it is 

verified that it works properly, opening and closing the circuit depending on current input. 

As regards the control of circuit during device operation, the only action to be performed by the 

user is switching the relay by means of LabVIEW interface. This operation should be done 

cyclically at two points: when the voltage has reached its maximum positive value and its 

minimum negative value, corresponding respectively to the maximum strain position and the zero 

strain position of piezoelectric actuator. In this way it is possible to build up a potential difference 

across the piezo itself (open circuit, i.e. no current flowing) and then to discharge it through the 

two resistors (closed circuit, i.e. current flows in the circuit), resulting in a measurement of the 

actual potential provided. Moreover, this voltage is displayed in LabVIEW as a function of time: it 

is easy then to compute all the other electrical parameters as previously described. 
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5. Test and result 

Once the whole device is assembled, experimental session is performed in order to prove the 

concept of harvesting thermal energy in form of electrical charge. 

In this chapter both experimental activity and results are reported and commented. In particular, 

a preliminary characterization of Ni-Ti response to water flow is required in order to understand 

which the best working point is in terms of both force and displacement provided. Then, the 

whole setup is tested in the best configuration and results are shown. Finally, some suggestion on 

future work is provided. 

 

5.1. Preliminary test 

Before testing the whole device, some preliminary experimental activity is mandatory in order to 

verify that the assembly operates correctly and to understand which the best working point is. 

In particular, since electrical circuit has already been tested and for piezoelectric actuator a 

voltage to force curve has been drawn, main focus here is related to hydraulic circuit and water 

seal: piezo and electrical components would be very sensitive to any water leakage. Moreover, it 

is also crucial to figure out which is the best configuration in order to have the biggest actuation 

from a Ni-Ti point of view. 

As regards water flow, a general check on critical elements is performed. The two Julabo water 

baths work properly: pumps provide enough head for having an even flow throughout the whole 

circuit (this affirmation comes from visual observation of water flowing regularly through the 

whole circuit; this is particularly evident when glycol is inserted in the baths: it can be used as a 

tracer for seeing that flow is smooth). Three way valves also actuate in the right way; in particular, 

pumps are always active even when their circuit is closed: the valves provide good sealing for 

avoiding a mix between hot and cold lines. There is no water leakage at any point: the O-ring 

provides a complete sealing between shaft and cylinder, even though some water drops out if the 

shaft is not well concentric with the cylinder (this statement will become clearer in the next lines). 

Secondly, Ni-Ti working conditions are analyzed in terms of pre-stress and temperatures. As a 

matter of facts, SME depends on stress and temperature and then it is necessary to run some 

experimental activity to point out in which condition the best actuation is provided.  

First of all, three relevant variables are detected: water temperature at cold side, water 

temperature at hot side and pre-stress, meaning force acting on the sample when it is in the cold 

state. Resulting SME, i.e. force on the sample when it is in the hot state, should depend only on 

these variables. 

As regards experimental setup, it consists in the energy harvester connected to hydraulic circuit 

and clamped in Zwick/Roell actuator so that force can be imposed and measured and a globally 

zero displacement configuration can be kept during water flow. Electrical circuit is not connected 

because at this stage electrical output is not relevant and any contact with water should be 

prevented (it is the first test phase and no proof of water sealing is available yet); a broken piezo 
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actuator is connected in order to simulate the real situation in terms of stress behavior in the 

assembly. 

According to literature [29], austenitic transformation occurs between -2 °C (AS) and 36 °C (AF) 

while heating  and between 26 °C (MS) and -12 °C (MF) while cooling, then some good Ni-Ti 

displacement should occur in all that temperature range: for this reason first test assumes 5 °C 

and 55 °C as Julabo cold and hot water temperatures respectively (uncertainty of ± 0.01 °C). They 

are different from the ones analyzed in paragraph 4.5 while dealing with heat transfer problem 

but this is not relevant since a wide temperature range is going to be analyzed, moreover the 

amplitude of temperature interval is almost the same and then the problem should not be 

affected relevantly.  

With these fixed temperature, pre-stress is varied between 100 N and 1400 N with a step of 100 N 

to understand the optimum working point (uncertainty is up to ±1.4 N, according to Zwick/Roell 

features). Before proceeding, it is necessary to explain carefully the meaning of pre-stress: in this 

work, it is referred to as the force imposed to the sample when it is at cold condition. Then the 

specimen is tested according to the following sequence of actions: a certain pre-stress is provided 

(imposed force with Zwick/Roell actuator) while cold water is flowing through the device, then 

three-way valves are switched simultaneously so that hot water heats wires up, wires expand and 

provide some force that is detected by the actuator itself while globally zero displacement 

configuration is maintained, finally valves are switched again and the sample is cooled down; at 

this point a different pre-stress is furnished and next cycle starts. 

Results show a maximum useful force difference of 387 N detected at 810 N of pre-stress, with no 

clear correlation between pre-stress and force provided: as a matter of facts, force difference 

sometimes increases with pre-stress and some other times it decreases. The reason of this 

anomalous behavior is to be found in a partial failure of the specimen. In particular, during the 

last part of this session of tests some water dropped out of the cylinder from the bottom and the 

wires resulted to be badly bended on one side (see Fig. 5.1). This is because of non-uniform length 

of the wires, so when they are compressed force is not equally distributed, i.e. surface of the shaft 

tends to move to a configuration where it is not parallel to the surface of the cylinder. As a result, 

force is not aligned with wires ‘axis and they tend to bend; moreover, O-ring does no longer work 

properly and some water drops out. 

 

 

Figure 5.1. Bent wires. 

 

Another interesting phenomenon that has been detected is force decrease in relation to initial 

pre-stress value when going from hot temperature to cold one: after switching the three-way 
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valves and letting  cold water through the bundle of wires, measured force is lower (up to 200 N) 

than the one present at the beginning at the same temperature before hot switching is 

performed. This sort of asymmetrical behavior needs to be investigated because it can lead to 

higher force difference. The reason can be some sort of hysteresis in the SMA. 

In conclusion, results from this experimental session cannot be considered reliable; anyway, the 

fact that force variation is detected in response to temperature change is a positive result 

because it confirms that the device works. 

After the failure of the sample, the assembly of Ni-Ti and plates is re-built and tested again, being 

very careful in the gluing and grinding processes: as a result, wires are firmly stuck to the plates 

and they all have the same length. This time a more complete characterization is provided: 

temperature difference between hot and cold water is fixed at 50 °C and measured at the inlet of 

the cylinder by means of thermocouples; then different cold temperatures (and consequently hot 

ones) are fixed for every session of tests and the pre-stress varied from 100 N to 1100 N with a 

step of 100 N (uncertainty of ± 1.1 N). In particular, the following cold temperatures are 

considered: -5 °C, 5 °C, 10 °C, 20 °C, 30 °C (uncertainty of ± 0.15 °C). In the case of temperature 

below 0 °C ethylene glycol has been added to water at 15% by volume for preventing the working 

fluid to freeze.  

Results are schematically shown in the following graph, where ΔF=F@THOT - F@TCOLD is displayed 

to F@TCOLD. 

 

 

Figure 5.2. Force variation to pre-stress. 

 

Two main observations can be made from this graph: force provided increases with pre-stress and 

decreases with temperature. 
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As regards the pre-stress, it is required to be as high as possible from a force point of view 

because in this way the actuation is bigger. The relationship between force variation at cold and 

hot states and force at cold state is almost linear: no saturation effect is detected in this range of 

values, even though it is very likely to be present at higher forces. A maximum value of 1100 N in 

terms of pre-stress has been selected in this test for reasons of compatibility with the 

piezoelectric component: it is designed to have a blocking force of approximatively 2 kN, which is 

almost the one provided by Ni-Ti at hot temperature. 

The second remark is related to temperature influence: the lower the cold (and then the hot) 

temperature, the higher the force provided at a certain pre-stress and in the given temperature 

range. In particular, at high cold temperatures of 20 °C and 30 °C there is no big actuation; a 

possible reason is that going from cold to hot state the phase transformation is not happening 

because of inappropriate temperature range; as a result, a poor SME is detected. The situation is 

very different when considering lower cold temperatures, which partially include the phase 

transformation and then provide an increased effect. A maximum value of 714 N of actuation has 

been detected at 5 °C (cold temperature) and 1100 N (pre-stress).  

As previously mentioned, a sort of hysteresis has been detected when going from hot to cold 

state at a given stress: the force at cold state does not coincide with the one of the pre-stress at 

the same temperature. For this reason some cycles have been performed between cold and hot 

temperatures at a pre-stress of 1100 N, just to understand how this hysteresis works and if it 

affects relevantly the output. Results are reported in Tab. 5.1.  

 

TCOLD [°C] THOT [°C] PRE-STRESS [N] F (TCOLD) [N] F (THOT) [N] ΔF [N] 

5 55 1100 

1109 1732 623 

1010 1712 702 

995 1702 707 

987 1693 706 

985 1688 703 

979 1682 703 
Table 5.1. Force hysteresis on Ni-Ti sample. 

 

One first remark is that force is decreasing cycle after cycle both at cold and hot temperatures 

until reaching an almost stable value around 980 N (cold side) and 1680 N (hot side). 

Good news is that the force difference is quite constantly equal to 700 N, meaning that the 

desired effect is not altered by this hysteresis.  

Until now results have been considered just in terms of force; on the other side, it could be 

interesting to understand also which the displacement and then the strain are. For this reason, 

data have been collected in terms of initial position of Zwick/Roell actuator and position at a given 

pre-stress, which is maintained during water switching operation, then identifying a certain 

displacement for a given pre-stress. This is the total displacement, which results from the 

deformation of all elements being compressed between the plates, which have different 

geometries and are made of various materials. In order to allocate only the displacement it is 

responsible for to Ni-Ti, some computation considering Young´s modulus have been performed: in 

this way it is possible to determine which the actual deformation of Ni-Ti is and finally its strain. 

In the following graph force difference is reported to Ni-Ti strain at different temperatures. 
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Figure 5.3. Force variation to strain. 

 

It is possible to notice that the levels of strain are limited, not exceeding 7%; this is positive from a 

mechanical point of view, since the device can work at very small displacement. Force variation 

increases almost linearly with strain, then it is convenient to choose a high-strain working point; 

again, at some point the relationship is supposed not to be linear any longer, even though one 

feature of superelastic materials is that they can accommodate deformations up to 10% with no 

residual strain [44].  

As regards temperature influence, this graph shows clearly that the best operating point is 5 °C for 

cold side and 55 °C for hot side for two reasons: first, force difference is the highest for every 

strain; second, strain is limited in a small interval (between 2.13% and 4.53%), meaning that Ni-Ti 

has still a big elastic region of possible working points at higher pre-stress.  

In conclusion, the optimum operating condition among the analyzed ones is 5 °C to 55 °C in terms 

of temperatures at the highest possible pre-stress.   

 

5.2. Final test 

In this section the experimental activity on the whole energy harvester is reported and results 

commented. 

Set up includes all the previously mentioned components: there is the energy harvester 

connected to hydraulic circuit through the cylinder and to electrical one through piezo actuator; 

the assembly is clamped with the mechanical actuator; control is both manual (switching of the 
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valves) and automatic through software (Zwick/Roell positioning and electrical circuit 

closing/opening); data acquisition is performed by means of DAQ system and LabVIEW, providing 

temperature to time and voltage across the shunt resistor to time as output.  

Working conditions are as follows: a cold temperature of 4 °C and a hot one of 57 °C are fixed 

respectively at Julabo cold and hot water baths so that inlet temperatures are 5 °C and 55 °C 

during cooling and heating respectively due to heat losses in the circuit.  

Pre-stress at cold temperature is chosen to be 1000 N in order to get a very good actuation and 

possibly an appreciable voltage according to Ni-Ti and piezoelectric components 

characterizations.   

Operations are performed according to this sequence: the baths are activated and brought to 

temperature, pre-stress is provided when cold water is flowing, electric circuit is closed and 

opened so that voltage built across the piezo due to pre-stress is discharged and then in the 

following cycles only the effect of temperature change is investigated; this sequence is done just 

once. 

The proper cycle consists then in the following steps: switching the two valves so that hot water 

flows, closing electrical circuit in order to discharge the piezo through measuring circuit and 

record positive voltage only when desired hot temperature is reached, opening the circuit, 

switching the two valves to cold side, closing the circuit when desired cold water is reached so 

that negative voltage can be measured and finally opening again the circuit; after that, operation 

re-starts from the first step, with obviously no need of doing again the preliminary tasks. 

While operating, LabVIEW is continuously recording temperature and voltage to time as 

previously described. 

An observation on the operating mode is mandatory: first of all, Julabo temperatures could be 

lower (cold side) and higher (hot side) than employed ones in order to have a faster dynamic 

because of faster heat transfer; in that case it would be possible to switch valves exactly when 

desired temperature is reached. This is the case analyzed in paragraph 4.5 while dealing with heat 

transfer problem and proposed as design condition, clearly not respected while operating the 

device. The reason is that this would not be good in terms of Ni-Ti and piezoelectric material 

transformations since they require some time to happen, during which temperature needs to be 

constantly equal to its minimum or maximum values otherwise the 50 °C temperature difference 

would not be maintained. In conclusion, frequency of the system is expected to be slow, but it 

could be ways faster by creating a temperature difference between heat transfer fluid and 

working material; the drawback in this case would be either the loss of temperature control over 

the wires or reduced actuation. This scenario is proposed as future development and described in 

chapter 6. 

In the following diagrams and tables there are the results elaborated with Microsoft Excel from 

raw data coming as an output of LabVIEW software. In particular, both temperature at the inlet of 

the device to time and voltage across the shunt resistor to time are represented. 
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Figure 5.4. Temperature to time. 

 

 

Figure 5.5. Voltage across shunt resistor to time. 
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The two graphs need to be cross-examined in order to get significant information.  

Six cycles are performed and operating temperature is always the same, but voltage output is 

different. The reason is that another variable needs to be considered: time. As a matter of facts, 

both SME and piezoelectricity are time-dependent phenomena. Getting into more detailed 

analysis, first cycle shows a very high voltage, but it cannot be considered as a proper result since 

it is the consequence of both temperature change and pre-stress. In other words, pre-stress given 

by means of mechanical actuator generates a voltage and then temperature change produces 

another voltage that adds to previous one: since it is accounting also for pre-stress effect, this 

result needs to be neglected. Cycles number two, five and six are realistic ones, since holding time 

at hot and cold temperatures is enough for having the voltage completely built up across the 

piezo. As previously reported in the review, SME is obtained as a consequence of a lattice 

transformation, that it is time dependent; same for piezoelectricity: electrons displacement is not 

instantaneous.  Then, also the combination of the two effects depends on time: here this aspect is 

experimentally documented by the fact that different keeping times generate do not generate the 

same values of voltage even though temperature range is not varied. A further demonstration of 

that is the presence of very small voltage peaks right after the positive and negative ones: at this 

point the circuit was closed and opened for a second time in order to see if some other voltage 

could be measured; since detected voltage at these points is very small, this implies that 

electricity has completely discharged after the first shortening of the circuit, meaning that no 

further voltage was building up after the first shortening. Finally, cycles number three and four 

are not good because of too short keeping time: as a consequence, voltage does not build up 

correctly.  

As regards the single cycle, time required for having a good result is approximatively 150 s; as 

previously said, it could be drastically reduced by operating with different temperatures. It is clear 

that heat transfer is exponentially slower when Ni-Ti temperature approaches water´s one: in 

order to have a global understanding of the magnitude of this phenomenon, it is enough to say 

that in the first 2 s of heating temperature varies by 34°C and then in the following 28 s by only 

5°C. 

These data – which are already a proof of concept of energy harvesting - are then further 

elaborated in order to get more relevant information: voltage across the piezo actuator, current 

circulating, power and energy harvested are important for a complete characterization of the 

device.  

A MATLAB script is written for doing the following operations: importing the data from Microsoft 

Excel datasheets, calculating voltage across the piezo, determining circulating current and finally 

power and energy harvested (see appendix for the scripts). 

Voltage output resulting from this energy harvester is between 15 V and 20 V when positive and 

between -10 V and -15 V when negative (uncertainty of ± 2.45 mV); average potential difference 

in the three considered cycles is 30.73 V with an uncertainty of ± 4.9 mV (see Fig. 5.6). 
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Figure 5.6. Voltage to time. 

Current is very small as expected, being in the range of a few mA (see Fig. 5.7). 

 

 

Figure 5.7. Current to time. 

 

Finally, relevant results are also power and energy harvested since they give a hint about the 

possible applications for this kind of device. In Fig. 5.8 power is displayed to time: its absolute 

value is considered so then it is necessary to take into account two consecutive lines in order to 

have the actual harvested power during a cycle. The order of magnitude is tens of mW. 

Fig. 5.8 also shows harvested energy relative to each half cycle; it is computed by firstly detecting 

the peaks (a peak is recorded when voltage difference between two consecutive points is bigger 

than a certain threshold) and then integrating the power to time only in correspondence to the 

peak. The reasons are multiple: first of all there is some noise on the data and then it is necessary 

to exclude the energy coming just from DAQ system oscillations. Secondly, in this way positive 

and negative potential differences are both considered and they do not eliminate each other 

when integrating over time. Finally, energy relative to a cycle is given as an output instead of 

global energy: this is positive when calculating performance indicators relative to the single cycle. 

Harvested energy is in the order of some tenths of mJ. 
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Figure 5.8. Power to time and peak energy. 

 

Focusing on a single cycle, it is common practice to evaluate the performance of the device by 

defining some indexes that capture the most relevant aspects of the harvester itself. In this case 

an efficiency index in terms of energy or power is not recommended since this is an experimental 

proof of concept and no optimization in the inputs has been done: the ratio between output and 

employed energy (water baths i.e. electricity for heat sources and pumps, electricity for 

mechanical actuator, electricity for control systems) would be incredibly small. Now, the other 

characteristic elements are Ni-Ti wires and piezoelectric actuator. The former is suitable as 

performance indicator: a ratio between output energy and mass of Ni-Ti can give relevant 

information about the efficiency; moreover, harvested energy is supposed to increase with the 

amount of Ni-Ti since actuation would be bigger and then this index could be object of an 

optimization process. Here is the definition of the aforementioned efficiency: 

𝜀𝑁𝑖−𝑇𝑖 =
𝐸𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒

𝑚𝑁𝑖−𝑇𝑖
      ( 5.1 ) 

where 𝐸𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒 [mJ] is the energy harvested per cycle and  𝑚𝑁𝑖−𝑇𝑖 [g] is the mass of active Ni-Ti of 

the device, i.e. the material directly contacted by water (the parts of the wires attached to 

supporting plastic plates are excluded). 

In relation to piezoelectric material, its useful effect is also dependent on the amount of it; 

similarly, the following piezo efficiency can be defined: 

𝜀𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑧𝑜 =
𝐸𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒

𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑧𝑜
      ( 5.2 ) 

where 𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑧𝑜 [g] is the mass of piezoelectric material. 

It is important to notice that both efficiencies do not give a complete characterization of how 

good the materials are since outputs strongly depend also on geometry of both Ni-Ti and piezo 

actuator: it is then mandatory to have a good design to employ the given mass of materials in the 

best way. 

Finally, a summary table is presented: it gathers all relevant information about the performance 

of the energy harvester. In particular, all data are relative to a single cycle and come as an average 

of quantities from cycles two, five and six. 
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Potential 
difference [V] 

Intensity of 
current [mA] 

Harvested 
power [mW] 

Harvested 
energy [mJ] 

εNi-Ti [mJ/g] εpiezo [mJ/g] 

30,73±0,01 2,82±0,01 44,46±0,02 0,33±0,09 2,04±0,09 0,29±0,09 
Table 5.2. Energy harvester specifications. 

 

These results are in agreement with desired ones from materials characterization. 

In particular, Ni-Ti was expected to produce 600 N when going from 5 °C to 55 °C at a pre-stress of 

1000 N, and so it does.  

As regards piezoelectric actuator, it receives 600 N as an input and it generates a positive voltage 

of 18 V and a negative one of -13 V, being at a pre-stress of 1000 N. The same specimen was 

previously tested with no pre-stress, i.e. each time force was varied from 0 N to a certain value of 

N and then back again to 0 N. As a consequence, results are not comparable from a strict point of 

view, since in the actual device a certain force is given starting from a pre-compressed state. 

Nevertheless, results are quite similar: when going from 0 N to 600 N, voltage across the piezo is 

20 V when positive and -13 V when negative. It may be concluded that pre-stress is not affecting 

relevantly piezoelectric material behavior in this range of stress and that its behavior is almost 

linear, meaning that a force variation from 0 N to x N generates the same voltage as going from y 

N to x+y N. 

Also the values of very small current, power and energy harvested are coherent with expectations 

from literature. Consequently, this kind of energy harvester can be employed in principle for low-

power wireless sensor networks and their numerous industrial, medical, and commercial 

applications. Sensors stand alone in remote or hard-to-reach areas to warn of building and bridge 

stresses, air pollution, forest fires, pending landslides, worn bearings, and wing vibration can in 

theory adopt this technology. 
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5.3. Failure test 

The last experimental activity is related to testing Ni-Ti assembly (wires and plates) to failure in 

order to understand which the operative limits for the device are. This is relevant information for 

future developments since a new harvester working at higher pre-stress could provide better 

actuation according to previous characterization.  

This set of tests is articulated in two phases: first, Ni-Ti assembly is compressed alone in order to 

not only measure force but also make a video of what happens; second, it is put in its cylindrical 

case and just force is recorded – the reason for this second experiment will become clear later. 

The setup includes the aforementioned components, clamped by mechanical actuator; it applies a 

single cycle of compression at a very low speed (0.01 mm/min); test ends when force suddenly 

decreases by more than 40%: this happens when a severe bending or a breakage occurs. 

Following pictures are extrapolated from the video and represent significant moments of the 

experimental session (see Figs. 5.9 to 5.12). 

 

 

Figure 5.9. Specimen at initial condition. 

 

Figure 5.10. Specimen at moderate compression condition (1618 N). 
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Figure 5.11. Specimen at failure condition. 

 

Figure 5.12. Specimen at final condition. 

 

In particular these four different frames capture the initial condition, when mechanical actuator is 

still not exerting any force on the specimen (Fig. 5.9), an image during normal compression when 

the wires start bending slightly (Fig. 5.10), and a state of very severe deformation (Fig. 5.11) right 

before the recovery of initial shape upon force removal (Fig. 5.12). It is possible to notice that 

deformation happens in a shear mode since this is the one that requires the minimum amount of 

energy for the given configuration.  

Fig. 5.13 shows the force to displacement graph: maximum force is small (2713 N); a stress of 2 kN 

was reached during experimental characterization of the Ni-Ti but neither failure nor severe 

bending was recorded. The reason is that before the assembly was put inside the cylinder, which - 

acting as a guide - prevented shear deformation to happen or limited it to the mechanical play 

between plates and cylinder. 
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Figure 5.13. Force to displacement during first failure test (no case). 

 

In order to have a better idea of what happens inside the cylinder, the assembly of plates and 

wires is tested in its case; applied cycle is the same as before, but now force is expected to be 

higher before failure. Fig. 5.14 shows results in terms of force to displacement. 

 

 

Figure 5.14. Force to displacement during second failure test (with case). 
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Maximum force is not much bigger than before, being 2823 N (110 N higher), but failure 

mechanism is pretty different. As a matter of facts, in the first test there was a continuous and 

gradual bending, leading to a drop in force after 0.52 mm of actuator travel. In this second test, 

force starts decreasing after 0.94 mm displacement, almost double, and with a gradual pattern, 

meaning that there is not a sudden event leading to a rapid force drop. Fig. 5.15 shows how the 

specimen looks like after the experiment: it is permanently bended on one side. This different 

result is the consequence of the case action: wires start bending in shear mode until displacement 

is bigger than mechanical play between it and the cylinder. At this point wires are no longer 

aligned with the force and no more shear deformation is possible: the only way of 

accommodating increasing force is to bend on one side. This is reflected in behavior after 

maximum force: it is an almost linear force decrease with displacement, since wires continue to 

deform gradually in this new configuration and part of the force is dissipated in friction with the 

cylinder.  

In conclusion, it is possible to say that this kind of device can work up to 2.8 kN with no 

permanent deformation; a variation in the number and geometry (length or diameter) of wires 

would significantly affect the results. 

 

 

Figure 5.15. Specimen irreversibly bent. 
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6. Conclusion 

In this work an experimental proof of concept of energy harvester employing shape memory Ni-Ti 

and a piezoelectric actuator was successfully performed.  

Ni-Ti is a SMA that shows unique properties; among them there is the aforementioned SME, i.e. 

the recovery of initial shape after deformation as a consequence of a temperature induced phase 

transformation; alternatively, it can also provide a stress state if recovery of initial form is 

prevented by a constrained configuration.  

A piezoelectric actuator is usually a PZT device that can produce some displacement in response 

to an electric input as a consequence of indirect piezoelectric effect; it can also be used reversely, 

i.e. it can generate electrical charge in response to applied mechanical stress (direct piezoelectric 

effect). An applied force creates an asymmetry in the crystal structure of the material and this 

leads to an electric dipole moment, i.e. charge accumulation. 

A device employing SME and piezoelectricity was designed, built and tested with the aim of 

proving energy harvesting. A global zero displacement configuration was adopted for the 

harvester: a water flow provides alternatively heating and cooling to Ni-Ti, which in response 

produces an alternative stress state, rigidly transmitted to a piezoelectric actuator that finally 

generates electrical charge. 

A potential difference of 30.73 V was measured, together with a current of 2.82 mA; these lead to 

a harvested power of 44.46 mW and 0.33 mJ energy per cycle. 

These results are promising and the output is higher than the ones from previously built devices 

by other research groups. Zakharov et al. generated 160 mV, harvesting 75 µJ per cycle, upon 

temperature variation between 20 °C and 80 °C on their hybrid laminated composite [4]. Namli et 

al. reported a generated power of 0.12 mW to 0.19 mW in the temperature range -15 °C to 110 °C 

[3]. Since these are the only references, it can be concluded that the energy harvester reported in 

this work provides better output, even though a strict comparison is not possible because 

geometries of the devices are different and there are no unified indicators of energy 

performance. 

This energy harvester is the first of its kind from many points of view and as such should be used 

as a reference for future development. Here some observations on its key features – both positive 

and negative - are pointed out. 

In relation to the design, the choice of global zero displacement device is the starting point; other 

configurations are also possible but they would provide poorer output as can be deducted from 

literature. Moreover, this operating principle offers a very compact and resistant solution, since 

active elements are enclosed by a case.  

Ni-Ti is at the moment the best shape memory material, but probably in the future it will be more 

convenient to use other alloys, e.g. Ti-Ni-Cu due to higher fatigue life, which is highly desired in 

commercial devices. As regards geometry, here wires are employed, while other groups 

previously used a compact configuration, e.g. a parallelepiped of Ni-Ti; this choice is related to 

heat transfer between water and Ni-Ti – much better in the wires case due do incredibly bigger 

surface to volume ratio. The drawback is lower acceptable stress: at about 2 kN, bending starts to 

irredeemably damage the wires. On the other side, an improved configuration with a higher 

number of wires in the bundle or a stack of plates with shorter wires one over the other could not 

only solve this problem, but also provide higher actuation.  
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Piezoelectric actuator is a sort of fixed element, meaning that it was bought already built, 

accordingly to device requirements. It works properly because it is very compact, having a small 

height if compared to the other two dimensions: this makes the assembly very stable. If a higher 

voltage and then power is required, it is possible to buy a bigger actuator: this scaling up should in 

any case be coherent with the whole device design.  

Hydraulic circuit is employing water, which is the best fluid considering working temperature. A 

possible improvement could be done from two points of view: automatization and temperature 

range. In particular, automatic three-way valves and a higher temperature difference could result 

in higher operating frequency, finally meaning more harvested energy since cycles would be more 

frequent. Also, a better characterization in terms of effect of temperature on Ni-Ti should be 

developed, exploring other working conditions. In any case this choice should also be related to 

the kind of energy available and at which temperature: harvesting energy means collecting 

wasted energy from the environment, then the design should keep this aspect into account and 

provide ad hoc solutions case by case.  

From an electrical point of view, adopted design is very nice for experimental purposes because it 

is possible to measure and study all desired variables. As for hydraulic circuit, solutions should be 

tailored for the use of the device, this time from the output side. As a matter of facts, charge 

produced by the piezoelectric actuator should feed an electronical device, which has particular 

requirements: the design should aim at generating electricity for a certain kind of applications. 

Finally, one general observation: the goal of this work was a proof of concept, then resulting 

device should be in any case seen as the starting point for future developments, maybe leading to 

a commercial prototype, expected to be very different in terms of size and shapes, but still 

employing the same working principle.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

7. Appendix  

7.1. MATLAB scripts 

In this appendix the MATLAB scripts relative to analysis and elaboration of data are presented. 

They are the result of a precedent version written by Kurt Engelbrecht and then modified to suit 

this specific problem.  

7.1.1. Read data, calculate voltage, current, power and energy across the piezo 

 

clear all 
clc 
close all 

  
filton = 1; %1 = turn filtering on 

  
%% System setup 

  
R1 = 9.92*10^3; % Ohm 
R2 = 0.986*10^3; % Ohm, shunt resistor 

  
%% Read data 

  
A = xlsread('Results.xlsx',1,'B2:C1460'); 
timeTC = A(:,1); % Reading of the time column 
T0 = A(:,2); % Reading of the Tcold_in column 

  
B = xlsread('Results.xlsx',2,'B2:C730081'); 
timeV = B(:,1); % Reading of the time column 
Vs = B(:,2); % Reading of the voltage column 
NtV = length(timeV); 

  

  
%% Calculate energy recovered 

  
if filton == 1 
    nav = 4; 
    bfilt = 1/nav*ones(nav,1); 
    Vfilt = filter(bfilt,1,Vs); 
    Vs = Vfilt; 
end 

  
Vp = (R1+R2)/R2 * Vs; % Voltage across piezo 
i_shunt = Vs/R2; % Ampere 
Pcirc = abs(Vp.*i_shunt * 1000); % mWatt 
ii = 1:NtV-1; 
dt=timeV(2:NtV)-timeV(1:NtV-1); 
dE = Vs(1:NtV-1).^2*(R1+R2)/R2^2.*dt; % Joule 
dE(isnan(dE))=0; % remove NaN from dE 
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Eharvest = sum(abs(dE))*1000, disp('mJ') % mJoule 

  
%% Plot T and current 

  
figure(1) 
plot(timeV, i_shunt) 
hold on  
xlabel('time (s)') 
ylabel('Current (A)') 
figure(2) 
plot(timeTC,T0) 
grid on 
xlabel('time (s)') 
ylabel('Temperature (C)') 

  
%% Plot piezo voltage 

  
figure(3) 
plot(timeV, Vp) 
grid on 
xlabel('time (s)') 
ylabel('Plate voltage (V)') 

  
%% Plot device power 

  
figure(4) 
plot(timeV, Pcirc) 
xlabel('time (s)') 
ylabel('Power (mW)') 

 

 

7.1.2. Detect peaks 

 

clear all 
clc 
close all 

  
%% Read data 

  
B = xlsread('Results.xlsx',2,'B2:C730081'); 
timeV = B(:,1); % Reading of the time column 
Vs = B(:,2); % Reading of the Voltage column 
NtV = length(timeV); 

  
%% Detect peaks 

  
VThresh = 0.5; % Time treshold in the DAQ for recognizing different peaks 

(in V) 
j = 1;    % Index associated to the peak 

  
for i = 2:NtV 
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    if abs(Vs(i) - Vs(i-1)) >= VThresh 
        tpeak(j) = timeV(i); 
        j = j + 1; 

         
    end 

     
end 

  
CalcEnPeak 

 

 

7.1.3. Calculate energy associated to peaks 

 

tspanpeak = 0.1; %sec 

  
%% System setup 
R1 = 9.92*10^3; % Ohm 
R2 = 0.986*10^3; % Ohm, shunt resistor 

  
tvec=zeros(2, length(tpeak)); 
tvec(1,:)=tpeak' - 0.1; 
tvec(2,:) = tpeak' + tspanpeak; 

  
for ii = 1:length(tpeak) 
    a = floor(tvec(1,ii)); 
    tind(1,ii) = find(timeV == a); 
    b = ceil(tvec(2,ii)); 
    tind(2,ii) = find(timeV == b); 
end 

  
for ii = 1:length(tpeak) 

     
    Vspeak = Vs(tind(1,ii):tind(2,ii)); 
    tVpeak = timeV(tind(1,ii):tind(2,ii)); 
    NtV = length(tVpeak); 
    Vp = (R1+R2)/R2 * Vspeak; 
    i_shunt = Vspeak/R2; % Ampere 
    dt=tVpeak(2:NtV)-tVpeak(1:NtV-1); 
    dE = Vspeak(1:NtV-1).^2*(R1+R2)/R2^2.*dt; % Joule 

     
    Eharvest(ii) = sum(dE)*1000; % mJoule 

     
end 

  
Eharvest 

  
disp('mJ') 
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Nomenclature and list of acronyms 

 

eCE  

IEA  

IR  

MEMS  

Nitinol  

NR  

PZT  

SMA  

SME  

TIS  

 

Elastocaloric Effect 

International Energy Agency 

InfraRed 

Micro ElectroMechanical Systems 

NI-TI Naval Ordnance Lab 

Natural Rubber 

Lead Zirconate Titanate 

Shape Memory Alloy 

Shape Memory Effect 

Thermally Induced Strain 

 

A    Area       [m2]  

a    Slope of transformation plateau    [Pa-1] 

Af    Austenite finish temperature     [K] 

Ap    Austenite peak temperature     [K] 

As    Austenite start temperature    [K] 

Bi    Biot number      [/] 

c    Specific heat capacity      [J/(kg K)] 

Cij    Clausius-Clapeyron factor    [Pa/K] 

d    Diameter      [m] 

D    Electric displacement     [C/m2] 

dkij    Charge piezoelectric coefficient    [C/N] 

E    Young´s modulus     [N/m2] 
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g    Piezoelectric voltage constant    [V m/N] 

I    Intensity of current     [A] 
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m    Mass       [kg] 
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Ms    Martensite start temperature    [K] 

n    Material constant     [/] 

Nu    Nusselt number     [/] 

P    Polarization       [V/m] 

Pr    Prandtl number      [/] 

Qij    Electrostriction coefficient    [m4/C2] 

R    Resistance      [Ω] 

Re    Reynolds number     [/] 

Sij    Elastic compliance at constant polarization  [/] 

T    Temperature      [K] 

t    Thickness      [m] 
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u    Velocity      [m/s] 
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x    Microstructure variable     [/] 
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Y    Amplitude of vibration     [m] 

α    Expansion coefficient     [Vm/C] 
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γ    Expansion coefficient     [Vm9/C5] 

ε    Strain       [/] 
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